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Preface
Speed-speed-speed! Gimme more speed! Just about every Mac user
wa nts his or h e r computer to do its work as fast as possible. Given
today's technology, there are many things you can do to eke out the
maximum performance from any Macintosh model. Some performance
enhancements require adding hardware to your computer; othe r per1
fo rmance enh ancements can be achie ved through software alone.
Hardware enhancements a re usually coj tly and sometimes difficult to
install. Software enhancements, on the oth er hand, are usually more
affordable and as easy to install as dra ging a file from a floppy to a
hard disk and then restarting your Macintosh.
This book looks at software techniquer' that you can use to speed up
and optimize your Macintosh. It also 19oks at software that measures
just how fast your Mac is performing. Yo ~' II read about optimizing and
speeding up disk access, getting more di k space without adding another disk drive, getting more main memo without adding more RAM,
accele rating application software p e rfo mance, and speeding up the
Desktop. In addition, you'll find a cha ' ter for PowerBook users and
another that deals with accelerating t e use of application software
packages.
These upgrad es and enhancements ork in one of two ways. Some
ac tually enh ance the performance of piece of hardware, such as
speeding up access to the data on a C -ROM. Others don ' t actually
speed up hardware, but speed up you , lthe user. This latter group of
enhancements ranges from ways in whi~h you can speed up access to
application programs to software that m ·es typing faster and easier.
In some cases, all the software in the world can 't bring you enough
speed . You will therefore find sections throughout this book labeled
"When Software Isn 't Enough ... " that p ovide an overview of hardware
upgrade alternatives tha t can give you eren more speed than software
alone. For the most part, hardware upgrr.des cost more and are harder
to install than software, but may be a viai!>le solution if you can't get the
speed you need fro m software alone.
It's a n unfortunate fac t tha t somet ing you do to optimize one
aspect of your Macintosh 's performance ay cause a slowdown in some
XI
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other aspect. For example, if you use background printing so you won't
have to wait for printing to finish before continuing work, you 'll find
that p rinting (and perha ps your a pplication program) slows down.
Computing is full of trade-offs of this type. Throughout this book yo u 'll
learn what those trade-offs are so you can make cho ices that make sense
for your specific needs.

The Software
Throughout this book you 'll read about many software pac kages (see
the Product List a t the end of the book for comple te product information.) Some are commercial products, others are sharewa re or freeware.
All have bee n tested to ensure that they run under System 7.1; most are
also compatible with System 7 Pro . Although all of those tha t install as
syste m extensions run on at least o ne of my syste ms, there is no way to
e nsure that any given exte nsion won't conflict with something you have
installed on your syste m. For information on diagnosing and handling
extension conflicts, see Chapter 1.
My primary test syste m was a Macintosh II with a DaySta r 33 MHz
68040 accelerator and 128 K instruction cach e, the Mac Ilx ROMs and
SuperDrive, and 20 Mb RAM. Many of the programs discussed in this
book were also tested on a PowerBook 180c with 14Mb RAM . The Mac
II was running System 7 Pro; the PowerBook was running System 7.1.

What You Need to Know Before You Begin
Before read ing this book, yo u should be familiar with typical Macintosh
operations, including the following:
• Working with the Macintosh operatin g syste m to manage files
(moving, copying, d e letin g), ma ke ch o ices from me nus, and
manipulate windows.
• Launching application software.
• Working with basic a pplication softwa re such as a word processor or
spreadsheet.
• Opening, closing, saving, and printing documents.
This book assumes that you are working with some version of System
7. If you are using System 6, much of the softwa re about which you will
read in this book will still be of use. However, before purchasing you
should contact the software ma nufacturer to ma ke sure tha t the soft-
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ware is compatible with System 6. (So e of the products are actually
depe ndent on System 7.)
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I
The Performan e
Conundrum
Using software to accelerate and optimi~e a Macintosh presents several
challenges. The first challenge is under~tanding exactly which parts of
the Macintosh can be affected by software upgrades. The second (and
often the most frustrating) is choosing ia group of software upgrades
that will work toge ther. Making it all a bi~ more difficult is the irony that
accelerating and optimizing one part of your system can actually slow
down another part.
This chapter begins your exploration of software upgrades for your
Mac by looking at the parts of a Macinto h system that are common targets for upgrading. You'll read about ju t what you can help with software a nd what you can't, as well as apout problems with software
upgrade compatibility. The chapter ends by looking at what upgrades
you might want to consider if software doesn't provide all the speed you
want. (You'll find more about the trade.bffs between different types of
upgrades throughout this book.)

Optimization Targets
A Macintosh is more than just a box that sits on your desk. It's made up
of a collection of h ardware and softwa e components, each of which
has its own impact on the computer's ov rail performance. This section
looks at the parts of the Maci ntosh that affect performan ce and
whether you can realisticaJly expect to o~timize or enhance that performance using software techniques.
1
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Figure 1.1 The major components inside a Macintosh system unit

Ma ny of the hardware components that affect performa nce a re located within the Macintosh system unit (the box in which the compute r
actually resides). For example, in Figure 1.1, you can see that a typical
system unit contains a hard disk drive, a floppy disk drive, some main
memory, and a CPU. (As you will read late r in this book, the compo-
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Floppy

--:=~~

drive
connector

Figure 1.2 The Ilci motherboard

nen ts labeled FPU (Floating Point Unit) and PMMU (Paged Memory
Manageme nt Unit) may be part of the CPU (Central Processing Unit),
may be separate components, or may not be present at all. )
Many of the components in Figure 1.1 are typically located on a si ngle circuit board that lays across the bottom of the compute r, known
eithe r as the motherboard or the logic bdard. In Figure 1.2, the moth erboard from a Macintosh Ilci, you can see the CPU , the circuit boards
on which main me mory is insta lled, a~d the FPU. The mo therboard
abo h"' connecton; fo' plugging in a flol py di•k and a ha<d di•k.

---------------r-------By the Way

1111.

The PowerBooks have a second main cif uit board known as a daughterboard. Older Macintoshes such as the Ius also have a second main
circuit board-the analog board.

CPU
A Macintosh's centml processing unit ( PU) - its microprocessor- is the
heart of the compute r. It performs all t e arithmetic an d logical operations needed to run programs. All M intosh CPUs are made by th e
Motorola Corp. Those used in Macinto hes prior to the introduction of
the PowerPC in 1994 a re numbered 6 000 (all Macintoshes up to the
Plus, the SE, the Classic, and the Port ble), 68020 (the Macintosh II

4
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Figure 1.3 A 68020 CPU

and LC o nly), 68030 (most other Macintoshes up to the introduction of
the Centris and Quadra lines), a nd 68040 (Centrises, Quadras, and
recent me mbers of the LC line). The PowerPC CPUs have three-digit
numbers, such as 601 and 603. All of these CPUs look about the same
(a 1.5-inch square like the 68020 in Figure 1.3).

680x0 Versus PowerPC Microprocessors
There is a funda me ntal diffe rence betwee n the 680.x{) line of microprocessors and the PowerPC microprocessors. The 680.x{) microprocessors are what is kn own as complex instruction set comp~tters (CISC); the
PowerPC microprocessors are reduced instruction set computers (RISC) . To
understand this differe nce you n eed to know that every CPU has a fixed
and pred etermined numbe r of things that it knows h ow to d o ( its
instruction set). A computer program is therefore nothing more than a
seque nce of operations expressed in the CPU 's instruction set.
The difference between CISC and RISC microprocessors lies in the
way their instructions sets are handled. A CISC microprocessor has its
entire instruction set in hardware, as part of the CPU itself. In contrast,
a RISC microprocessor has only a portion of its instruction set in hardware; the rest is in software. This might make you think that a CISC
microp rocessor would be faster than a RISC-generally anything impleme n ted in h ardware is faster than something impleme nted in software-but the reverse is actually true. The internal design of a RlSC
microprocessor is such that it can execute instructions much faster th an
a CISC microprocessor , even though it is using software to emulate
many of the instructions tha t a CISC microprocessor has in hardware.

CPUs and Computer Speed
Regardless of wheth er your Macintosh has on e of the 680x0 line of
microprocessors or on e of th e new PowerPC mic roprocessors, th e
speed of the CPU is on e of the most important factors in determining
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how fast software runs on your machine. Microprocessor speed is typically expressed in megahertz (abbrevi~ted MHz), a representation of
the number of times the CPU's intern ' clock pulses every second. The
higher the number, the faster the CPU.

-----------------------By the Way
Ill!.

A CPU's internal clock is very differet t from the clock that keeps
track of the date and time. The CPU clock is used to coordinate and
synchronize the actions of all the corrlponents of the computer; it
plays no role in date and time determinr tions.

The speed of a CPU does not rest soilely on the speed of its clock; the
internal design of the CPU also affects its speed. Comparing raw CPU
speed ratings is therefore valid only ithin the same type of microprocessor. For example, a 50-Mhz 6803 is faster than a 33-MHz 68030,
but a 33-MHz 68040 is actually faster than the 50-MHz 68030. Because
the MHz rating can be a bit misleading when trying to compare different types of microprocessors, microprdcessor speeds are starting to be
measured in million instructions per s4cond (MIPS), a more accurate
reflection of just how many program instructions the CPU can process
in a given time.

-----------------------By the Way
llll.

MIPS has been used for many years td measure the speed of minicomputer and mainframe CPUs. How~'er, it is only now beginning
to be used to express microprocesso speeds because previously
microprocessors were too slow for MIP to be a valid measure.
1

The extent to which the CPU affects everall application performance
depends on the type of program you~e running. The speed of programs that spend most of their time rna ipulating data in main memory
(for example, graphics programs, spre dsheets, and data analysis programs) relates directly to the speed ol the CPU. On the other hand,
programs that read and write a lot of 1ata to and from disk (for example, data management programs) are 1ore dependent on the speed of
disk transfers than the raw speed of th ~ CPU. In general, the lower the
percentage of time an application spehds in input and output operations, the more its execution speed rel ·es directly on the speed of the
CPU.
Fortunately or unfortunately (depe ding on how you look at it), a
CPU is a piece of hardware. Its proce sing speed can't be affected by
software enhancements. This means th t when you look to speeding up
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and optimizing your Macintosh's performance through software, you
need to look at oth er components of the computer.
By the same token, the CPU is the fastest part of the computer. You
can therefore usually obtain noticeable performance gains without
spending money on a faster CPU by speeding up slower operations,
especially input and output operations.
The Macintosh 680x{) family of CPUs have some important differences that affect not only how fast they execute, but what types of software they can run. These differences include the presence or absence
of two additional processors: a floating point unit (FPU) and a paged memory management unit (PMMU). An FPU relieves the CPU of having to
process floating point arithmetic operations; a PMMU handles memory
management for virtua l memory. You will le arn about which
Macintoshes have or can use an FPU in Ch apter 2; PMMUs are discussed in Chapter 7.

RAM
Random access memory (RAM), often called main memory, provides temporary storage for programs and data while your computer is turned on.
The CPU reads program instructions from main memory as a program
executes; in most cases, data are transferred between main memory and
external devices such as printers and disk drives.

-----------------------By the Way
1111. .

To be completely accurate, main memory consists of more than
RAL\1-it also includes read only memory (ROM). The Macintosh ROM
holds enough of the operating system to begin the system startup
process: It's a program in ROM that tells the Macintosh to look on a
disk for a System fo lde r. The ROM also holds programs that the
operating system and application programs use to manage portions
of the Macintosh user interface, such as windows and menus.

The contents of ROM can be read many times, but cannot be
changed by other programs. This is where it gets its name of "read
only."
RAM speed is measured in nanoseconds (1 o-9 seconds, abbreviated
ns). The lower the speed of the RAM, the less time it takes to transfer
read and write data. Older Macintoshes, such as the Macintosh Plus,
can handle RAM as slow as 120 ns. However, newer Macintoshes typically require RAM of 80 ns or faster. A Macintosh can use RAM that is
faster than its maximum allowable RAM speed; it cannot use RAM that
is slower.

The Peiformance Conundrum
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Like the speed of th e CPU, the spe d at which data enter and leave
RAM is a property of the hardware its~lf; you can't affect that transfer
speed with software. Howeve r, you ca~ speed up some programs if you
have enough RAM to store an entire d?cument in main memory, eliminating the need for slower disk reads a?d writes.
One way to in crease your RAM ' s to a dd more physical RAM.
However, there are also software utilities that can optimize the way your
Macintosh uses its RAM: so that yo u c~ fit more into the same space.
Some software utilities compress the conte nts of RAM so that your
Macintosh actually thinks it has more 11 ysical RAM than it does. As well
as increasing the amount of available ~.such utilities can also make
it practical to use System 7 on Macintoshes with limited RAt\1 capabilities, such as the 68000 Macs (Plus, Sf., Classic). You will read about
RAM optimization and compression utilities in Chapter 7.

The System Bus
The components inside the system unif are connected by an electronic
pathway known as a bus. A bus is made up of many e lectronic circuits
running side by side. Some of the circuits carry da ta; oth ers carry the
location of data or program instructio?s in main memo ry (addresses) . A
third type of circuit carries signals from the CPU to other compon entS
to tell them what to do.
The number of circuits used to carry addresses (the address bus) is of
vital importance to a Macintosh user ecause it determines the maximum amount of main memory the compute r ca n access. If yo ur
Macintosh has a 68000 CPU, then it Ufes 24 circuits to carry addresses
(24-bit addressing), proving a total of H~ Mb of main memory addresses.
Unfortunately, not all of that 16 Mb dan be used for physical RAM; 8
Mb is reserved for the o pe rating sys em, leaving 8 Mb available for
RAM. The 68000 Macs, h owever, h ave room for only 4Mb of RAM.
Other Macintosh mode ls use 32 ci[cui ts to carry a ddresses (32-bit
addressing) . This provides 4 Gb (gigabytes, or billion bytes) of addresses,
up to 1 Gb of which can be used for
A problem with the ROM in
some older Macintoshes (those prior to the LC a nd IIsi ge neration) ,
however, preve nts those models fro taking advan tage of the 32-bit
address bus. Such ROMs are said to b . 32-bit dirty. Without software to
compe nsate for the 32-bit dirty ROMs, the computer is limited to 24-bit
addressing and 8 Mb of installed RAM Fortunately, there are two solutions: an Apple system extension th at 1omes with the Hardware System
Update package and Mode32. Althou~r1 Mode32 is a commercial product, it has been licensed by Apple for free distribution.

I

RAM.
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You must also b e using System 7 to take advantage of 32-bit addressing.

Assuming that your Macintosh has 32-bit clean ROM or a system
extension that compensates for 32-bit dirty ROM, you still can't install I
Gb of RAM. Total RAM is limited by the size of the circuit boards that
hold RAM chips (single in-line memvry modules or SIMMs). The maximum
RAM that any Macintosh model has been able to hold is 256 Mb (for
example, the Quadra 900 and 950) .

Disks
One of the slowest parts of a computer system are transfe rs of data to
and from disk drives. As with CPU speed and RAM access, the underlying speed at which a disk drive transfers data is a characteristic of the
hardware itself. H owever, a disk drive's published transfer rate is actually a maximum. Over time- as files are created, modified, and deletedthe data transfer rate goes down because files and pieces of files a re
scattered all over the disk's surfaces, rather than stored contiguously.
Known as fragmentation, you can take care of this condition using software disk optimiza tion utilities. You will learn mo re about h ard disk
optimization and the problems it cures in Chapter 5. Optimizing a nd
speeding up other typ es of disks (floppy disks, CD-ROM, and RAM
disks) are covered in Chapter 6.
Along with optimizing disk access speed, you may want to increase
your hard d isk space without purchasing another disk drive. Chapter 5
therefore also looks at disk and file compression, software techniques
that can increase the amoun t you can store on a hard disk.

Printing
Printing is even slower than disk transfers. The speed at which printing
occurs depends on many factors, including the speed of the printer and
the speed of the medium over which data are transferred to the printer
(either a network or serial cable). If you are using a printer shared by
users over a ne twork, printing speed may also be affected by how many
other people 's print requests are a head of yours in the print queue.
There is rela tively little you can do to affect the speed at which your
printer can print or the speed at which data travel to the printer from
your computer. However, you don' t have to wait for the printer to finish before you go on to o ther tasks. Chapter 8 looks at optimizing the
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printing process so that you spend thle least amount of time possible
waiting for a printer.

System Software
Without the Macintosh operating system, yo ur Macintosh can't run
application software or manage the m1 ·ad hardware devices you connect to it. The Finder, the operating s stem program that manages the
Macintosh Desktop, shows you the con ents of your disks, lets you maintain the files and folders on your disk , and provides access to application software and documents.
There are many things you can d o ~o speed up the operation of the
Finder. You can , for example, speed p copying operations, speed up
deleting and emptying the trash, and peed up the display of the conte nts of a disk. All of these speedups c~n be obtained through software,
sometimes by manipulating the opera ing system configuration, sometimes by adding utility programs. You ill find out more about accelerating the Finder in Chapter 4.

Application Software
The final piece in the Macintosh jigsaw puzzle is application software,
th e software that does useful work for ou. Un der System 7, more than
one application can be running at the same time. This does not mean,
however, that all of these programs are actually executing simultaneously. A CPU can only execute one program a t a time. When you have multip le programs running, they are act~ally taking turns accessing the
CPU .
I
Application software can run in th e foreground or in the background.
At any given time, there is only one fo eground application, the active
application with which you are curre n ~y interacting (also known simply
as the current application) . Background a pplications are those that automatically run wh en the foreground a plication isn't using the CPU.
Typical background activities include printing and transferring data
over a network.
There are many factors that affect
w fast application software executes:
• T he speed of th e Macintosh 's CPU
• The amount of disk 1/0 required y the program
• T he level of background activity
• The efficiency with which the appli a tion program has been written
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You can't do much about the speed of your CPU (short of purchasing
another computer, upgrading your logic board, or installing a CPU
accelerator board). By the same token, you don't have any control over
how well a program has been written. You can, however, control background activity and have some control over disk I/0. The general strategy is to keep as much activity in main memory as possible. You will lea rn
about applicatio n software speedup techniques in Chapters 3 and 6.
In addition to general application software optimization techniques,
you can speed up specific software packages. Doing so is discussed in
Chapter 3.

To INIT or Not to IN IT
Many of the software upgrades you will e ncounter throughout this book
take the form of INITs, software that is loaded into main memory when
you start up your computer. One of the unfortunate facts of INITs is
that not all of d1em can coexist in the same Mac at the same time. In
fact, INIT conflicts are one of the most common software problems
encountered by Macintosh users.
IN ITs come in several forms:
• Control panels: Control panels load a t system startup a nd are accessible whe n your system is running to configure the behavior of the
INIT. Control panels are stored in d1e Control Panels folde r inside
the System Folde r. An alias for the folde r is stored in the Apple
Menu Items folder. That means you can access the Control Panels
window by choosing its name from the ti men u.

• Extensions: System extensions (stored in the Extensions folder wi thin the Syste m Folder) add function to the operating system. Once
they are loaded at system startup, they operate with out user inte rvention.
• Enablers: System e nablers are sp ecia l exte nsio ns tha t Apple h as
written to tailor th e o p e rating sys tem to n ew mod e ls o f th e
Macintosh. Like other extensions, e nablers load at systc:: m startup
and work without user inte •ve ntion .
How do you know that yo u have a n INIT conflict? The re a re two
major symptoms that should lead you to suspect tha t !NITs may be a
problem:
• Yo ur computer hangs during the startup process. The last INIT
whose icon appeared on th e bottom of the startup monitor's screen
is most likely at fau lt, although you should also suspect those INITs
whose icons don 't show up on the screen.
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• Software crashes with a bomb box containing an error message
such as "bus error" or "F-line exce-ption." This type of crash can be
caused by other problems (in pa1ticular, bugs with in application
programs), but you should at leaslt suspect an INIT conflict when
such a crash occurs.
The only way to be certain that you ~ re dealing with an INIT conflict
is to boot without INITs. To do so, hol down the Shift key when turning on or restarting your Mac. The " elcome to Macintosh " box will
then display a second line: "Extensio~s off." No !NITs except system
enablers will be loaded. If your system foots successfully, re peat whatever yo u we re doing when your problem surfaced. If the proble m recurs,
the n you're more likely to be deali ng with a software bug than wi th an
I IT conflict. If the problem doesn't recur, then you can suspect one
or more of yo ur INITs.

---------------~-------By the Way
In some cases, yo u may not be able to iboot your Macintosh without
1111.

at least some of yo ur INITs. This may c;>ccur, for example, if you are
using an older Macintosh '~~th 32-bit ditty ROMs and runn ing System
7. 1 or System 7 Pt·o. Your computer may not boot un less you install
an INIT to compensate for the dirty ~OMs (either Mode32 or the
Apple system extension that is part of the Hardware System Update).
If you find that you must include one or more !NITs simply to get
yo ur computer to boot, then you will need to follo·w the procedures
outlined below to identify an INIT conflict.
There is no magic formula for disc~veri ng which INITs will conflict
with other !NITs prior to actua lly instaping them and seeing what happens when you operate your Mac. Conricts depend on the application
programs you run , the specific mix of ! NITs loaded , how the !N ITs
operate, where they are loaded into R.Al\1, and sometimes even on the
ve rsions of the INITs. T he best you can ldo is choose your !NITs carefully, load those you want, and keep your 7 ngers crossed.
If you do suspect an I IT conflict, yl u need to ide ntify which INIT is
causing the problem. The general strat gy is as follows:
I . Remove all IN!Ts not supplied b Apple from the System Folder.
You don ' t have to dele te them; j t move them to the top level of
tl1e disk window.
2. Reboot the Macintosh.
3. Repeat whatever yo u were doing ,..,he n the problem occurred. If
the problem doesn ' t recur, the n one of the removed INITs is at
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fault and you should proceed with identifying the specific problem !NIT. If the p roblem does show up, then you need to look
elsewhere for the source of the problem.
4. Move one INIT back into the System Folde r, placing it in its original location (either the Control Panels or Extensions folder).
5. Reboot the Macintosh.
6. Repeat whatever you were d oing wh en the problem occurred. If
the problem doesn' t recur, the n the INIT you just replaced in th e
System Folder isn' t th e source of the proble m. If the problem
d oes recur, then you've iden tified the culprit.
7. Repeat steps 4 through 6 until the offending INIT is found .
The problem with the procedure you've just seen is that it is very
tedious. If you happe n to use a lot of !NITs, it can take a significant
amount of time and effort to ide ntify a proble m INIT . There are, however, some utility programs that can make the process easier.
Startup Manager, part of the Now Utilities package, makes it easy to
indicate which !NITs sh ould be loaded and which shouldn' t be. As you
can see in Figure 1.4, you place a ch eck mark next to each INIT you
want to load. You remove the check to disable an INIT, p reven ting it
from loading the next time you boot or restart the computer.
Startup Manager is also useful if some thing should go wrong during
the boot process. If your Mac ha ngs while trying to load an INIT, press
the reset button (or the seque nce of keys that resets your Mac) . When
you restart, you' ll find tha t Startup Man ager h as disabled the INIT that
was in the process of loading when the reset occu rred. You will be given
the optio n of reenabling the INIT or leaving it disabled. This means
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Figure 1.4 Using Startup Manager to de termine which INITs should be loade d
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Figure 1.5 Using Conflict Catcher to manage INITs

that you can often get a Mac to boot from the hard disk even if an INIT
that hangs during startup is presen t.
Conflict Catcher (Figure 1.5) provides another meth od fo r identifying problem INITs. T he Conflict Test button disables half your !NITs. If
the problem d oesn ' t recur after rebooting, the n the proble m INIT is in
the half of the I NITs that were disabled; if the problem does recur, the n
the problem INIT is in the enabled !NITs. Conflict Catcher th en disab les h alf the !N ITs in the h a lf wh er e the p r o ble m must lie. The
process is repeated until the problem INIT is uncovered. T his type of
search ing, eliminating half the INITs each time, is very efficie nt. It can
significantly cu t d own o n the time of 'times you need to re boot your
Mac to find a problem !NIT.
O nce you 've identified a problem IN T, you have several choices:
• Simply live witho ut the INIT (the

ost common solution).

• Disable the !NIT temporari ly when ver yo u wan t to use the application with which it conflicts.
• Con tact the developer of the INIT o see if there is an updated version available that solves the proble

Whe n Software Isn't Enough ...
If you try the software speedup techn ques discussed throughout th is
book and still feel that your Macintosh isn ' t fast eno ugh, then you may
want to consider a faster CPU . You can dd a new CPU (often called an
accelerator board or CPU accelerator, sue as the DayS tar Tur bo 040 in
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Figure 1.6 A CPU accelerator board (the DayS tar Turbo 040)

Figure 1.6), replace the motherboard, or replace your computer with a
n ewer model. Which option makes most sense depe nds on the model
of your Mac.

Macintosh 128K and SilK
The two earliest Macin toshes can not be upgraded wi th a CPU accele rator unless th ey have been upgraded with an 800K disk drive a nd the
accompanying ROM u pgrad e. Unfor tunately, Apple hasn't man ufactured the upgrade for years, makin g it impractical to consider upgrading these machines. If your Macintosh 128K or 5 12K no longer meets
your needs, the only realistic op tion is to replace the computer.

Macintosh 512Ke
T he Macintosh 5 12Ke can be upgraded with a 68030 CPU accelerator,
costing between $300 and $750. Such accelerator boards usually accept
up to 16Mb RAM and have room for an FPU. Many also have circuitry
to support an external black-and-white moni tor. (Th e Macintosh 512Ke
cannot generate color or grayscale images, even with a 68030 CPU and
an external monitor.)
Adding a CPU upgrade to the 512Ke requires openi ng the compu ter's case and removing the motherboard. You m ust th en either remove
th e existi ng CPU an d solder the upgrade in place or clip the upgrade
around the existing CPU. (The installation method varies from o n e
vendor's p roducts to another.) The upgrade should therefore usually
be perfor med by a service technician.
Although you can upgrade the 512Ke, it is usually not cost effective
to do so. By the time you add extra RAM to th e accelerator board and
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purchase an external monitor, the
is more than that of a new,
color-capable machine. In addition ,
512Ke can't accept a 1.4-Mb
SuperDrive. The bottom line is that · is usually better to replace a
512Ke that no longer meets your needs rather than to try to upgrade it.

Macintosh Plus, SE, and Classic
The Macintosh Plus (Figure 1.7), SE (·
1.8), and Classic (Figure
1.9) all have 68000 CPUs. Like the 51
, they can be upgraded with
1
CPU accelerator boards that use the
microprocessor. Most of
these accelerator boards accept up to · 6Mb RAM and many have cir'tor. (Color is not available,
cuitry for a black-and-white external
typically cost between $300 and
even with the 68030 CPU.) The
$750 (without RAM).
The Plus and Classic have no ex nsion slots. That means that
adding a CPU accelerator board
opening the case, removing

Figure 1.7 The Macintosh P lus
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Figure 1.8 The Macintosh SE

Figure 1.9 The Macintosh Classic
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the motherboard, and either soldering! or clipping the new CPU onto
the motherboard, a procedure that is usually best left to a service technician. The SE, however, has an expansion slot. An accelerator board
can therefore be added by opening the SE's case and plugging the
board into the expansion slot. An SE 0\ ner \\~th a steady hand can usually perform the upgrade.
Sho uld you upgrade these machincrs? If you need raw processing
power and don ' t need a lot of RA.i\1, colbr, or an external monitor, then
upgrading a Plus, SE, or Classic can bb economical. For example, an
upgraded Plus, SE, or Classic can make good machine for a student or
clerical worker whose use is limited to ord processing, or can serve as
an electronic mail server on a network. However, if you need a lot of
RAM, color support, or an external monitor, then it will be more cost
effective to purchase a new machine.

h

Macintosh Classic II and Performa 200
The Classic II (and its mass-market n~nr the Performa 200) has a 68030
CPU. The machine has no expansion slpts; the design of its CPU makes
it impossible to clip a CPU accelerato~ onto the motherboard. There
are, therefore, no CPU accelerators ava lable for this model. If the current CPU isn't fast enough for your n eds, your only alternative is to
replace it with a new computer.

Macintosh SE/30
The SE/30 (Figure 1.10) has a 68030 CPU a nd one expansion slot.
Both faster 68030 CPUs and 68040 C.PYs are available, ranging in p~ce
from $750 to $1,500. Although addmg a n accelerator board reqmres
opening the case, an owner with a stealy hand can plug an accelerator
board into theSE/ 30's slot.
Whe th er you sho uld upgrad e an S / 30 depends on your specific
needs. The SE/ 30 still has a lot to rec~mmend it: It can accept up to
128 K RAM and can display color on ah external monitor. Because its
~ has the fastest black-and-white
video circuitry is on the motherboard, it
display of any of the compact Macintos es. However, when you add up
the cost of the CPU accelerator board, circuitry for an external monitor, and the cost of the monitor itself,
rchasing a new Macintosh (for
example, a member of the LC family) ecomes more cost effective. On
the other hand, an upgraded SE/ 30 th t is equipped '~th a large hard
disk can make an exceJlent network fil or electronic mail server. It is
also excellent for student use or for cie1 ·cal use where a large monitor
or color isn 't required.

l
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Figure 1.10 The Macintosh SE/30

-----------------------By the Way

T o access more than 8 Mb RAM, the SE/ 30 req uires System 7 and a
system extension that compensates for a problem with th e SE/ 30's
ROM. This problem, known as having 32-bil dirty ROM, is shared by
all Macintoshes prior to th e original LC. You will read more about it
later in this book.

Macintosh Color Classic
The Color Classic (Figure 1.11) is the o nly compact Macintosh that can
be upgraded without opening its case-it has a door in the back that
provides access to the m otherboard, which simply slips out of the case.
o ne theless, there are no CPU acce lerators available for this model. If

I
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Figure 1.11 The Color Classic

the Color Classic's 68030 isn ' t fast
have no alternative but to replace the

, ugh for your n eeds, th en you
uter with a new Macintosh.

The Macintosh LC
The Macintosh LC (Figure 1.1 2) is on e
th e 68020 microprocessor. (The other
has one expansion slot that is easily
computer's lid.
There are two ways to get a new
CPU expansion board containing a
68040 ($1,000 to $1,500), or you can
with that of the LC Il o r LC III. The
(about $750), however, costs more than
$500) and provides a slower CPU. In
way to get more processing power out of
cian perform the LC Ill motherboard
motherboard swap is that you will need
LC III uses a different type of RAM
LC III can accept up to 36Mb RAl\1,

of only two Macintoshes to use
the original Mac II.) The LC
ble by simply re moving the
for your LC. You can install a
68030 ($500 to $1,000) or a
the computer's motherboard
II motherboard replacement
the LC ill motherboard (about
cases, the most cost-effective
LC is to have a service technipgrade. The drawback to the
purchase new RAM, since the
board. On the other hand, the
the LC is limited to 10.
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Figure 1.12 The Macintosh LC

Sh ould you upgrade your LC? If you don 't need more than 10Mb of
RAM a nd the speed of a 68030 is en ough for your needs, then adding
a n accelerator board makes good economic sense. If you n eed more
p rocessing power an d RAM a nd the speed of a 68030 is enough for
your needs, then the LC III logic board upgrade ma kes sense. However,
if you want the speed tha t a 68040 brings, the n investigate the cost of a
Macintosh such as the LC/ Pe rfo rma 475. The cost of an entire n ew system is no t much more than the cost of a 68040 accelerator and brings
with it the support fo r more RAM alo ng with be tter video support on
the motherboard.

Macintosh LC II and Performa 400, 405, and 430
The CPU upgrade situatio n for the LC II (and the Performa models
based on its motherboard) is very similar to that of the LC. You can swap
the mothe rboard for an LC III motherboard for around $500, install a
faster 68030 on an accelerator board for between $500 and $1,000, or
install a 68040 accelera tor board for between $1,000 and $1,500.
Because the LC II is limited to 10Mb RAM, you should seriously consider the logic board upgrade if you n eed 68030 speed and access to
more RAl\1. However, if you need 68040, a new LC/Performa 475 system
may be more cost effective. It provides support for more RAM as well as
the faster CPU a t only slightly mo re tl1an the cost of a 68040 accelerator.

Macintosh LC Ill and Remaining 68030-Based Performas
The LC III (Figure 1.13) and tl1e wide variety of Pe rformas that have
been based o n its mo the rboard (for example, the 450 and 550) h ave a
moderately fast 68030 CPU and can support up to 36 Mb RAM. Sharing
the characteristics of tllis group of Macintoshes are also the recent ailin-one Macintoshes, such as the LC 520 (Figure 1.14). The all-in-<?ne
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Figure 1.13 The Macintos h LC Ill

LCs are desig ned for low- to mid-range multimedia work. T hey include
a built-in CD-ROM player, an integrated mo ni to1·, a nd integrated stereo
speakers.
I
Sho uld th e CPU of a Macintosh base o n the LC III logic board not
be fast enough, you can install a faste r 6 030 accele rator board ($750 to
$ 1,000) or a 68040 accele rator ($1,000 o $ 1,500) into the com puter's
single expansion slo t. If you need more ho rsepower for an LC than an
accelerator board can provide, you will eed w look into replacing the
machine. A viable alternative, especially fo r multimedia work, is o ne of
the AV Quadras (the 660AV or 840AV) r a PowerPC-based Macintosh.
If you happen to have an LC 475, a Per£ r ma 475/ 476, o r o ne of the allin-ane m em bers of the LC lin e (the 52 , 550, 575 , and Performa 550) ,
consider taking advantage of the availa ility of a PowerPC logic board
upgrade. Yo u will not o n ly gain th e spee of th e PowerPC CPU, but will
also ben efit fro m the PowerPC's enhanc d I/0 circuitry.
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Figure 1.14 The Macintosh LC 520

The Macintosh II Family
With the exception of the Macintosh II, with its 68020 microprocessor,
the Macintosh II fami ly uses the 68030 microprocessor. CPU accelerator
boards with faster 68030s ($500 to $1,000) are available for most models;
68040 CPUs ($1 ,000 to $1 ,500) are also available. In addition, by the
tim e yo u read this book , some manufac turers will have released
PowerPC upgrade boards. Wh ether it pays to add an accelerator
de pends largely on the model.
T he Macintosh II, llx, and llfx (Figure 1.15) are highly expandable
mac hines. They have six expansion slots, have room for two internal
floppy drives as well as an internal hard disk, and can accept up to 128
Mb RAM (assuming you compensate for the 32-bit dirty ROMs with the
appropriate system exte nsion ) . CPU expansion boards e ither can
replace the original CPU on the motherboard (difficult installation but
the most speed) or can be installed into an expansion slot (easy installation but slightly less speed ). These machines, unfortunately, have slower
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input and output circuitry and buses than more recent Macintoshes.
Adding a PowerPC CPU to a II, llx, or Ilfx, for example, may initially
appear to be cost effective, especially if you have a large investment in
RAM and other equipment for the machine. However, the benefit of the
PowerPC CPU is decreased by the remainder of the circuitry if the computer can't provide enough speed to support the PowerPC's full range
of capabilities. On the other hand, adding a 68040 accelerator to a II,
Ilx, or Ilfx can be a cost-effective way to extend the life of a very useful
machine.
The remaining members of th e
h II family have fewer expanthe Ilcx in Figure 1.16
sion slots than the II, Ilx, and Ilfx. For
n slots; the Ilsi in Figure
is similar to the Ilx but has only three
1.1 7 has only o ne. Others me mbers of
Macintosh II family such as
the llvx (Figure 1.18) have room for an internal CD-ROM drive as well
as between one and three expansion

Figure 1.16 The Macintosh llcx
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Figure 1.17 The Macintosh Ilsi

Both faster 68030 and 68040 expansion boards are available for the
remaining me mbe rs of th e Macin tosh II fa mily. Apple is also selling
replacement PowerPC logic boards fo r th e Ilvx, Ilvi, and Performa 600.
In addition , some PowerPC accelerator boards are available from vendors othe r than Apple.
The decisio n as to whe ther to add a CPU accele rator is a bit more
complicated with these mac hines because they have less RAM capacity
and less space for oth er upgrad es. They are also handicapped by the
same olde r input and output circuitry and buses as the II, Ilx, and Ilfx.

Figure 1.18 Th e Macintosh llvx
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If you want to extend the life of a Ma II family computer and need
only raw processing speed, a 68040 CPl.{ upgrade can be cost effective.
However, if you are working with multi~edia or other applications that
require faster input and output, consi~ er moving to one of the AV
Quadras (the 660AV or 840AV) or a PowerPC Macintosh.
The multimedia-capable Ilvx, Ilvi, ~nd Performa 600 can benefit
enormously from the PowerPC logic bbard upgrade, which not only
gives them a new CPU, but includes e bhanced 1/0 circuitry as well.
Keep in mind, however, that the new m btherboard requires new RAM;
you won't be able to transfer any existing main memory.

The Quadra Family
The Quadra family (including those machines originally labeled
"Centris") have some version of the-680 0 CPU. Some, such as the 605
and the 610 (Figure 1.19) have the 681 C040, which can't accept an
FPU. The rest have the complete 68040.
Quadras either come in a desktop cas like that of the Quadra 610, a
desktop case with room for an internal ' D-ROM drive like the Quadra
650 (Figure 1.20), or in an upright case like the Quadra 800 in Figure
1.21. The 610's case is shared by the i660AV, the 800's case by the
840AV. The AV Macintoshes include P ainTalk (speaker-independent

Figure 1.19 The Quadra (Centris) 610
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Figure 1.20 The Quadra (Centris) 650

voice recognition) and are inte nded for intensive multimedia use. The
Quadra 840AV has the fastest 68040 of the e ntire 680.x{) line.
If you have a Quadra with a 68LC040 imd you need an FPU, you have
several alternatives. You can replace the 68LC040 with a 68040, or you
can also replace the motherboard with eithe r a 660AV motherboard or
a PowerPC motherboard.

Figure 1.21 The Quadra 800
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If your Quadra has the 68040, you car upgrade it with a faster 68040
by installing a CPU accelerator board from a vendor other than Apple.
You can also upgrade to a PowerPC CPU by installing an expansion
board or, for recent models, replace the motherboard with a PowerPC
motherboard.

-----------------------By the Way
1111. .

Apple has indicated that it is committe to providing PowerPC logic
board upgrades for all current Macintosh models. That includes the
Quadra 605, 610, 650, 660AV, 800, and ~40AV.

The Macintosh Portable
The Macintosh Portable (Figure 1. ~ 2) is a h eavy, tran sp o rtable
Macintosh with a 68000 CPU. Althoughf ou can add more memory and
a large r hard disk, there are no CPU accelerators available. If you happen to have a Portable and its CPU is tob slow, the only alte rnative is to
re place it with a new computer, probabl a PowerBook.

Figure 1.22 The Macintosh Portable
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Figure 1.23 A Macintosh PowerBook

The PowerBooks
The Powe rBooks (for exam ple, Figure 1.23) ra nge from th e 100 (a
68000 CPU) to high-e nd mode ls with a 68030 CP U. At the time this
book was writte n, only on e company-Digital Eclipse Software Inc.was making CPU upgrades for PowerBooks. One upgrade u·ansforms a
PowerBook 140 or 145 into a 170. The company ships you a replaceme nt "da ughterboard" fo r your machine; a $200 deposit is refunded
whe n you re turn th e PowerBook's or igina l d au ghte rboard. Digita l
Eclipse also offers an upgrade to transform a PowerBook 160 into a 180.
Installation requires sending the computer to the upgrad e manufacture r so that th e com p u te r's mo th e rboard can b e mo difi ed . No CPU
upgrades are available for o ther PowerBook models.

2
Measuring Your Mac

Throughout this book you will read about many things you can do to
optimize the performance of your Macintosh. However, how are you
going to know if a particular technique really gives you a performance
boost? You can certainly judge subjectively, just by seeing how your Mac
looks and feels. (In some cases, that may be the only option you have.)
On the other hand, you can use soft:war that measures a Macintosh's
performance in some way.
This chapter looks at a variety of sofqvare- commercial and shareware-that can be used to measure a Macintosh. You will read about
I
the tests that the software packages pe7,orm and learn exactly wh at
those tests tell you. You will then be able to decide which tests are
appropriate for measuring the effectivenkss of the upgrades you make
to your Mac.

Standard Computer Benchmarks
A benchmark is a number that represen ts some aspect of a computer's
performance. Many benchmarks are ge erated by p rograms that use
well-known p rocesses so that it's possible to compare the same benchmark between many computers. T he res of this section looks at some
of the common benchmarks you are lik~ly to encounter with performance measuring software.
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Whetstones
The Whetstones be nchmark is a meas ure of how fast yo ur compute r
can p erform calculatio ns. It is the refore a measure the speed of the
computer's CPU, its floati ng point unit (FPU), and the software used to
perform floating point operations.
T he Whetstones program reports its results in terms of the number
of times it can repeat its calculations (number of iterations) per second,
usually expressed as thousands of iteratio ns per seco nd . To use th e
be nchmark, yo u compare the number generate d by yo ur computer
bejoTe an upgrade to the number generated after an upgrade. You can
also use a Whetston es benchmark to compare performance between
two computers.

-----------------------By the Way
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When lookin g at Whets tones results, keep in mind th a t not all
Macintoshes have (or can have) an FPU. T he 68000 microprocessor
cannot use a n FPU. T he 68020 and 68030 can accept a separate FPU
chip. An FPU was included with most older 68030 Macintoshes (for
example, the SE/ 30) and is still included with most newer high-end
68030 Macintoshes (for example, the Power Book 180c).

If your Macintosh has a 68040 microprocessor, the n the FPU is integrated into the CPU. However, some Macin toshes (for example, the
Centris/ Quadra 610) have a special low-cost ve rsio n of the '040 (th e
68LC040) that can no t accept an FPU.
If you don 't want to add an FPU to yo ur 68020 or 68030 Macintosh ,
you can simulate the presence of an FPU with a shareware program
called SoftwareFPU. T his will let you run software that req uires an
FPU. It will also work on 68LC040 Macintoshes, although a bug in
that CPU prevents Soft:wareFPU from working p roper ly with some
programs that require an FPU . Unfortunately, SoftwareFPU will not
work a 68000 Mac.
Alth ough SoftwareFPU may seem to be a low-cost alternative to a
hardware FPU, keep in mind that any time you simulate the functions of a hardware component in software, performance will be significantly less than wh at ca n be ac hi eve d with hard ware.
SoftwareFPU will let you run sofnvare that requires an FPU on 68020
o r hig h er Macs without the pre se nce of a h ardware FPU.
Nonetheless, performance will be considera bly slower than it would
be if the hardware were present.
A Whetstones resu lt can be affected by software upgrades to your
Macintosh. Although CPU and FPU speeds are hardware characteris-
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tics, the Macintosh 's floating point rou ines are part of the Standard
Apple Numerics Environment (SANE), :which is sofnvare. At least two
companies provide replaceme nts for th)e SANE ro utines (Radius and
DayStar). Unfortunately, neith er of the !s ets of replacements are available for sale as stand-alone sofnvare products; they are instead bundled
with hard\vare upgrades. If you happe n j to have a DayStar accele ra tor
board, a Radius accelerator board, or a Radius monitor, the n you probably received n ew math routines with yb ur purchase. Installing these
routines can produce a significant increase in floating point calcula tion
performance, which will have an impact on the Whetstones ben chmark.

-----------------------By the Way
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Don' t despair if you don 't have replacement SANE routines. Floating
point operatio ns aren't important to ma ny applications, including
wo rd processing, desktop publishing, a nd graphics. Floating point
does become impor tant fo r working with spreadsheets, performing
data analysis, and in some cases, data ma9agemen t.

Dhrystones
The Dhrystones ben chmark is a lso a measure of computational speed,
specifically the speed with which the computer can move data between
main memory and the CPU. Like the Whetstones benchmark, its results
are expressed in terms of the number of! calculations per second (generally thousands of iterations per second) . Because n o system software
is involved in the tra nsfer of data be nveen main memory and the CPU,
this benchmark is affected primarily by the speed of the CPU a nd the
speed of the computer's me mory.

Sieve of Eratosthenes
The Sieve of Eratosthenes is a program that ge nerates the prime numbers up to 8,190. Because it works only wi h integer arithmetic (no floating point), it tests the raw computational power of a CPU. In particular,
it focuses on integer arithme tic routines, vhich are typically implemented as part of the CPU.

Towers of Hanoi
The T owers of Hanoi is a problem involvr_1g the child 's ga me of moving
rings of various sizes among three posts. fnly on e ring can be moved at
a time. The goal is to rearrange the rin ~s so that the la rgest 1~ing is on
the bottom of each post and the smalle~t ring on the top. It, too, is a
t«t of the caw computational powet of a r m putet'' CPU.
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The Bottom Line
As you have been reading this discussion of standard be nchma rks, you

may have wonde red wha t good these benchmarks are if they only test
hardware pe rfo rmance. The purpose of standard benchmarks is to le t
co mputer m a nu fac ture rs a nd purc h ase rs co mpa re p e rfo rm a n ce
between vario us compllle r mod e ls. Suc h compa risons d on't do you
much good wh en your goal is to compa re the performance of a single
computer after upgrades (and, in particula r, software upgrades) have
been made.
The developers of benchmarking software for the Macintosh are very
sensitive to this iss ue. Although the software that you will read about
sho rtly does compute some of the standard be nch marks, it a lso computes a variety of unique measures tha t reflect aspects of the computer's
performance o the r tha n just the CPU, RAM, a nd floating point routines.
Each softwa re pac kage finishes its suite of benchma rks by p roviding a
single, composite pe rfo rma nce rating. Because each rating is unique to
the software th at com putes it, the rating can't be compared to o the r
computers. However, because it measures overall system pe rformance,
it can be com pared to itself over time (to search for system p roble ms)
or to itself afte r the computer has bee n upgraded. For the Macintosh
user, a composite be nchmark tha t rates overall syste m performance can
be more valuable than a standard pe rfo rma nce be nchmark.

Software for Measuring Your Mac
There a re several programs that can he lp you measure th e perfor mance
of your Macintosh. These programs fall into two major categories: th ose
tha t monito r changes in system performance over time and those that
compare the pe rforma nce of your Macintosh to o ther Macintosh models. All of these products measure the perfo rma nce of many aspects of
th e Macintosh, including the CP U, d isk drives, a nd video. They can
help yo u identify the parts of your Macintosh th a t are responsible for
p erforman ce bottle necks as we ll as alert you whe n something changes
in yo ur compu ter's environment.

MacE.KG
MacEKG is d esigned fo r long-term moni toring of a Macintosh 's pe rforma nce. It is usually installed so that it runs each time you start up or
shut down your Mac. MacEKG keeps track of performan ce measure-
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ments from one run to another. As you can see in Figure 2.1, the result
of a MacEKG run is a number called an f!PR (Macintosh Performance
Rating) as well as a histogram of up to die last 30 MPRs. The MPR is a
composite rating generated by MacEKQ after it tests various parts of
your Macintosh, including components on the motherboard (the computer's main logic board), RAM, disk Tl edia, and video circuits and
monitors (for example, see Figure 2.2).

---------------,-------By the Way
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MacEKG tests only the startup monitor and hard disks connected to
the native SCSI bus. If you happen to have more than one monitor
and/or a SCSI accelerator card that provides a second or alternate
SCSI bus, then those components "~ll non be tested.

A single MPR by itself doesn 't tell you much. However, if the MRP
drops over time or if a single run produces an MPR significantly lower

Figure 2.2 MacEKG's video tests
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Figure 2.3 A MacEKG warning

than the average, that is a signal that something is interfering with your
Macintosh's performance.
Whenever possible, MacEKG identifies the part of a Macintosh that is
responsible for a dip in the MRP. For example, in Figure 2.3, MacEKG
has detected a problem with the VIA 1 chip on the motherboard. This
particular circuit is involved in input and output operations, and problems with it can affect such things as reading from and writing to floppy
disks. More commonly, however, fluctuations in the MPR are due to
changes in hard disk access speed: Because disk I/0 is so much slower
than the other components of the Macintosh, degradation in disk performance has a more noticeable effect on the MPR than the same performance degradation would have in some other component.

Snooper
Snooper is primarily inte nde d to perform hardware diagnostics.
However, it does provide a suite of be nchmarks whose values can be
compared against averages for various Macintosh models. Although
there is no way to save the benchmarks generated, there is no reason
you can't chart the benchmarks yourself in a spreadsheet and watch for
changes in averages over time.
Snooper computes the following benchmarks:
• Math (Figure 2.4): The math benchmarks measure integer arithmetic (a function of hardware only) and floating point arithmetic
(a function of hardware and software).
• CPU (Figure 2.5): The CPU benchmark sorts a series of numbers
and then computes a ratio of the tested Mac's performance against
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Figure 2.4 Snooper's math benchmarks

the Macintosh mode l selecte d fro m the popup m e nu a t the top
right of the dialog box. This benchma rk measures only ha rdware.
• RAM (Figure 2.6): The RAM benchmark measures the time it takes
to move data to an d from RAM. This, too, is a measure of ha rdware
only. H owever, the value generated by this benchma rk can h elp you
know if your RAM speed is a performance bottle neck. (It should be
a t least 100 percent when compared to your Macin tosh model.)
• Hard Drive (Figure 2. 7) : Snooper's hard d isk benchmarks a re affected by both the disk hardware and by tl1e layout of files on th e disk.
If the values gen erated by tl1ese tests begin to degrade ove r time,
you need to serio usly consider defragkenting and optimizing your
disk. (For in-depth information abou ~ getting the best performance
possible out of a hard d isk, see Chap ter 5.) Note that Snooper can
perform Read a nd Write tests o n all SCSI ha rd disks, even those

Figure 2.5 Snooper's CPU benchmark
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Figure 2. 7 Snooper's hard disk benchmarks

attac hed to SCSI accelerator boards. However, Seek tests can only
be pet-formed on disks attached to the native SCSI bus.
• Video (Figure 2.8): The video benchmark, which tests o nly the star tup mo nitor, measures the time it takes to gen erate video images,
transfer th e m through the video circuitry to the monitor, and display them for the use r to see. This is also primaiily a hardware fu nctio n , something that usually can 't be affected by software changes.

Speedometer
Speedometer, the shareware e n trant in the Macin tosh benchmarking
arena, computes a variety of standard benchmarks alo ng with its own
performance ra tings and compares th ose ratings to those of oth er
Macintoshes. (Speedometer is included on the disk that comes with this
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Figure 2.8 Snooper's video benchmark

book. You must register the shareware to get the complete set of
machine records for other Macintosh models.)
When you launch the Speedometer application, you are presented
with a summary of your Macintosh's hard1vare configuration. For example, in Figure 2.9, you can see the system 'nformation for the upgraded
Mac II that was used to test most of the sqftware discussed in this book.
Notice that the System Information wihdow can help you find out
exactly what type of CPU is in your Ma~intosh and whether an FPU
and/or PMMU is available.
Speedometer computes a wide range of standard benchmarks (for
example, Figure 2.10). Notice that the performance ratings are given
two ways: absolute measures (iterations per second) and relative measures. The relative measures are based on a Mac Classic, the most
recent desktop Macintosh to use the 68000 CPU.
Speedometer provides some specialized tests for Macintoshes tha t
support color and/or have an FPU. For those Macintoshes that suppor t
color, Speedometer computes a set of color benchmarks that rate video
performance. Notice in Figure 2.11 that lthe relative ratings are based
on performance of an unmodified Mac I, the first Macintosh to sup-

User Name:

Ma t II

Computer:
CPU:
FPU:
MMU Type:
Physltal RRM:
logltal RRM:
ROM Uerslon:
ROM Size:

Mat II

MC68040
Integral FPU
I ntegral MMU

204Uor
2o232r
$0178
256K
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Figure 2.10 Speedometer's standard benchmarks
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Figure 2.11 Speedometer's color benchmarks

port color. If your Macintosh has an FPU, you can test its performance
with Speedometer's FPU benchmarks (Figure 2.12) . T hese measures
include the standard Whetstones benchmark as well as a matrix multiplication and fast Fourier analysis.
Speedometer coalesces all its benchmarks into a single, overall performance rating that includes CPU tests, video display tests, disk 1/ 0
tests, a nd math performance tests (see Figure 2.13) . All the measures
computed to arrive at the overall p erforma n ce rating con stitute a
"machine record," which can be saved in a file. You can then compare
the saved record to a machine record computed at a later date- an
easy way to watch for changes in the performan ce of a single Macintosh
over time.

Machine comparisons are made in graphic forma t, as in Figure 2.14

Tes t
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Rat.•

KWhetstones / sec

5000.000

7.000
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•A M.~e

llshouktbt 1 .0
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Grophlcs:
Old PR: 24.216

I

Moth
New PR;

122.146
8.542

Figure 2.13 Speedometer's overall performance rating

(a comparison between the upgraded Mac II from Figure 2.9 and a
ge neric Quadra 800). In this particular oxample, the upgraded Mac II
performs as well as the Quadra 800 \\~lh Lhe exception of its video display. (This isn't surprising, when you consider that the Mac II's video
comes from a NuBus card while the Quadra 800's video circuitry is on
the computer's logic board.) You can di~lay any two machine records ·
in the graph (two records collected from the same machine or two
records from different machines).
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Enhancing Appl~cation
Software Performance
The speed with which application software executes is largely a function
I
of the speed of your CPU, the speed at which your disk drive can transfer data, and how well the program was ~tten. This m eans that in most
cases, there is little you can do with add on programs to affect a program's raw processing speed. However, t~ere are some techniques you
can use to m aximize an application's performance. This ch apter reviews
some of those techniques for gen erally speeding up application program performance and examines some add-on programs that speed u p
program launching.

Speed Up Strategies
There are many simple things you can do fo generally speed up the performance of application programs and y ur access to them. This section describes a variety of techniques yo , can use with out spending a
single penny.

RAM and Application Programs
One of th e most important things you can do to speed up your applica1
tion programs is to allocate enough
to the m. As you know, disk
read and write operations are considera • ly slower than data transfers
between RAM and the CPU. Th erefore, e m o re of a program and the
41
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document on which you are working can be kept in RAM, the more you
cut down on disk I/0.
When you launch a Macintosh application, the operating system allocates a block of RAM for that application. In most cases, there must be
enough contiguous memory (memory lying physically in a single, uninterrupted block) to contain the program. Under System 7.0, the minimum memory partition is set by the programmer. If enough memory
isn't available, the program simply won't launch.
Under System 7.1 and later, however, the programmer sets a suggested memory size. The application also has a minimum memory size. If
the suggested memory size isn't available but there is more memory
than the minimum memory size, the operating system launches the program in as much memory as it can get. However, it will not launch the
program in less than the minimum memory partition.
Under any version of System 7, you can increase the size of the preferred memory partition using the application's Get Info dialog box.
For example, in Figure 3.1, the programmer has suggested that the program run in 2 Mb of RAM (the suggested size); however, it can exist in
1Mb (the minimum size). The user nonetheless prefers to run the program in a 4-Mb partition (the preferred size). Notice that the minimum
and preferred size can be changed; the suggested size cannot.
How much memory should you allocate to a given application? That
depends on the application. The first place to look for suggestions is in
the manual that came with the software. You will generally find memory
partition guidelines. There are also some general guidelines you can
follow, based on the type of program:
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Figure 3.1 An application program's Get Info dialog box
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• Word processors: Word processors perform best if they can keep an
entire document in memory at one l time. You may therefore want
to increase a word processor's preferred size so that it includes
room for the largest document w·th which you typically work.
Because word processors diffe r so l"lluch in the amount of memory
they require, it is difficult to specify here what an appropriate partition size might be.

I

• Desktop publishing software: Desktop publishing software also p erforms best if it can keep an entire documen t in main memory. In
most cases, you will need between 2 and 4 Mb of RAM. Keep in
mind, however, that if graphics are r nked rather than copied into a
document, performance will slow down wh enever a graphic image
h as to be read into memory, regardless of how much memory the
program and the rest of th e document are occupying.
• Spreadsheets: Spreadsheet performance benefits if an entire docum ent can b e kept in memory. Mbst spread shee ts will require
between 1 an d 4 Mb of memory to OJ?erate at maximum efficiency.
• Data management: File managers and database manageme n t systems can benefit from increased me~ory, but they are typically not
design ed to op erate with an entire "document" in memory. In some
cases, you will discover that there is a p oint beyond which increasing memory brings little performance increase. You will usually find
this limit me ntioned in software dofume ntation. If the maximum
effective memory size isn' t docume ted, you will n eed to experiment to find out how much memory is useful.
• Graphics and imaging: Most graphi s and imaging programs perform best when an entire document is in main memory. Black and
white gra phics programs can oft1n do well in 1 Mb of RAM.
However, because color and grayscale images takes up a great deal
of memory, you will probably want at least 4 Mb of RAM for color
and/o r grayscale work. If you a re Imodifying photographs with
imaging software such as Adobe Ph7toshop, you may need considerably more RAM: A 20-Mb-RAM plrtition would not be unusual
for working with a full-color photo.

What can you do if you don 't have en ugh memory to keep an entire
document in main memory? Assuming o u have a t least the minimum
memory available, you can run the pro~ram in what memory you do
have. Although performance won 't be o timum, the p rogram will run.
Alternatively, you can do something t ' optimize yo u r memory. For
more details on using software to fit m re into existing physical RAM,
see Chapter 7.
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Eliminating the Competition
As you read in Chapter 1, programs can execute in the foreground or
background. Theoretically, a background application is supposed to
take advantage of the CPU's idle time, without affecting the performance of the foreground application. This is not, however, exactly the
case. The presence of background programs generally slows down the
operation of the foreground application. To understand why this is so,
you need to know a little about what happens when applications trade
off conu·ol of the CPU.
Whenever an application gives up control of the CPU, letting another application run in its place, all of the following actions take place:
1. The operating system freezes the application that will be vacating
the CPU by taking a picture of the program's current state. This
makes it possible to resume the program exactly where it left off
the next time the program has a turn in the CPU.
2. The operating system loads the entering application into the
CPU. If the program is being launched, the CPU is initialized and
execution begins. If the program has been running for a while,
the CPU copies the picture of the program's state that it made the
last time the program gave up the CPU.
3. Execution of the entering application begins.
All of this activity takes time; a switch in the program using the CPU
isn 't instantaneous, especially if parts of the program entering the CPU
need to be read in from a disk. The presence of multiple background
applications can also add to the slowdown because those applications
are competing for CPU access during idle periods.
Although the foreground application always has priority in the CPU,
the presence of background applications can significantly slow down its
performance. You can therefore avoid the slowdown by avoiding running programs in the background.

-----------------------By the Way
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You can have many programs running at the same time without a
performance slowdown. It's only those programs that run in the
background that cause problems. If you aren't certain whether a
specific program runs in the background, consult the users guide
that came with the program. This type of information is almost
always well documented.
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Avoiding the 110 Slowdown with the Disk Cache
As you work with an application program, you may notice that your

Macintosh occasionally accesses a disk, even when you haven't given a
command to open or save a file. This occurs because the program has
been written so that the entire program ·sn't loaded into main memory
from disk when the program is launc hed and/ or because a portion of a
large document is kept on disk and lo ded into main memory only
when needed.
Next to printing, disk I/0 is just abo t the slowest operation a computer can perform. An application can lslow down noticeably when it
has to wait for something to be read from disk into RAM. There is a
way, however, that you can avoid these slowdowns to some extent-use
the disk cache.
In a generic sense, a cache is a safe holding area. Computers use
caches as holding areas for data and program insu·uctions. A disk cache
is a portion of main memory set aside to hold the most recent data or
program instructions read from disk. How does this help avoid disk
1/ 0? The theory is that the data or instructions that an application is
most likely to need next are the data or instructions that it needed most
recently. (There is a great deal of research that indicates that this theory is actuaJiy correct.) Therefore, because reading from RAM is much
faster than reading from disk, reading from the disk cache can avoid
the disk I/0 slowd own.
Under System 7, the disk cache is always on. Its size is set from the
memory control panel. As you can see i1 Figure 3.2, the default size is
32 K. A larger size is set by clicking eith er the up or down arrow. How
big should the disk cache be? Unless the documentation of an applica.
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Lion program suggests o therwise, keep the disk cache around 128 K or
256 K. Larger sizes eat into th e RAM you have available for running
applications and don' t bring much additional performance be nefits.

Hiding Things
As long as at least a portion of a window can be seen on the Desktop,
the Macintosh will update that window each time a change is made in
e ither that window or a window that overlays it. The more windows you
have open, the longer it will take to update the display. Al though some
updating does take place in the background, you will often have to wait
fo r display redraws before you can continue working. T he delay can be
especially noticeable if windows con taining grayscale or color graphics
arc open.
T here is a simple way to avoid the redraw delay: Hide all windows
except those fo r the application with which you are working. Use the
Hide O the rs command in the application menu to hide a ll windows
excep t those of the curre nt application (see Figure 3.3) . To make all
windows reappear, choose Show All. Alterna tively, choose the name of a
single ap p lication fro m th e applicatio n me nu to display its windows
a nd make it the current applicatio n. The windows of the a pplication
with which you were working previously remain on the screen.

O ptimizing Application and Document Access
The Macin tosh operating system provides ma ny ways to access and
launch applications. T his section looks at a variety of techniques and
programs that can make it easier and fas ter to work with application
programs.
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Figure 3.3 Using the application menu to hide windows
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Figure 3.4 Configuring Bail to abort program launches

Stopping a Launch
How many times have you accidentally double-clicked on the wrong
application program or document file, only to have to wait while the
Finder finished loading the application before you could quit and start
over? If it's a large program or document., you may have to wait quite a
while. T he Macintosh operating system has no way to abort a launch .
However, a shareware INIT called Bail can help.
a press of the mouse button
Bail enables the key combinatio n ~-.
as a signal to abort an application program launch . As you can see in
Figure 3.4, Bail lets you designate applications whose launch can never
be aborted. These are generally backgro~nd applications whose operations might accidentally be aborted by a olick of the mouse button that
was actually inte nded for the foreground application.

or

Aliases and Application Access
An alias is a small file that con tains th e lo ation of the file or folder tha t
it represents. As you can see in Figure 3.5[ an alias h as the same icon as
the original file or folder. H owever, the trlias's name is in italics. Whe n

Pnotoshop
Figure 3.5 An alias icon
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you double-click on an alias, the Macintosh operating system acts on
the original, opening the folder or file . There are several ways you can
use aliases to speed up application access.

Aliases and the li Menu
Under System 7, any file/folder or file /folder alias that is stored in
the Apple Menu Items folder appears in th e Finder's li menu. Such
items are more accessible than they would be if they were buried in
multiple nested folders. Although you can put original files and folders
in the Apple Me nu Items folder, doing so can take up a lot of space on
your startup partition. Each alias, however, uses only 2 K. You can therefore gain the benefit of easier and faster access to frequently used items
and avoid the problem of wasting space on your startup drive by using
placing aliases in yow- li menu.

Aliases and Startup Items
Files placed in the Startup Items fo lder are o pened whenever the
Macintosh is booted, speeding access to those applications or documents. This can be particularly handy if there are activities that you perform regu larly every morning. For example, if you check your electronic mail the first th ing each day, you might want to set up the electronic
mail application as a startup item.
As with the Apple Menu Items folder, you can place original files or
aliases in the Startup Items folder. Because the Startup Items folder is
nested within the System 7 System folde r, using aliases saves considerable space o n your startup disk.
There is one problem with placing items in the Startup Items menu:
If you happen to reboot your Macintosh during the day (for example,
after a crash) , items that you want to only run first thing in the day will
ru n again. To prevent that fro m happening use Once Da ily (Figure
3.6), a freeware control panel that looks for files whose names end with
"daily." Those files will be opened on ly once a day.

Recent Application Menus
You can also speed access to freq uently used files and folders by adding
a utility program that places recently used items in a special menu. For
example, the menu in Figure 3.7 is produced by NowMen us (a part of
the Now Utilities package). It appears when you press the mouse button
wi th the mouse pointer just to the left of th e li me nu . T h e theory
behind such a menu is that recently used ite ms are the items most likely
to be used again in the near fu ture.
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T he types of items that appear in the recently used items menu are
d etermined by se ttings in the NowMenus control panel (Figure 3.8).
Notice that currently running items appear at tl1e top of the menu and
a user-determined number of recently used items appear below the m.
r
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Figure 3.8 The NowMenus control panel

As configured, the menu also provides access to a file finding utility, an
Open File dialog box for opening "other" files, and two memory configuration utilities.

Saving a Mouse Click When Switching Applications
One way to switch between running applications is to click on any open
window of the application that you want to make the foreground application. When you do this, the application doesn't process the first click.
Instead, it interprets it as a wakeup call. Your actual work with the application begins with the second mouse click.
You can, however, modify applications so that they actually process
the first click you make in application window with FirstClick!, a shareware application. Keep in mind that this is a permanent modification.
You should therefore make a copy of an application program for safe
keeping, just in case you don' t like the way the application behaves after
it is modified.

Speeding Up Application Switching
The typical means of switching between applications is either to choose
the application's name from the Application menu (or a recent applications menu, if you have such a utility installed) or to click on one of the
application 's open windows. However, there are utilities that can make
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Figure 3.9 A Mal ph palette of running applications

switching even simpler and faster. One is a freeware program called
Malph.
Malph is an application that creates a floating palette with icons for
running applications. For example, at the ti me the scree n s h o t in
Figure 3.9 was taken, five programs (inFiuding Malph) were running.
To switch to an application, yo u make ~alph the curre nt application
and click on the icon of the application you want to use.
It may seem a bit of a contradiction to need to switc h to Malph
before switching to another applicatior. If you can ' t see the Malph
pale tte, how can you switc h to it without using a menu? The answer is a
"hot spot." As you can see in Figure 3.10, the hot spot can be any corn er
of your startup monitor. To bring the Malph window to the front, all
you need to do is move the mouse point to the hot spot.
Malph makes good use of balloon help. With balloon he lp turned
on, moving the mo use pointer over an application 's icon in the Malph
palette displays system information about the application (Figure 3.11 ).
No tice tha t the balloon shows the amount of memory used by the application (Size) and how much of that memory is unused (Free) . It also

Preferences
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181 Show Window Titl e Bar
0 Grow Up/ Left
0 Sma ll I cons
@ large I cons

181 Show Application Names

0

0

0

@

Hot Spot:

Concel

([

OK

~

Figure 3.10 Setting preferences for Malph, · eluding the hot spot that brings
the palette to the front
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Figure 3.11 Malph's balloon help

shows the application's starting and endi ng locati o ns in main m em ory
as well as its file type.

Speeding Up Launching
Beyond placing aliases fo r freque ntly used items in the Apple Me n u
Items folde r , a numbe r of software utili ties can m ake it easier and
faster to gain access to applicatio ns o r documents yo u wan t to open.
Such applicatio n-launching prog rams take a variety of strategies, from
adding a submenu to the ti me nu to cr eating floating palettes of butto ns.

Drag and Drop
System 7 introduced a new way of o pening applications: d rag and d rop .
The idea behind d rag an d drop is th at some thing should h appen when
you d rag o ne icon o n to another. When you drag a document file onto
a n app li cation icon in the Fin d er, the Macintosh o pe ra ting system
attem pts to open the docume nt wi th th e applicatio n onto which it was
dropped. Not only is this a convenient way to open a docum ent wi th the
application tha t created it, but you can also open generic docum ent
types (for example, text files) in this way.
You can drag docum ent files to a liases of applicatio ns. H owever ,
under some circumstances, aliases fo r applicatio ns o n differen t disk volumes lose their ability to suppo rt drag and d rop. If this should occur,
delete the alias a nd recreate it fr o m the original application file .
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Other elemen ts of the Macintosh operating system support drag
and drop. Fo r example, if you are using PowerTalk, you can use
drag and drop to mail a document.

DT Launch
DT Launch is a file and docume nt-launching utility that ships as part of
the DiskTop file man agement package. It runs in conjunction wi th the
CEToolbox, which places DT Launch in the ti menu. As you can see in
Figu re 3 .1 2, CET oo lBox provides ch oices as to wh e re DT La u nch
appears (for example, at the top of th e ti menu or sorted in with the
Apple Me nu Ite ms) . It also provides for a popup me nu, such as the one
in Figure 3.1 3, tha t can a ppear a nywhe re on the screen . Whe n configured as in Figure 3.12, the menu in Figure 3.13 appear when you h old
down the Control key and press the mouse button . This means that you
don ' t need to re turn to the ti menu tog in access to anything managed
by DT Launch .
OT la unch

~
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~
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Figure 3. 13 A CEToolbox popup menu that

appear anywhere on the screen
1
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Figure 3.14 The DT Launch submenu

DT Launch creates a submenu of applications and documents that
appears when you display the CEToolbox menu and run the mouse button to the side of the DT Launch item (for example, Figure 3.14).
Choosing an ite m from the submenu opens that item. If the item is a
document and the document's creator isn't running, DT Launch
launches the application and then opens the document.
Ite ms are added to the DT Launch submenu with the DT Launch
window (Figure 3.15). The major restriction to adding items is that a
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document cannot be added unless the application that created the document or an application that can open the document is already part of
the submenu.
Power Bar

PowerBar is o ne of severa l shareware utilities that places a palette of
buttons on the Desktop. Clicking a button launches an application or
opens a docume nt. In the case of Po~erBar, butto n s can also correspond to a variety of Finder actions. For example, in Figure 3. 16, the
first five buttons represent Finder act"!on s; the two left-hand buttons
represent application programs.
Notice in Figure 3.16 that Powe rBar also places additional buttons
above t h e p a lette. In this example, IPowerBa r was running o n a
PowerBook. From left to right, the buttons display the date and time,
show the power voltage being used, the amount of hard disk space in
use, the currently selected printer driv~r, and the speed at which the
CPU is operating. The printer driver button makes it possible to change
printer drivers witl1o ut opening the chooser. The hard disk button p rovides a popup menu of all mounted volumes.
PowerBar installs as a control panel. After tl1e Macintosh is restarted,
a Powe rBar menu appears in the menu bar to the right of the Finder's
Special menu (Figure 3.17). The Special Commands option lets you

Hide Toolbar
Hide Button Captions
Clea nup Toolbar

3€ H
3€T
3€R

Special Commands ...

3€,1

Turn Customizat ion Mode OFF 3€ K
Use Lorge Buttons
Colors
Allo ut PowerBar
Preferences ...

Figure 3.17 The PowerBar menu
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Figure 3. 18 A PowerLaunch II p alette

aucJ Fiuuc::r act.ions to a palette. A file, however, can be added simply by
dragging its icon to an empty button.

Powerlaunch II
PowerLaunch II is a commercial application th at creates floati n g
palettes containing any double-clickable item. Palettes are grouped
together into "sets." Although only one set of palettes is available at any
given time, a set can contain up to ten palettes, each of which can contain up to eight items. In Figure 3.18, for example, the Control Panels
palette (from the "General" set th at ships with th e application ) has buttons for control panels that a user wants to access frequently.
When an item is added to a PowerLaunch II palette, you have the
opportunity to configure tl1e working environmen t for the launch of
the application or documen t. As you can see in Figure 3.19, settings
include the number of colors or shades of gray to be displayed on the
startup monitor and the level of sound to come from the Macintosh's
speaker. In addit.ion, files can be set to launch automatically on specific
days and times.

Uide o Settin gs :

System Default

Sound Sett ings :

Syst em Default

0

... I

Hid e oth er appl ication windo w s be fore l aunching.
Sun Mon Tu• Wod Thu Frl S•t

Auto- Laun ch euery :

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

at: @] : ~@ A.M.

O P.M.

0

Auto- Laun ch re lat ed Group members.
([

OK

D [ t: nm:el ]

Figure 3.19 Setting launch parameters for a file in a PowerLaunch II palette
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Figure 3.20 Configuring PowerLaunch II for popup of palettes

Each button on a PowerLaunch II pa lette may be assign e d to a
"group" of items rather than to a single item. In that case, clicking the
button la unches all items in the group. This can be particularly handy
if, fo r example, you regularly o pe n multiple docume n ts at the same
time.
PowerLaunch II is an application, n ~t an INIT. It is the refore most
effective if an alias of its icon is placed in the Startup Items folder so
that the program is launched when yo u boot your Mac. You can then
display pale ttes as n eeded or use predetermined key combina tions to
pop up the palettes (handled by the Preferences dialog box in Figu re
3.20).
Powe rLa un ch II ships with a numbe r of ex te nsio ns th at can be
added to palettes. T hese include actions such as e mptyi ng the trash,
playing sound files, restarting t11e comruter, and executing QuicKeys
macros. (QuicKeys is discussed in dep~ in Chapter 10.) In addition, a
d rag-and-drop exte nsion lets you add terns to a palette by dragging
icons to a special PowerAdd icon.

Keeping an Application Running
Most Mac users have experienced th e essage "The application X has
unexpectedly quit." The Macintosh has ' t crashed, but an a pplication
has stopped running. This can be a signi 1cant problem for Macintoshes
that a re expected to have applicatio ns such as database servers, electronic mail servers, or remote access co 1munications software running
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at all tim es. It can a lso affect a Macintosh th at is performing background operations without m in ute-by-minute attendance by a person.
Although the re isn't a ny iron-clad way to make sure an application
never quits when you don't want it to, th ere are a couple of thi ngs you
can do to provide some insurance.

Preventing Applications from Quitting
The System 7 Finder has a habit of quitting a ny applications that have
no open windows whe n available RAM becomes low. If you have closed
app licatio n windows to keep your Desktop from becoming too clutte red
o r if an application simply doesn 't have any open windows at a given
time, you may discover that suddenly the application is no longer ru nning. The solution is to keep a \vindow open for all running applications. However, when you do that, yo u eithe r have a very messy Desktop
or many hidde n windows.
To get around the problem, try using the shareware control panel
WindowShade. WindowShade lets you shrink an open \vindow to j ust its
tille bar, as in Figure 3.21. As long as that title bar is presen t, th e
Macintosh operating system realizes that the application has a n open
window and doesn't a ttempt to quit the application .
T he keystrokes that shrink and expand windows are hand led in the
control panel's window (Figure 3.22) . Notice that you can configure
WindowShade so that you o nly need to click on a title bar or, to make
sure you don 't accidentally shrink a window, to require pressing a modifier key along wi th the clicks of the mouse button.

Wlndow Shllde

~

W indowShade
Clicks to hkM Of" Sho'*

;q~

0
Off

W 1ndo'W' •

0 ® 0
I

2

3

Ust modifiH kPy s :

O IL:]
0

o l~tion

I 0 !contr,. !

M~k.t sounds -whtn usin9 W'indowShldt

Figure 3.22 The WmdowSbade control panel
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Automatic Relaunching
If you happen to have an applicatio~ that must be kept running, try
using Keep It Up, a shareware progr m that attempts to relaunch an
application that has "unexpectedly qui ." Keep It Up runs as an application. When running, it displays a tiny }"'indow (Figure 3.23) that needs
to remain open so that the Finder wil not terminate it when memory
begins to run low.
The first time Keep It Up is run, it c~eates a folder named Keep It Up
Items in the Preferences folder. You pace an alias for each application
you want Keep It Up to monitor in th t folder. The way in which Keep
It Up acts on the applications whose aliases appear in the folder is
determined by its Preferences setting . As you can see in Figure 3.24,
settings include the amount of time ko wait before relaunching and
instructions for restarting the compute~ if repeated errors occur.

Using Stationary Files
If you have a document format that ou use repeatedly, you can save
1
the time needed to format that docun ent by saving a template of that
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Figure 3.24 Keep It Up Preferences
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Figure 3.25 Saving a document as stationary

document as stationary. When you open a stationary document, the
application program creates an untitled copy of the stationary document, leaving the stationary document unmodified. You then work with
th e untitled copy.
To create a stationary document, format a document and enter any
text you want to appear each time you work with a new copy of the docume nt (for example, letterhead information). Then, choose Save As
from the File menu. When the Save File d ialog box appears, use the file
type/format popup menu to select Stationary, as in Figure 3.25. The
document takes on an icon that looks like a pad of paper (Figure 3.26).
Not every application can save stationary documents. However, if you
are using System 7, you can transform any document into a stationary
pad. To do so, open the document's Get Info dialog box and click the
Stationary pad check box, as in Figure 3.27. The document's icon
changes to that of a stationary document.

Figure 3.26 A stationary document icon

..
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Ftgure 3.27 Using the Get Info dialog box to create a stationary pad

Adapting Foreign Files
If you happen to e njoy exploring shareware, you may have discovered

that the documentation is often distributed in text fi les that none of
your software can access. Although most word processors can theoretically open plain text files, these files simply don't show up in an Open
File dialog box listing, and double-clicking on the files brings the message in Figure 3.28. What's going on here?
Every Macintosh file h as two four-oharacte r strings attached to it.
One, its creator, identifies the application that created the document.
When you double-click on a document, the Macintosh operating system
looks for a program that ma tches the creator string. The message in
Figure 3.28 appears whenever it can't find a matching application.
The second four-character string, a file's type, indicates the type of
file. A word processor, for example, usually recognizes files that it created plus files of type TEXT. There's nothing magic about the file types
an application can open; it is programmed to recognize specific types.

0

The document "Read Me - RamDI k+" could
not be opened, because the appl cation
program that created It could no be
fo und.

((

OK

~

Ftgure 3.28 A dialog box indicating that the Macintosh o perating system can't
fmd an application to open a document
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Therefore, even if a document's contents are readable by a program, if
the d ocument's type isn't part of the application's acceptable list of
types, you will probably no t be able to open the file. What can you do
then, if you want to open fil es for which you don' t have a matching
application? H ow can you efficiently exchange files with friends and coworkers whe n you have differe nt applications?

Changing a File,s Type and Creator
One solution to the fo re ign file p roblem is to change the file's type.
However, be careful wh en you d ecide to do this; many files, such as
tl1ose created by word processors, contain formatting codes along with
text and graphics. Such files will display properly only wi th the applicatio ns that created the m ; they' ll look like garbage if opened as text.
Nonetheless, if you are certain that a file contains just text (and no formatting codes), you can change its type using something like the shareware program Finder Info Changer.
As you can see in Figure 3.29, the documentation for the program
RamDisk+ has a creator of "ttxt." This particular creator string has been
allocated to TeachText (that ubiquitous text editor that seems to get
installed with most Macintosh applications and then appear in multiple
copies all over your hard disk). A read-only TeachText document has a
type of "ttro"; TeachText documents that can be modified have a type
of"TEXT."
To change the type so th at any word processor can open it, you simply replace the "ttro" with "TEXT," as in Figure 3.30. The next time you

Figure 3.29 Finder information about a text ille before it is changed
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Figure 3.30 Finder infonnation about a text file after it is changed

-----------------------0
By the Way
IIll.

There isn't anything magical abou l figuring o ut types and cre1
ators. When a software developer "tes a new application, he or
she must register the application's creator string and the type
string its documents use with Apple Computer. This is to ensure
that no two applications use the sare type and creator strings.
(The exception is generic docume ~t types such as TEXT, PICT,
and PTNG.)

How do you find out what type an6 creator strings your documents have? If you don't find therp in printed documentation
somewhere, run a program like Finder Info Changer to look at a
file in which you are interested. You can then make a note of the
types and creators with which you wil~ be working.
try to open this file with your word

pro~essor,

it will appear in the list of
readable files. There is, however, one r ajor drawback to making this
change: Any graphics th at are in the fil will not be included in the text
file.

-----------------------By the Way

se~sitive

Type and creator strings are case
(uppercase and lowercase letters are different) . That means, for example, that 'TEXT"
is not the same type as "text."
I

There may also be times that you wal t to change a file's creator. For
example, assume that someone sends y u a MacDraw file. Files created
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by QuickDraw graphics programs typically save files with a type of PICT,
a file type that can be opened by most Macintosh graphics programs.
H owever, you don't have MacDraw; you have Canvas. That means you
can ' t open the file by double-clicking on its icon; the Macintosh operating system will be looking for MacDraw. Since you'll be using Canvas to
modify the fi le, you'd like to open it with Canvas rather than MacDraw.
Th e soluti on , of co urse, is to change th e fi le's creato r string. The
process yo u might use is as follows:
1. Open Canvas wi th Finder Info Changer or a similar program that
lets you cha nge a file's type and creator.
2. Note Canvas's creator string. This will become the creator string
of the document as well. (Application programs generally have a
type of APPL. )
3. Close Canvas without making any changes.
4. Open the document whose creator you want to change.
5. Change the creator string. Leave the type string alone.
6. Save the change.

Linking File Types and Creators
The technique you have just seen creates a permanen t change of a file's
type a nd creator. However, if you often receive files for which you don't
have the application that created them, then explicitly changing the
type a nd / or creator can be very time consuming. Instead, you may want
to link specific file types and creators to applications that you do have.
There are ma ny programs that can set up document and application
linking. T he shareware INIT SpeedyFinder 7, for example, lets you link
any type of document to any application that you have on your system
(see Figure 3.31). The shareware control panel AppChooser (Figu re
3.32) provides similar features. Keep in mind that regardless of the program you use for document/ application linking, it's up to you to determine which type su·ings will be linked to which creator strings.

Managing Running Applications
So yo u're running short of memory; you can' t possible ru n anoth er
a pplication. Which ap p lication should yo u qu it to make room fo r
anothe r? Wh ich application is h ogging a lot of memory? You can get
some basic informa tio n about memory use from the Finder's Abou t
T his Macintosh dialog box. For example, in Figure 3.33 three programs
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SpndtJFindtr7 documtnt linking options- not active
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~

,
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I
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Remov~

~
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OK

I

Figure 3.31 Using SpeedyFmder 7 to link document types to applications

are consuming memory. BrushStrokes (a graphics program ) is running
in a 4-Mb partition . The bar to the right of the parti tion size indicates
th at the program is currently using only about half the partition. (The
dark portio n of th e bar re prese nts m e m o r y ac tua lly in u se . )
FrameMaker and the operating system , ,however, are using most of their
memory partitions. Unfo rtunately, you can 't do anything wi th this information once yo u have it.
If you want more specific information about where applications are
in main memory and more con trol o~er those applications, conside r
using the freeware program Processori e. As you can see in Figure 3.34,

PI

RppChooser

~l.K.,H ~
Rdd

I [

'TE::r·

't. \ > \'

' PICT'
' Itt r'
' sjob '
'rjob'
'qjob'

' tt xt '
· Iap2 '
'ttxt'
'ttxt'
' t t xt '

Remoue

u

lm
c ran...

C'!}

0

Figure 3.32 Using AppChooser to link f'Ile

es and applications
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Processorize tells you specifically how much memory is allocated to
an application and exactly how much is being used . It also tells you how
long the process has been running and how much CP U time it has
used. (This can also be very handy for identifying applications that are
CPU hogs!)

-----------------------Processorize gets its name from the operating system word for an
running program: a process. That is why the buttons in its dialog
box read "Bring Process to Front," and so on.

By the Way

1111.

Processorize has three buttons in its lower-left corner:
• "Bring Process to Front" makes the highlighted application the
foreground application.
Dl
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Figure 3.34 Processorize information about a running application
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• "Launch New Process" runs an application that currently isn't runnmg
• "Kill Process" stops an application rom running. This will stop the
application without asking you to save any unsaved changes in a
document.

When Software Isn't Enough ...
The performance of most application programs responds to the general hardware speedup solutions of adding a faster CPU, more RAM, a
faster hard disk, and so on. (You will find more about these hardware
solutions throughout this book.) However, some applications also can
be speeded up by adding hardware designed specifically for them. In
particular, these include high-end graphic imaging software such as
Adobe Photoshop, Fractal Design Paintbr, and Adobe Premier.
Image-processing accelerator boards contain specialized processors
known as digital signal processors (DSPs) which are designed to handle
specific functions within the program being accelerated. In particular,
they can speed up the compression and decompression of images as
much as 20 times. They can also speed up use of image filtering software ("plug-ins") that have been provided by third-party developers to
extend the enhance the performance of the image-processing application.

4
Accelerating and
Optimizing the Desktop
With the introduction of System 7, t e Macintosh Finder gained a
wealth of Desktop display and format?yg options. Using some of these
options can actually slow down the ~acintosh's performance. Other
options can be replaced with add-on software that·is both more capable
and faster than that available with Syster 7.
This chapter looks at techniques ana software for speeding up your
interactions with the Finder. You will read about Finder settings that
can slow down performance, settings that can give you the best possible
performance, software for enhancing how you work with windows, and
software for replacing Finder functions such as finding, copying, and
deleting fi les.

Faster System Startup
The Macintosh operating system perfor,ns a number of activities when
yo u start up your computer. Some of .Fese activities can significantly
extend the time it takes for the operating system to finish its work and
turn the computer over to you. To get around the delay, you can turn
off various system features that you d n't use regularly, including the
following:
• File sharing: If file sharing is enabl d, it is started up on every time
you r computer is booted or restarted. Starting up fi le s h aring
requires access to every disk volum1 for which file sharing has been
allowed, a process that can be very 'ime consuming for Macintoshes
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that have multiple disk volumes, most of which can be shared. If
yo u don't use file sharing regularly, turn it off and keep it off
except for when you actually need to transfer files over a network.
• PowerTalk: Loading PowerTalk, the electronic mai l facility that
made its debut with System 7 Pro, can significantly slow down system startup. During the startup process, PowerTalk checks all catalogs, including network catalogs, and looks for mail in tl1e MailBox.
If you aren't using PowerTalk's electronic mail capabilities, you can
avoid the startup delay by not loading PowerTalk. To do so, remove
the PowerTalk Extension and the PowerTalk Ma nager from the
Exte nsions folder an d tl1e PowerTalk Setup control panel from the
Control Panels folder.

Set ting System 7 for Fast Finder Window Display
Some of System 7's Finder window display optio ns can have a major
impact on you r Macintosh's performance. You can optimize the p erformance of your Desktop by simply not using those capabilities that slow
down th e display of the contents of a d isk.
Finder d isplay options are configured with the Views control panel
(Figure 4.1). T h e "Straigh t grid" and "Staggered grid" radio buttons
affect the p lacemen t of icons in Icon \~ew whenever icons are aligned
with a Finder window's invisible grid. Snapping to the grid and the type
of grid has no impact on performance.
The icon sizes in th e List Views por tion of the control panel also
have no impact on window display performance, although they do
affect how much can be seen in a window at one time. (Of course, the
larger the icon, me fewer files or folders that can be displayed in a winUlews
•ont tor v tews :
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eu_o_ _ _ _ _
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Figure 4.1 The Views con trol panel
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Figure 4.2 A Finder window showing disk information in the header

dow.) T he "Show disk info in header" leek box places data below the
window name describing free space on ~h e disk. For example, in Figure
4.2 th e disk information shows how many items are in the current window, the total size of the files and folders stored o n the disk, and the
amount of space available on the disk. This option, which does not slow
down the Macintosh, alleviates to some extent the problem with System
6list views, which couldn 't tell you how much disk space was available.
Unfortunately, "Show disk info in header" doesn 't tell you the size of
a folder whose contents you are viewing. To ge t this information, you
might choose to use the "Calcula te f? lder sizes" option. When this
check box is ch ecked, Finder windows rot only sh ow the sizes of files,
but folders as well, as in Figure 4.3. The Finder begins calculati ng folder sizes as soon as you ch eck the "Calculate folder sizes" check box in
the Views control panel. It doesn 't even vait for you to close the control
panel's wind ow! Folde r sizes are calculated for every open window.
Each time you open a window, the Finder recalculates folder sizes; each
time you start up your computer, the Finde r recalculates folder sizes for
every open window. Because folder sizes a ren ' t stored anywhere, but
computed on the fly when wi ndows a re opened, th ere can be a signifiM_ac_Screamer
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cant delay in the folder size computations after a window is ope ned or
at system startup.
To be comple tely accurate, computing of folder sizes actually occurs
in the background. You therefore needn't wait for folder size computation to be completed before you begin working. Nonetheless, the folder
size computation activity slows down any other actions you might
choose to take. The bottom line? Don' t use "Calculate folder sizes."
Feel free to use any other of the Finder's window display options; they
don ' t affect Finder and/ or system performance.

Faster List to Icon View Switching
If you look again at the list view in Figure 4.3, you 'II notice that the column heading "Name" is underlined, indicating that the window is currently in "View by Name" order. Clicking on any other column heading
sorts the window's contents by the clicked heading. However, if you
want to go to an icon view (either large icons or small icons), you must
go to the View menu and select that option.
For faster switching to either icon view, you can install a shareware
system extension called WithAView7. Once the extension is installed in
the System folder and the Macintosh restarted, you can switch to the
big icon view by clicking in the top left corner of the window,just below
the title bar, as in Figure 4.4. If you hold down the Option key while
clicking, the window switches to small icon view. To return to a list view,
click on the work "items" in the window header.

Whizzing Through Finder Windows
The traditional way to locate something in a Finder window is to use the
scroll bars to scroll the window's contents until the item comes into
view. H owever, you can accomplish the same thing witho ut ever taking
l. liiiiiii WlthRUiew7 1. 1 f
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Figure 4.4 The location of the mouse click to switch to icon view when
WithAView7 is installed
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your hands from the keyboard and reach a file or folder name much
faste r, especially if the wi ndow in which yo u are working h appens to
contain many items.
To use the keyboard to reach a fil e or folder, you m ust kn ow at least
the first lette r of the name of the item fo r which you are searching.
Assuming that you do, th e p rocess is as follows:
1. Make the wi ndow you plan to search the current window by clicking in its header. (The window can be in an icon view or a list
view; this technique works with both.)

2. Type the first lette r of the file or folder you want to find. The
Macintosh operating system scrolls to and highlights the fi rst item
whose name star ts with th e letter you typed . (If no item in the window star ts \vi th th e letter you typed, the operating system highligh ts the alphabetically closest item.)
3. Press the Tab key to move to the next item that star ts ' vith the lette r you typed. Press the J. key to move to the next item; press the i
key to move to the previous item.
4. Repeat step 3 until you reach the ite m you want.

---------------~-------By the Way
If you happen to have an extended
(one with the Page
~eyboa rd

1111.

up and Page down keys on it), then Y?U can take advantage of the
extra keys to scroll Finder windows. T he Home key has the same
effect as d ragging the scroll box all t~e way to th e top of the ve rtical scroll bar; the End key has the ~a rne effect as dragging the
scroll box all the way to the bottom of the vertical scroll ba r.
Pressing the Page up key acts as if you had clicked in the ve rtical
scroll bar above the scroll box; pressing the Page down key acts as
if you had clicked in the vertical scroll bar below the scroll box.

Faster Folder Expansion
To quickly expand all the folde rs in a finder window, displayi ng the
e ntire nested folder hierarc hy, try th e fo,owing:
1. Press ~-A to select everything in th window.
2. Press ~-Option-~ to expand the e tire hierarchy.
T o collapse the e nti re hie ra rchy, wess 3€-0 ptio n+-. T h ese key
sequences work to expand and collapse any folders that are h ighligh ted
in a Finder lvi ndow.
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What Is OoubleScroll?

DoubleScroll 2.0 Is a comb! nation Exten,ton/Control Panel "'htch alters the "'ey
~
your Mectntosh scroll bars loo~ and act. Basically It puts a double arrw on each
••
end of your scroll bars, allo..,tng you to scroll in both directions "'ilhoul having to
move your mouse from one end of your des~ to the other to scroll bac~ end forth. II
vor ~s only "'ilh System 7, end is designed to la~e advantage of the color scheme of
the System 7 Interfece.
Though the idee or double-arro..,ed scroll bars Is not ne"', I decided to give ita nev
t...tst ...tth System 7 end me~e them loa~ Identical to the standard scroll bars vhen
displaying in color as "'ell as bloc~ end "'hlle. They look like genuine Apple-issued
scroll bars. So they'll blend right in "'ilh the rest or your Interface "'ilhout
standing out end looking odd. If you change the color scheme of your "'indws "'ilh
the "Color" Control Panel that comes "'tth System 7, the scroll bars "'ill change
...tth the rest of your decor! These are scroll bars the "'au nature intended (end 1
feel Apple should t mplemanl).
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Figure 4.5 A window with double arrows installed by DoubleScroll

Optimizing Scrolling
Imagine that you have a document that fills your entire monitor screen.
You scro ll down one line by clicking on the down arrow. Then, you realize that you need to see what scrolled off the bottom again. You move
the mouse pointer all th e way to the top of the window and click the up
arrow. If you happe n to have a large monitor, then th ese movements
re present a lot of mousing around. It certainly would be faster and
more convenient if you had double arrows at each end of the scroll bar,
as in Figure 4.5.
The double arrows are provided by a shareware system extension
called DoubleScroll. Although it is not necessarily compatible with all
1 OoubleScroll 2.0
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Figure 4.6 The DoubleScroll control panel
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Figure 4. 7 A me with its name ilighlighted and boxed for editing

app lication s, it can make working with large documents on a large
monitor much faster and easier. The control panel (Figure 4.6) lets you
set up a list of incompatible applicatio ns, as well as setting scrolling
speed.

Speeding

Up File and Folder Renaming
O ne of the most annoying "features" to make its debut with System 7
was the de lay be tween highlighting a ifi le or folde r 's na me and the
appearance of the box around the name indicating tha t editing of that
name was possible ( Figure 4.7). There are several ways to d eal with the
delay. The first, of course, is to live with it (annoying but not fatal). The
second is to use ResEdit, the program that lets you tweak the internals
of a file's resources, to re move the delay (effective but dangerous if you
don 't kn ow exactly what you're doing).
There are two safer ways to ge t rid o~ the delay. The first is to move
the mouse pointer immediately after highlighting the name of the file
or folder (effective but a bit of a pain). 11he second is to use a shareware
INIT called SpeedyFinde r 7 (easy and effective). If you are running
System 7 Pro, be sure yo u get a t least ve rsion 1.5.9; earlier versions
aren ' t compatible.
I
SpeedyFinder 7 provides a useful cdllection of System 7 enhanceme nts, including elimination of the renr ming delay. As you can see in
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Figure 4.8, th e "No Re name De lay" check box does the trick. Notice
that SpeedyFindcr 7 also can be used to speed up copying ite ms and
working with the trash.

Simplifying Access to the tl Menu
Som e of the ite ms that appear in the li me nu don 't actua lly launch
applica tions o r open docu m e nts. I nste ad, they open windows with
which you must then wo rk. The most frustrating of these is the Control
Panels ite m. Selectin g Comrol Panels from the li menu simply makes
the Control Pane ls window o pen. You still must find the control pa nel
with which you want to work and the n double-click on its icon.
A faster, simple r, and m ore effi cient way of working would be to have
th e individual control panels available directly from the li menu, without having to ope n the Con trol Panels window. The solu tio n comes in
the form o f a u tili ty that adds hierarchical capa bilities to the li me nu.
As you can see in Fig ure 4.9, those li m enu items that have other items
nested within them, such as the Control Pane ls folde r, appear with a
rig ht-pointing a rrow a t the right of the item name. In this pa rticular
example, the contents of the Control Panels folder appear in a secondlevel hierdrchical me nu. Making a choice fro m the submenu opens the
control panel d irectly.
Notice that the Mo nito rs control panel and the After Da rk Files folde r also have arro ws indicating that they have subm enus (a third menu
level). The Mo nitors submenu le ts you change the n umber of colors or
shades of gray displayed on th e stanup monitor wi thou t o pening the
Mo n ito rs control panel. T he After Dark Files submenu lets you change
th e module th e screen saver After Dark uses witho ut o pening the After
Dark control panel. The Chooser also has a submenu that you can use
to change printe r drivers without opening the Ch ooser.
Several prog rams provide a hie rarchi cal li me nu. HAM (configured
by the con tro l pa ne l in Fig ure 4.1 0) was originally in tended to be part
of' System 7. Whe n Apple decided not to includ e the hierarch ical menu
capabilities as part of System 7, HAM 's develo pe rs released it as a commercial product. In additio n to providin g hiera rchical me nus for the
con trol pane ls a nd the Ch ooser, HAM adds a hierarchical me nu of
re cently used items to th e li m enu.
NowMenus, introduced in Chapter 3, also provides a hierarchical li
menu. Its hie rarchical li m enu fun ctio ns exactly li ke HAM's, although
NowMe nus does no t include a submenu of rece ntly used items. This is
because it maintains a se parate me nu o f recently used ite ms at the left
o r right edge of the men u bar.
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Speeding Up Font Access
Fonts are integral to the Macintosh e nvironment. Although most Mac
users have learned to keep the number of fonts they use in a docume nt
to a minimum, the problem of deali ng with fonts remains. Two major
slowdowns a re accessing screen fonts in long fo n t men us and the time it
takes to use Key Caps to find the key combination needed to access special characte rs. Yo u can speed up both activities with utility programs.

Optimizing the Fonts M enu
If you happe n to have a large collection of screen fon ts, the n you may
have a Font me n u th at looks like Figure 4. 11. T here is on e e ntry in the
me nu for every bit-map in the System folder (System 7.0 an d earlier ) or
Fo nts fo ld e r (Sys te m 7. 1 a nd late r ). Because the me nu is so lo n g,
scrolling to find a specific font can be very time consuming.
The solution is to group the fo nts by family so that only the n ame of
th e font family app ears in the menu, rath e r than the individual bitma ps. As you can see in Figu re 4.12, th e re is only o n e listing for
AGa ramon d (Adobe Ga ra mo nd ) rathe r th a n the six in Figure 4.11.
(Adobe Garamond T itling a nd Expert a re differem font families.)

./ Le ft
Center
Rl ht

Hbar amono
Hbar omo no uo1o
Hlioromona lfOIOit ol ..
Hlioromono no1 ..
Hlioromonn s emmo1o
Hlior omnnn SP.miOnlnlt n l ...
Hliaramona lltl"'!l
RGaramondln.,
Rmasis Ml
Auont Gara.,
B Ruont Garoe o.,.,.,
B Bo okman o,,.,.,
B Co urier Bo ld
B Garamond Bold
B Helue tica Bold
11 Ne w 1..emur y ) COIDK 11010
B Poloti no Bold
11 u mes 11010
HI Hu on t liaro e u emiUDio <ju c
Bl Bo otc m nn Demlltol ..
Ill t: ouner llO IOUDio'lu e
Rl r. ornmn011 Rnll1 11nll ,
Il l HeiUetiCil ll OI O Ubl o'l " ~
Bl New Century Schlbtc llolol t
B 1 Pal n tino Bold 1t au,
8 1 Times Bo ld l to lu

Figure 4. 11 An unaligne d Font menu
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Characters
Paragraphs
Page Break ...
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Pages
Headers & Footers
Document ...
Change Bars •.•
Footnote
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dobe Gar amond
Adobe Garamond Titling
Adobe Garamond EHpert
Amasls MT
Auant Garde
BordeauH
BordeauH
BordeauH
BordeauH

Black
Heauy
Light
Medium

Boston Bold
Boston Bold Italic
Boston Italic
Chi Town
Chicago
Chicago Laser
Chicago Symbols
Courter
Garamond
Geneua
Glide Bold
Glide Bold Italic
Glide Italic

Ftgure 4.12 An aligned Font menu

Some application programs-particularly desktop publishing programs-perform their own type alignment. You can also add a utility
such as Adobe Type Align or Font Harmony. Keep in mind, however,
that font alignment utilities can run into problems if you have older
font bit-maps on your Macintosh. The way in which fonts are numbered
has changed over the history of the Macintosh; it is therefore not
uncommon to have different fonts whose numbers are the same or to
encounter other font incompatibilities that a font alignment utility
can't resolve.

Speeding Access to Special Characters
One of the characteristics that made e Macintosh special from the
beginning was its ability to display sped 1 characters, including foreign
language letters and mathematical sy bois. The special ch aracters
don't appear on the keyboard; you nee to use combinations of keys to
generate them.
I
The typical way of finding out which key combination generates
1
which character is to select Key Caps fro the ti menu. Key Caps, which
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Figure 4.13 Using Key Caps to see the characters generated by specific
key presses

has been a round since the ve ry first Macintosh in 1984, displays a drawing of the keyboard. The key tops display characters in the font selected
from the Key Caps menu. For example, in Figure 4.13 you can see the
characters that are displayed by the Symbol font when no modifier keys
are pressed. When yo u press the Shift, Option, or Shift and Option
keys, the Key Caps display changes to sh ow the characters produced by
pressing modifier keys in conjunction with character keys.
The major problem with Key Caps is that you have to remember the
key combination that gen erates a character when you re turn to your
application. It also can ' t sh ow you how to generate characters that
require a se quence of keypresses (for example, accented ch aracters
such as e) . To simplify and speed up access to special characters, try
using PopChar, a shareware utility that displays a palette of characters
from which you can choose.
PopChar installs as a control panel. After yo u restart your Mac, it
places a tiny icon in a corner of the menu bar, as in Figure 4.1 4. The
location of this "hot spot" is handled by the PopChar control panel
(Figure 4.1 5) . If you are using System 7 and choose the spot to the left
of the Application menu icon, the tiny "P" is replaced with a "P" icon
the size of th e Application menu icon .
To activate PopCha r, you move the mouse pointe r to the ho t spot
a nd press th e mouse buttons. A palette such as the one in Figure 4. 16
a p pears, dis pl ayin g the c h a racters availab le in the current font.
PopChar ide ntifies the curre nt font without your intervention, relieving
you from having to use a menu to select the fo nt. The More spot at the

Figure 4.14 The PopChar hot spot
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Figure 4.15 The PopChar control panel

upper right of the palette enlarges it to include the accented characters that require two key presses. To insert a character into a document,
you simply select it from the palette by moving the mouse pointer over
the character with the mouse button pressed. When you release the
mouse button, the character is copied into your document. The beauty
of this, of course, is that you don't have to remember any arcane key
presses.

Faster and More Flexible Finding
As your hard disk stores more and more items, it becomes harder to

remember where you put things. Files can be scattered throughout multiple hard disk partitions and nested many folders deep. To help, the
Macintosh operating system provides a way to find files and folders. As
you will see in this section, the Finder's !find command is somewhat limited in the search criteria it supports. It Ican also be clumsy to use. You
will therefore be introduced to
and commercial alternatives
that make finding and working with the
you find much easier and
efficient.
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Figure 4.16 A PopChar palette
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[ More Choices J

Ca ncel J

n Find

Jl

Figure 4.17 The Finder's d efault Find File dialog b ox

The Starting Point: The Finder's Find File Command
When you a re working with the Finder, the keystroke combina tion :1:€-F
displays the dialog box in Figure 4.17. You type the name of a fi le or
folder you wan t to fi nd a nd click the Find button . T he Macintosh operating system locates the fi rst ite m with the name you typed, opening the
window in which it is con tained if necessary. T he n , it stops. To find the
next matching ite m, yo u press :1:€-G.
If simply searching for a file o r folder name tha t matches isn 't flexible e nough fo r you , click the Mo re Choices button. T h e dialog box
expands to tha t in Figure 4.1 8. Using the left hand popup menu, you
can search fo r a fil e or folder by name, type (kind ), size, label, lock
(files that a re locked so they can't be changed o r dele ted), modifica tion
date, or creation date. T he middle p opup me nu vai-ies depe nding o n
wha t is selected to its left. For example, if you are searching by name,
you can look for names that match , start with , o r contain a value typed
in the rectangle at the right. For creation or modification dates, you
can search fo r dates that are equal to, before, or afte r th e date typed in
the rectangle a t the righ t.
The Search popup in the middle of the dialog box lets you choose
whe re to search. If you happen to have many disks with many files, you
can sp eed up the search process by res tr icting th e search to a d isk
where you know a n item is located.
By default, the Find File command locates one matchi ng item at a
time. However, if you click the "all at once" checkbox, it highlights all
matching items, opening windows to display them as necessai)'. At this

Sear ch

J

on oil dislcs

[ Fewer Choi ces]

D oil ot once
[ Cancel

J

f

Figure 4.1 8 The Finder 's expanded Find File dialog box

Find

J)
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point, you might want to add another search criteria. To do so, leave
the found items highlighted. Then, set t~e Search pop-up to "the selected items." Enter the new search criteria a~ the top of the dialog box and
click the Find button. You can repeat this process as many times as
needed to locate th e precise items you w~nt.
There are several problems with usi~g the Fin d Command in this
way. First, when files are found, the Fin~er opens their windows. If a
search happens to locate a large number of items, your Desktop can
become littered with many open windoJ s, some of which may overlay
each other, hiding found items from vieir. Second, searching on multiple criteria is slow and clumsy. In essencJ , you must perform a separate
1
search for each criteria, narrowing the£ und items each time. In addition, notice that all the Find File 's search criteria are in the positive (for
example, "starts with" or "before") . There's no way to frame search criteria in th e negative (for example, "doJsn't start with" or "not equal
to"). Finally, there's no way to save search criteria. If you have a search
that you do repeatedly, you'll have to rdcreate the search in the Find
File d ialog box each time you look for thJ needed items. The solution is
to look for an add-on product that en la nces file and folder finding,
and in particular, makes it easier to searc using multiple criteria.

Finding with File Buddy
File Buddy is a shareware file management utility (an application, not
an INIT) that, among other things, pror des file finding that is more
flexible than that provided by the Finder. (File Buddy is included on
. h t h'IS b 00 k PIeas~I register
.
th e d'IS k t h at comes Wit
t h e sh areware if you
intend to use it beyond a trial period.)
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Figure 4.20 Flle Buddy search operators

As you can see in Figure 4.19, File Buddy supports multiple types of
criteria in the same search re quest. You can, for example, search by
name, label, and creation date all at the same time. File Buddy also can
exclude specific folders o r files from a search. Its search criteria include
negatives such as those in Figure 4.20. It also allows you to save search
crite ria so they can be used again.
The items that File Buddy finds are listed in a File Buddy window, as
in Figure 4.21. The windows in which the items are located are not
opened automatically. To get to a file or folde r's location, you highlight
the item and click the Show button. From the File Buddy window you
can al so cre ate an alias fo r a n item , copy an ite m , move it to the

Desktop, or throw it in the trash. File Buddy will also open an item's
Get Info dialog box (the Finde r Info button) or display a special File
Buddy Info window. As you can see in Figure 4.22, this dialog box not
only provides file information, but lets you modify characteristics of the
file such as its type, creator, creation date, and last modification date .
File Buddy has some System 7 d rag-and-drop capabilities. By default,
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if you drag an item onto the File Bud1y application icon, File Buddy
opens the item's File Buddy InformatiOn dialog box. By combining
modifier keys (shift, control, option, co+mand) with the drag-and-drop
operation, File Buddy will perform a variety of operations automatically.
The one limitation to File Buddy's fi' e finding is that search criteria
can have only one criteria of each kino. For example, you can apply
only one condition to the name of a
and one condition to the size
of a file within the same search criteria. However, this restriction is present in all the find utilities discussed.
I

mk

Finding with UltraFind
UltraFind, another shareware application, also provides multiple types
of criteria in a single search. (Like File Buddy, there can be only one
condition of a given type in any search.) As you can see in Figure 4.23,
the searc h criteria don't actually ap~ear on the UltraFind screen.
Instead, a selected criteria is highlighte9 in the lower right corner of its
button. The criteria themselves are entered in individual dialog boxes.
Search criteria can be saved for later use
In addition to searching for file characteristics, UltraFind can search
inside a file . That means it can search ~rough the contents of a document, lo~king for text t~at matches Uf to three phra~es (see Figure
4.24). This type of search IS not necessaryly very fast, but 1t can help you,
for example, locate all the memos in w ich you discussed a particular
project.
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Figure 4.23 UltraFind's me searching

UltraFind places the result of a search in a listing window (for example, Figure 4.25) . Once a file is highlighted in the list, you can copy it,
move it, label it, or trash it. You can also take advantage of UltraFind's
Copyright-It feature. This allows you to place copyright information in
an item's Get Info dialog box (see Figure 4.26).

Finding with Profiles
ProFiles is a commercial product that provides more flexibility in assembling search criteria than either of the shareware programs about which
you have just read. It also provides file compression using Stuffit and
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Figure 4.25 The result of an UltraFmd search

can trigger compression using AutoDoubler or DiskDoubler, should
you have either program installed on your system. In addition, ProFiles
isn't restricted to disks mounted on your Macintosh; it can search network disk volumes as well.
ProFiles installs as both a control panel and an application. The control panel (Figure 4.27) contains two radio buttons that de termine
whether a press of ~-F launches the F nder's Find File command or
ProFiles. The bulk of ProFiles's capabili 'es are handled by the application.

CopyRight-IT permanently attaches your
copyright Byline to selected files,
displaying It In the Finder's Get Info boH.
(See 'Uitraflnd Help' for CopyRight-IT info)
Enter your cop right Info as shown.
line:

Cancel

Saue

Figure 4.26 Using UltraFmd to attach a copypght notice to a file or folder's
Get Info dialog box
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Figure 4.27 The ProFiles control panel

A ProFiles search request can contain up to three criteria of any type
(see Figure 4.28). The file character istics on which you search include
the file's name, its contents (see Figu re 4.29), and kind. A file's kind is
a bit broader than its Finder type. File kinds also include things such as
o rph a n e d fil es (th ose fo r whic h a c rea tor can 't b e found ) a n d
o rpha ned aliases (those fo r which the o rigi nal file or folder ca n 't be
found ). Search Cl;teria can be saved for reuse.
Like the two shareware p rograms you h ave seen, ProFiles displays the
result of a search in a window (fo r example , Figure 4.30) . T he buttons
across the top of the window control op erations that can be performed
on files, including copying, moving, creati ng aliases, and trashing files.
Files can also be compressed , decompressed , a nd printed. Should you
choose, you can explicitly add ite ms to the file list. When the list is comple te, you can save it fo r re use. (This saves th e list of files, not th e files
themselves.)
The ProFiles list window wo rks much like a Finder window. Doubleclicking on an ite m in the list opens the item ; clicking o n the rightpointing arrow next to a folder expands the folder so you can see its
contents.
ProFiles can also synchronize files. Synch ronizing mean s up dating
copies of files so tha t a ll copies are the m ost recent. For exam p le,
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Figure 4.29 Ftle characteristics for a ProFi.les search

assume that you have copied a documen t from a ne twork serve r to your
Macintosh and modified that documen t. Synchronizing will update the
version on the server so that it matc hes your newe r version. By the same
to ken , should an other user modify the documen t on the server, synch ro nizing will update your local copy so that it matches the more
recent server version.
If you are running System 7 Pro, you can choose to install an INIT
that enables ProFiles's d rag-and-drop cap abilities. With drag and drop
enabled, you can move and copy files by d ragging them from the file
list window to their new location .

Ftgure 4.30 The resu.lt of a ProFiles search
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Finding with DiskTop
DiskTop is a commercial file management utility that provides capabilities similar to ProFiles, although it is accessed in a different manner.
Rather than replacing the Finder's Find command, DiskTop is reached
from the li menu, just like DT Launch, covered in Chapter 3. To use
DiskTop's find capabilities in place of the Finder's, you therefore
choose DiskTop Find from the li menu rather than using 31:-F.
DiskTop can search using multiple criteria on both local disk volumes and network disk volumes that have been mounted on your
Desktop (see Figure 4.31). Notice that like the other file finding programs about which you have read, you can use only one search value for
each of the search criteria.
While a search is in progress, the intermediate results of a DiskTop
search appear in a modified version of the Find Criteria window
(Figure 4.32). The partially filled circle at the right of the window
(underneath the list of disks being searched) indicates how much of
the search has been completed. The search can be stopped at any time
by pressing a key and clicking the mouse button. You can then examine
items already found, continue the search, or cancel the search.

-----------------------By the Way

Although DiskTop itself cannot search inside a file, the product
does ship with a companion utility, GOfer, that provides flexible
searching of the contents of files.
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Figure 4.32 A DiskTop search in progress

The items in a completed search are transferred to a file list window
(for example, Figure 4.33) . By default, the window displays information
similar to what you see in a Finder list view. However, you can choose to
see a more technical view of the items found (including item types and
creators) as well as create custom views that include just the data you
want to see. Items in the file list can be opened by double-clicking on
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the item's icon , copied, moved, re named , and deleted. The eject a nd
unmount operations a ffect d isks only. DiskTop a lso adds its own Get
Info dialog box, which is accessible only while DiskTop is running.
DiskTop can a lso make it easier to navigate through a complex file
hie ra rchy. T he Drives: a nd Pa th: popup menus in the file list window let
yo u choose a d isk volume a nd folder within that disk volume wh ose
conte nts you wa nt to view. Th is avoids the need to open a nd close multiple Finder windows while threading th rough nested folde rs.
DiskTop 's search criteria cannot be saved. However, the contents of
a fil e list can be saved as a text file for modification by any application
that can read plain text fil es.

Faster Copying and Moving
Two of the most common Finder op erations are copying and moving
files and fo ld ers. Although supe rficially intuitive, what happens wh e n
yo u d rag a file o r folder icon from o ne place to anothe r de pends on
whether the source and the destination are on the same disk volume.
T o copy an item from o ne disk volume to another, you drag the item's
icon to the location where you want the copy to appear; to move an
ite m from one disk volume to ano ther, you must first copy the item and
then dele te the original. However, if you d rag an ite m from one location to ano ther within the same volume, the item is moved , not copied.
To make a copy of an item within th e same volume, you hold down the
Option key when dragging the item 's icon .
The re are seve ral ways to spee d up and simplify file copying a nd
moving operations. T he ge neral strategy behind speeding up copyin g is
to read as much o f the item being copied into main memory as possible
be fore writing the copy. T his minimizes the time the disk drive spends
looking fo r data. (Funher details about minimizing disk access time can
be fo und in C hapter 5 .) Si mplifying copying a nd moving usually
invo lves such things as copying in the backgro und, copyi ng only files
that have bee n mod ifie d , and moving betwee n volumes in one ste p.
These speed up and sim p lification tech niq ues are supplied by utility
programs. There is also software that can speed copying the entire conte n ts of one floppy onto another.

System 7,s Background Copying
Wo uldn 't it be n ice if you could copy £iles in the background rathe r
th an having to wai t for the Finde r to complete a lengthy copy operation? If you se t thin gs up prope rly, you can get System 7 to copy in the
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background. The problem you need to get around, is that once copying starts, there 's no way to gain access to the Desktop to launch anothe r applicatio n.
The trick to System 7 background copying is to launch the application with which you want to work before yo u begin copying. You must
a lso be sure that a window from that application will be visible once
copying starts. Begin copying. Then click on a window fro m the application to switch to it.

Faster and Easier Copying: CopyDoubler
CopyDouble r is a control pane l (Figure 4.34) that is available as a standalone product or as part of the AutoDoubler package. (You can find
details about AutoDo uble r's disk com~ression capabilities in Chapter
5.) In some cases, CopyDoubler can li ~erally double copying speed . In
addition, it supports a "Fast Re place oP,tio n" (Figure 4.35) that lets yo u
copy only those fi les or folders that ha e changed . T his is a particularly
useful feature when you're backing up to disk media (for example, to a
fl oppy disk or removable hard disk cart idge).

Faster Copying: SpeedyFinder 7
If you look back at Figure 4.8, you can see that half of SpeedyFinde r 7's
speed optio n s re la te to co pying fil es. Ch ecking the "Use more
MultiFinde r me mory" ch eck box instructs SpeedyFinder 7 to use as
much memory as it can when copying. T he Large Data Transfers check
boxes instruct SpeedyFinder 7 to read and write data in blocks that are
as large as possible.
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Figure 4.34 The CopyDoubler control pane
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Figure 4.35 CopyDoubler's Fast Replace

Easier Copying and Moving: File Finding Utilities
When looking for utilities to make copying and moving items easier,
consid er the sam e programs used to make fil e finding easier. File
Buddy can copy any item it finds; UltraFind both copies and moves
ite ms. To do either, you highlight the item to be moved/ copied and
click the appropriate button. You then use a Save File dialog box to
indicate wh ere yo u' want the ite m placed. The advantage to this
approach is that you don ' t have to thread yo ur way through nested folders to locate the source icon and the destina tion window. You also avoid
having to manipulate windows so that both the sou rce and the destination are visible. If you ha ppen to have more than one monitor, you can
a lso avoid a long, awkward drag operation.
ProFiles also supports moving an d copying items from its file lists.
You can use the same butto n click/ Save File dialog box technique as
that required by File Buddy or UltraFind. Howeve r, as me ntioned earlier, if you are running System 7 Pro, you can drag icons fro m a ProFiles
fi le list to copy or move the items. Whether an item is copied o r moved
when its icon is dragged from a ProFiles window d epe nds o n which
modifier key is held down during the drag.

Faster Floppy Copying
Most of today's Macintoshes have o nly o ne floppy disk drive. Copying
the e ntire contents of one floppy to another often means many annoying disk swaps, a process which is also excruciati ngly slow. T he solu tion
is to use a utility specifically designed to duplicate floppy disks.

DiskCopy
DiskCopy (Figure 4.36) is a freeware application distributed by Apple
Computer. It formats and duplicates fl oppy disks from an image of a
master floppy stored in main memory. Disk images can be saved as disk
files so that you can use the m at a later date to create floppies.
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Figure 4.36 Copying floppy disks with DiskCopy

DiskCopy is very fast. H owever, it is incompatible with some hardware upgrades, including some CPU accelerators (replacement CPUs).
If you find that DiskCopy doesn' t work on your Macintosh, consider a
commercial or shareware alternative.

Floppier
Floppier (Figure 4.37) is a commercial floppy disk duplication utility
sold as part of the Norton Utilities package. Like DiskCopy, it formats
and duplicates floppy disks from a master disk image stored in main
memory. Floppier disk images can also pe stored on disk for later use.
Although Floppier is conside rably slower than DiskCopy, it is compatible with most hardware upgrades.
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Figure 4.37 Copying a floppy disk with Flopp er
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DiskDup+
The shareware entran t in the floppy disk duplication are na is DiskDup+
(Figure 4. 38). DiskDup+ can read disk images created by DiskCopy as
well as its own d isk images. It is also as fast as Disk Copy and doesn't
appear to have problems with third-party CPU accelerators.

Faster Deleting
Unde r System 7, files placed in th e T rash remain there until you explicitly emp ty the Trash . Each time you choose Empty T rash from the
Special menu, the operating system asks you if you really want to delete
the files ( Figure 4.39). The process of choosing a me nu option and
then responding to a dialog box can become very tedious when all you
want to do is get rid of something! There are, however, several utilities
that can make deleting files and folders easie r and faster.

Getting Rid of the E.mpty Trash Warning
The fi rst thing you might want to do is get rid of that dialog box that
asks you to confirm every dele te ope ration. To do so, select the Trash
icon and ope n its Ge t Info dialog box (Figure 4.40). Remove the check
from the ''Warn before emptying" check box and close the dialog box.
The operating system will then emp ty the trash immediately after you
choose Empty T rash from the Special menu.
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Figure 4.38 Copying a floppy disk with DiskDup+
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Figure 4.39 The Fmder's default Empty Trash warning

Avoiding the Empty Trash Menu Choice
The second thing you might want to dp to speed up working with the
Trash is to find a way to avoid having t!o choose Empty Trash from the
Special menu. The re are seve ral ways to do so:

• Use speedyFinder 7: SpeedyFinder 7's speed options (Figure 4.8)
can enable automatic emptying of the Trash when the Option key
is held down while an item is dragged to the Trash. Speed yFinder 7
will also install ~-T as a command key equivalen t for the Empty
Trash menu option (see Figure 4.41).
• Use one of the file finding utilities discussed earlier in this chapter: File
Buddy, UltraFind, and ProFiles will all move items to the Trash. File
Buddy and ProFiles can also empty the trash.

Easier File Saving and Opening: Enlarging
the Save File and Open File Dialog Boxes
Although the Macintosh lets you creatq file and folder names up to 31
characters long, the file / folder list in the standard Save File and Open
File dialog boxes isn't wide enough to sh ow all of a long name. If you
happen to have two or more files/ folders that have similar names, you
Ul
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may not be able to tell them apart. The solution is to use a utility, such
as Open-wide, that makes the dialog boxes wider. As you can see in
Figure 4.42, the wider dialog box has space to display an entire file or
· folder name.
Open-wide gives you control over exactly how wide the Save File and
Open File dialog boxes become (see Figure 4.43) . Both the size of the
file/folder list and the size of the dialog b ox can be set by entering
dimensions in pixels or by dragging a rectangle on the screen after
clicking the "Drag" buttons in the dialog box in Figure 4.43.

Faster File Saving: Rebuilding the Desktop Files
The Desktop Files (Desktop DB and Desktop DF) are invisible files that,
among other things, keep track of file icons and the comments you
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Figure 4.42 A Save File dialog that has been made wider with Open-wide
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Figure 4.43 Detennining the size of Save File and Open FJ.le dialog boxes

enter in Get Info dialog boxes. As you save a nd delete files, the Desktop
files can become la rge, increasing the amount of time it takes to save
files. You may also find that you lose custo m icons (applications and
documents appear with the plain, default icons).
The solutio n is to rebuild the desktop file. The Macintosh operating
system provides two ways to do so:
• Hold down the ~ and Option keys lw hen starting or restarting your
Macintosh.
• Under System 7, make the Finder the curre nt application and press
1-0ptio n-Esc. This is a forced quit (forcing an application to quit).
The dialog box in Figure 4.44 appears. Click the Force Quit button
and hold down the ~ and Option keys while the Finder reloads.
You will be asked to confirm rebuilding the Desktop for each mounted disk volume. The more files stored o n a disk, the longer rebuilding
can take, so be patient.
In most cases, you should rebuild the Desktop approximately o nce a
m onth. If using the key sequences discussed earlier makes you a bit nervous, consider using a utili ty program that simplifies the process. File
Buddy, for example, has a menu option for rebuilding the Desktop.
Open Sesam e!, about which you will r ead in Chapter 10, can automate
rebuilding so that it happens at some interval without your needing to
remember.

Force "Finder" to quit?
Unsoued chonges will be lost.

(Fo~ce Quit)
Figure 4.44 The Force Quit dialog box
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Before you go rebuilding the Desktop, yo u should kn ow that the re
are a couple of problems whe n you do so. First, you will lose any comments you have e ntered in Get Info dialog boxes. Perhaps mo re im portantly, an a lias to an application progra m sto red on ano the r volu me
loses its abili ty to suppon drag and dro p. In othe r words, whe n you
drag a file o n top of the alias, nothing will happen. T his is apparently a
bug in the System 7 Finder. To fix it, you can use Alias Dragon , a freeware program that scans a disk volume or folde r a nd fixe::; any problem
aliases it finds.

5
Optimizing Hard Disks

A ha rd disk's ra ted transfer speed is really an optimal speed. As files are
created, modified, a nd deleted over time, performance degrades, primarily because of the layout of the files on the disk. This chapter looks
at why hard disk transfer perfonnance degrades and what yo u can do
about it. Although yo u can't change the physical pa ramete rs tha t gove rn how fast your disk and its cable can p ush data to and from the computer, you can use software to ensure that yo u get every possible bit of
speed that your drive can give you.

Disk Fragmentation
To un dersta nd what happe ns to a hard disk as files are modified, you
need to know something abo ut how files are organized on a disk su rface. Inside most of today's hard disks is a stack of metal disks, each of
which is called a fJlaum·. Data are usually ritten to both the top and bottom of every platter, providing two surfaces for storing data. (In some
disk drives, the top surface of the top pl.itter and the bottom surface of
the bottom platter are not used. )
Each surface on which data are writt n is divided into a set of concentric circles, called tracks (see Figure 5.1). T he same track o n all platters in a disk tlrive is known as a cylinde . Data are written to and read
from a disk surface by a read/write head, ' hich moves from track to track
as needed; there is o ne read/ WI-ite h ead or each surface on which data
are stored. Because moving the read / w te head assembly is a mechani101
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End of sector

I

Figure 5.1 The organization of a disk platter

cal movement, it is the slowest part of transferring data between a disk
drive and a computer. It is therefore faste r to write data to tracks in the
same cylinder rather than to multiple tracks on the same surface. If a
file is too big to fit on one track, the remainder of the file is likely to be
written on the same track on another surface, rather than in another
track on the same surface. A file spills into the next cylinder only when
there aren't enough sectors in a cylinder to contain the entire file.

-----------------------By the Way

1111. .

Many computer literacy textbooks draw an a na logy between the
tracks on a disk a nd the track on a vinyl record. The idea is to
e mphasize the difference be tween a tape, which is accessed
sequentially, and a disk, wh ich can be accessed randoml y.
However, a vinyl record has one spiral track, while computer disks
have many concentric tracks, nested one within the other.

In addition to being divided into tracks, the surface of a disk is divided into pie-shaped sectors. Altho ugh a real disk has many more tracks
and sectors, Figure 5.1 shows the general organization of a single disk
surface.

Optimizing Hard Disks
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Eac h sector is divided into units calle d blocks. A bloc k can be as
large as a sector, or it may be smaller. (Block size is set whe n a disk is
fo rma tted and de pends on the size of a give n disk pa rtition. ) When a
file is created , data are written starting at the begi nning o f a block in a
single track. If the file doesn ' t fit in one block, a new block is allocated
to the fil e. Whe never p ossible, a fil e is writte n to contiguous blocks
(blocks next to one a nother ). This h elps to speed access to the fi le by
reducing the amo unt of movemem of both the read/ write head assembly and the disk platte r assembly n eed ed to reach all the data in a file .

-----------------------By the Way

A disk block is also known as an extent.

1111. .

Eventua lly, after files have been c reated , modified , and d ele ted,
the re is no longer space to write a file to contiguous secto rs on the
same trac k and/or cylinder. In fact, tl"\e blocks that make up a file can
end up scattere d a ll ove r the disk dri\~e. Ope ning or saving a file the n
ta kes mo re tim e because the read/ wr ite head asse mbly must make
many moveme nts to reach each part of the fil e. This condition is known
as disk fragmentation.
The solution to disk fragme ntation is to rewtite the files o n a disk so
tha t as many as possible occupy contiguous blocks. You will be in troduced to a numbe r of software packages tha t can d efragme nt a hard
disk late r in th is chapte r.

Disk Defragmentation Versus Disk Optimization
Defragmenting a disk can help speed up access to the conte nts of a
disk. However, you can gai n additio nkl speed improveme nts and cut
down o n the amount of fragmentatio~ that occurs by optimizing a disk.
Disk optimizing is based on the idea t a t the re are certa in types of fil es
that a re rarely mod ified , in particula r, system softwa re and application
programs. T hese files are placed togetl er on the inn er cylinders o f the
disk (the cylinde rs nearest to the cen er hole) . In most cases, system
software is placed on the innermost c linders, followed by a pplicatio n
programs.
Files that are ofte n modified (for e a mple, docume nt files and the
Deskto p fil es ) are p laced toward tl e o ute r cylind e rs o r th e disk.
Because system software and applicati n programs are stored in contiguous secto rs, access to them is as fast as possible. Wha t fragme ntatio n
does occur occurs in the free space and space occupied by freque ntly
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modified files. Therefore, even if document fi les and the Desktop files
are spread over mo re than one cylinde r, the sectors are contained in a
smaller area, reducing th e amount of read/ write head movement needed to access those file.
Free space can be gathered at the very outside of a disk o r it can be
ga th ered in the middle cylinders. Regardless of which type of placeme nt is used, coalescing all the free space into one contiguous block
h elps reduce new fragme ntation because most new fil es can be written
to contiguous blocks.
As you will see shortly, disk defragme ntation is a diffe rent operation
from disk optimiza tion. You can defragme nt a disk containing open
files (for example, your startup partition); however, you can 't optimize
a disk wi th open fil es. This presents a bit of problem if you want to optimize you r startup partition. The solu tion is to prepare a special floppy
d isk from which yo u can boot your computer and perform the optimization.

Preparing a Floppy Startup Disk for System Disk Optimization
Because the files that make up the disk-based portion of the Macintosh
operating system have grown so large, booting a Macintosh from a floppy disk isn ' t as easy to do as it was prior to System 6. You must therefore
pay special attention to the contents of a boatable floppy if the files you
need are going to fit.
If yo u don't have a SuperDrive (the 1.44-Mb disk drives that read
high-density disks), th en yo u r boatable flo ppy must use Syste m 6.
(The re's simply no way to make a System 7 installa tio n fit on an 800K
disk.) Place the following files on th e 800-K disk:
• System 6.0.7. (You may be able to use an earlie r version, but be sure
to check the disk optimization software you are using for compatibility.)
• Finde r 6.0.7. (This file , along with System 6.0.7, can be found on
the System Tools disk. )
• Your disk optimization application.
If yo u do have a Supe rDrive, th e n you may be able to use
System 7 o n yo ur boatable floppy. (If yo ur disk optimization program
takes up too much room, you'll need to go back to System 6.0.7.) Place
the following fil es on a I .44-Mb floppy:
• The e ntire contents of the System Folder fro m the Disk Tools disk.
(This takes up 1.1 Mb of space, more than 800 K of which is consumed by the System fi le.)
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• Your disk optimization application. (Your program will need to be
less than 300 K in size. Fonunate)y, most disk optimizers are very
small.)

Disk Defragmentation and Optimization Software
The re are many progra ms that can d fragment and/ or optimize your
hard disk, including Norton Speed LJ isk (part of th e Norton Utilities
1
package) and Disk Express II (sold in ivid ually o r as part of the Powe r
Utilities package). This sectio n introdt ccs you to bo th packages.

-------------By the Way

1111.

-~---------

Whe n shopping, be sure to reme m ber that disk defragme ntatio n
a nd optimizatio n are different operations a nd that not all packages provide both.

Norton Speed Disk
Norton Speed Disk is a stand-alo ne application program that provides
both disk defragm entation and opti~n i zatio n. The advantage to its
be ing a stand-alon e applicati o n is that it doesn't add to INIT conflict
proble ms. On th e other hand, it is up to yo u to remembe r to check
yo ur disks to dete rmine whethe r th ey need dcfragme nting and/ or optimization.
The first ste p in defragme nting and/ or optimization is to check the
disk to determine th e amount of existi1ng fragmentation. In Figure 5.2,
fo r example, you can see a disk map p rodu ced by th e "Check Drive"
opti o n. In this particular case, th e systJ m files, represented by th e dark
band at the top of the disk map, arcJlready stored on th e innermost
cylinder·s. The white space rcpr·esenu; unused disk space. Applications
and document files are scauered thr ug hout the rest of the disk volume; th e Desktop files (th e thin black 'inc at the very bottom left of the
disk map) are already on the oute rm os cylinders.

--------------- -------By the Way

Norto n Speed Disk is only J 5 1 K in size. It wi ll therefore fit o n a
1.44-M b floppy disk a lo ng with a arc bon es Sys te m 7 System
Folder.
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Figure 5.2 A map of a moderately fragmented disk partition

Speed Disk can defragment any ha rd disk volume. However, as mentioned earlier, it cannot optimize a volume with open fil es. If you click
the Optimize button in a n attempt to do so, Speed Disk offers to defragment (see Figure 5.3).
Optimizing a disk volume can take a bit of time because most of the
files n eed to be rewritten . (The greater the amount of fi les stored on
th e disk a nd the greater the degree of fragme ntation, the longe r the
process will ta ke.)
After optimizing, the disk map reflects the new location of the files.
As you can sec in Figure 5.4, application files (represented by the moderately dark band at the top of the disk map) a re all together, followed
by document fi les (the large gray block below the application files). AJ I
the white space appears a t the bottom of the disk map, indicating tha t
unused space is all at the outer cylinders of the disk.

This driue con' t be optimized right now becouse
it contoins open files.

Would you like to defrogment
the files insteod?

n Defrogment

JJ

Con eel

Figure 5.3 A warning that a disk volume with open fLies can't b e optimized
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Disk E.xpress I I
Like speed Disk, Disk Express II both defragments and optimizes disks.
However, Disk Express II installs as an INIT. Th e advantage to this
approach is that Disk Express II can be configured to optimize in the
background. On the othe r hand , the I IT does take up a small amount
of RAM and you are also faced with the Rossibility of an INIT conflict.
Disk Express II provides two types of disk maps, one showing fragme ntation (Figu re 5.5) a nd one showing file activity (Fig ure 5.6).
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Figure 5.5 A Disk Express II fragmentation
defragmented and optimized
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Figure 5.6 A Disk Express II activity disk map before the disk is de fragmented
and optimized

Notice in the fragmentation d isplay that the re are actually fo ur types of
files. Anchored files are fi les such as virtual me mo ry swap files that can't
be moved when the disk is defragme nted a nd/ or optimized . The display also indicates the space occupied the fragmented files, fil es stored
in con tiguo us blocks, and unused blocks.
Disk Express II provides two types of d isk optimizatio n . Packed op timization is the same as that provided by Speed Disk: All files are packed
toward the inside of the disk, with free space coalesced a t the outside.
Infrequently used files, such as syste m software and applications, a re
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Figure 5.7 A Disk Express II fragmentation disk map after d efragmenting and
optimizing using split optimization
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Figure 5.8 A Disk Express II activity map after defragmenting and optimizing
using split optimization
I

placed toward the center; active files (those that change frequently) are
placed closest to the free space .
Split optimization places active used files toward the center of the
disk, followed by the free space, followed by infrequently used files on
the outside of the disk. The affect of split optimization can be seen in
Figure 5.7 (a fragmentation disk map after split optimization) and
Figure 5.8 (an activity disk map after split optimization). Notice that all
fragme ntation h as been removed and that active fil es are separated
from less frequently used files by free space.
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Figure 5.9 Setting Disk Express II options
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As mentioned earlier, Disk Express II will optimize disks automatically, in the background, as well as manually. When automatic optimization is turned on, Disk Exp ress II keeps a log of file activity on each
h ard disk partition. Optimi zation begins wh enever fragmentation
exceeds the "optimization index" set in the Optio ns dialog box (Figure
5.9). Notice that automatic optimization can also be set to happen at
specific days and times.

Maximizing Your Disk Space
It's inevitable-no matter h ow much disk space you have, you are going
to run out. Remembe r Parkinson 's Law? A job expands to fill the time
allocated for it. The same thing is true with regard to disk storage: The
size of the files you need to store expands to fill available storage. Back
in 1985 we thought that 20 Mb was a huge amount of disk space; today a
computer with less than 100Mb is considered to be short on space.
You have two alternatives when you run out of disk space: Purchase a
new (or additional) hard disk or make better use ofthe space you have.
File and disk compression software can help you with the latter. File compression shrinks a file or group of files so that they occupy less space. In
most cases, you must run file compression software manually to shrink
and expand files; it is rarely a n automa tic process. File compression is
therefore most useful whe n you want to shrink a few specific files or
when you want to send files over data communications lines.
On the other hand, disk compression shrinks entire disk volumes. Disk
compression software usually works automatically in the background,
compressing files during times when the Macin tosh sits idle. In most
cases, compressed files are automatically decompressed wh en you open
them.
File and disk compression is one of those areas where there is a performance trade-off. Compressing a nd decompressing individ ual fil es
can ta ke considerable time. Although disk compression works in the
background and rarely interferes with normal computing, decompressing a file to open it adds a bit to the time it takes to open the file. In
most cases, however, the added time to decompress a file to op en is so
small you may only notice it wh en you are working with large files.
In addition to eating up disk space by simply having lots of files on
your disk, you may also lose space if the disk's directory files become
damaged. Th ese directory files keep track of wh at fil es are stored on the
disk as well as what blocks are available for use. A damaged disk directory can result in the appearance of much less free space than is actually
presen t o n the disk. You will learn h ow to detect and repair this type of
damage to reclaim free space at the very end of the chapter.
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File Compression Software
File compressio n is most useful whe n o u have a few files yo u wa nt to
compress a nd leave co mpressed fo r som e time. Fo r example, if you
have finished wo rking o n a project a•i d no lo nge r n eed access to the
project's documen ts, yo u can compreis those files using file comp ressio n software. The fil es are still presen t on yo ur ha rd disk an d available
for d ecompressio n any time you mig ht need the m.
The fil e comp ress io n arena is do mina ted by two products, Stufflt
De luxe (comme rcial) and Compact Pro (shareware). Both a re used by
m aj o r infor matio n services such as CompuServe and American Online
to compress fil es th a t travel over d ata co mmuni cations lines. The
re mainde r of this section introduces yo~ to both th ese programs.

Stufflt Deluxe
Stufflt Deluxe began life as shareware r bu t is now a full-featured commercial file a nd d isk compression package. Stufflt works in two ways:
Yo u can work with archive files using ~he Stufflt Deluxe applicatio n or
you can com press and decompress individual fil es and folders from th e
Finde r using Stufflt SpaceSave r, a progr am that also p rovides automatic
disk compression.

_______________f_______ _
By the Way
1111.

UnStufflt, a utility tha t can extract files from Stufflt arc hives, is
available as freeware. Altho ugh it c n't create a rchives, it can le t
you read Stufflt a rchives that someone sends to yo u.
A Stufflt De luxe archive (Fig ure 5.10) provides a window that lists
the fil es a nd/ or folders in the arc hives, the ir expanded and stuffed
sizes, a n d how much space h as been saved by compression. Stufflt
De luxe also p rovides a floating pa letf of too ls fo r mani pulati ng th e
ite ms in the a rchive. No tice in Fig ure p.l O that the fu nctions provided
by this pale tte include those often mo rtclosely assoc iated with file ma nagem ent programs, including renamin r, m oving, laun ching, and d eleting files. Archives can be made self-ex rac ting, embedding the unstu(f ing applicatio n into th e archive so th t if someone who doesn 't have
Stufflt or_DnStuffit receives the archivJ , he or she can nonetheless gain
access to Its conte nts.
Compression d irectl y fro m the F'nde r req uires SpaceSaver and
Magic Me nu (Figure 5. 11 ). Assumi ng tha t both the SpaceSave•- and
Magic Me nu control panels a re in st~ ll e d , yo u can stuff and unstuff
item' 'elected in a Findec window. Sr ceSavec i' £aiciy 'man whe n it
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Figure 5.10 Working with a Stufflt Deluxe archive

comes to stuffing things. If you append ".sit" as a file or folde r name's
exte nsion, SpaceSaver creates a standard Stufflt archive. H owever, if
you append ".sea" as the extension, SpaceSaver creates a self-extraction
archive.
Stufflt Deluxe can decompress archives created by a wide variety of
fi le compression programs; it can also create archives in many of those
formats (those formats with an arrowhead to the right of their names in
the Translate menu in Figure 5.12). Those a Macintosh user is likely to
encoun ter freq uently include:
• BinHex4: A text format used to send binary files over networks such
as the Internet. (You will read more about th e Internet in Chapter
12.)
• CPT: Archives created by Compact Pro, about which you will read
shortly.
• DD: Compressed fi les created by Disk Double r, th e compression
engine behind Auto Doubler, o n e of th e disk compressio n packages discussed later in this ch apter.

EHp8nd
:le U
Co mpress
Stuff
:M: S
M81ce Self-EHlr8cting
Sp8ceS8uer Info ...
Preferences ...
About M8 i c Menu ...

Figure 5.11 Stufflt's MagicMenu
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BinHeH4
btoa/ atob
CPT EHiract ...
DO EHpand ...
DeArc ...
MacBinary
Segmenting
tar
TeHI Conuert
UniH Compress
UnPack ...
UnZip ...
UUCode

~
~

~

~
~
~
~

~

~

Figure 5.12 Archive formats that Stufflt Dehtxe can translate

Arc, Pack, and Zip are formats used primarily by MS-DOS computers.
UUCode and tar, along with Unix Compress, a re compression formats
used by computers running the UNIX operating syste m.

Compact Pro
Compact Pro is part of that small gro p of commercial-quality shareware that has achieved wid e use a n d d istribution throug ho ut the
Macintosh communi ty. Its sole function is to compress files as much as
possible, in some cases squeezing files to less than 40 percent of their
o riginal size. (Some graphics, especially TIFF graphics, may shrink to
less than 10 pe rcent of their original size!)
A Compact Pro archive consists of any group of files and folders that
you want to compress. Compression acLUally ta kes place afte r you have
added all the files you want to the archive. After you issue a Save command, Compact Pro saves a compressed copy of the files in th e a rchive.
When you save a Compact Pro archive, you have o ne very important
choice to make (other than the locatiol of the archive). As you can see
in Figure 5.13, a Compact Pro archive an be self-extracting. Checking
th e self-extract box means that the a rt of the program needed to
expand files is embedded into the arcl}ve, making it possible for someo n e without Compac t Pro to gain ac ess to the fil es. Although selfextrac ting a rchives take up a bit mar space tha n those without the
extraction code, they are very useful f01 files sent over data communicatio ns lines; they are of very little bene It if you are simply compressing
files to save storage on yo ur local hard isk.
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Figure 5.13 Saving a Compact Pro archive

Once a Compact Pro archive has been saved, Compact Pro shows you
the amount of space it has been able to squeeze out of the files. For
example, in Figure 5.14, a group of files more than 4.2 Mb in size have
been compressed to about 1.7 Mb, a savings of 59 percent.
Compact Pro can split an archive between multiple floppy disks. If
you save the archive to a floppy rather than a hard disk, Compact Pro
will ask you to switch disks whenever it fills a disk. This is particularly
handy for disks that you are plan ning to send to someone. Keep in
mind that you should have e nough new or e mp ty disks to hold the
archive before you begin. Although Compact Pro will pause to format
an unreadable or new floppy, it can 't delete existing files from a formatted floppy in the middle of the archiving process.
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Disk Compression Software
The re are several programs that perfo m automatic disk compression
and decompression. In this section you will read abou t three of them:
AutoDo uble r, Now Compress, and SpaceSaver. The way in which they
work is typical of this type of software.
T here are two caveats that you sh ou ld consider befo re emba rking on
d isk compression. First, once yo ur fi les )1ave been compressed a nd you
add more files in the space made available by the compression , you will
no longer have enough disk space to deco mpress all your fi les at the
same time. You should the refore considr r carefully exactly how many of
your files you might need to decompress at the same time.
Second, ma ny application p rograms !will no t operate properly if the
resource files they use are compressed. ~t is therefore often safer not to
compress freque n tly used a pplicatio n p rograms and their supporting
files. Instead , compress docume nt files and infrequently used applicatio ns . Before using a comp ressed a ppli catio n , con side r ex plic itly
decompressing it.

AutoDoubler
AutoDo ub le r p e rforms its a uto m a ti c disk compression afte r yo ur
Macintosh has been sitting idle for so1e specified p eriod of time (for
exam ple, two minu tes) . Although technically a background program,
AutoDoubler doesn ' tinterfere with n o rmal processing in the same way
background ope rations such as printing do . Compression stops immediately if you perform any action, such as moving the mouse pointer or
pressing a key.
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Figure 5.15 The AutoDoubler control panel
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Figure 5.16 Creating a "Do not compress" label

Disk volu mes th at a re to be compressed are id e ntified in t h e
AutoDoubler control panel. For example, in Figure 5.15 the volume
n ame Sys tem will n o t be compre ssed, while Gen e ral 1, General 2 ,
General 3, an d Frame Maker will be.
Once yo u have indicated that the contents of a volume should be
compressed, you can exclude specifi c files and folders from compression. Probably the easiest way to do so is to create a Label, such as the
"Do not compress" label in Figure 5.16, that can be used to identifY files
o r folde rs that should be excluded. Once the labe l exists, you can
instruct AutoDoubler to ignore any file or folder to which the label is
applied (for example, see Figure 5.17). Notice also in Figure 5.17 that
you can also exclude items by size and by name.
AutoDoubler also gives you contro l over when compression occurs.
As you can see in Figure 5.18, you can determine the length of the idle
time that must elapse before compression begins as well as where you
can p lace th e mouse pointe r to eithe r begin compression imme diately
or prevent compression fro m occurring.
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Figure 5.17 Excluding items from compression
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Figure 5.18 Controlling when AutoDoub1er compresses

Now Compress
Like AutoDoub ler, Now Compress pe rforms automatic compression
d isk compression during idle periods. The produc t's installe r copies
both a system extension and a contro l panel to the System folde r. Upon
system restart you will find a new mf nu to the left of the Finder's
Special me nu that provides access to a ll Now Compress's functions
(Figure 5.19).

Inspect .•.
Compress When Idle
Compress
Decompress
Don' t Compress
Rrchiue
Deerchiue
filii Cum<nlml ...
Self··Ealmdinfi
Conuert ...
Copy To ...
Delete
Settin s ...

Figure 5.19 The Now Compress menu that appears in the Fmder's menu bar
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Figure 5.20 Now Compress general settings

Settings such as which items are to be compressed a nd when compression sho uld occu r are handled by th e four panels of the Now
Compress control pane l. The "general" settings panel (Figure 5.20), for
example, takes care of identifYing disk volumes to be compressed and
how compressed files should be handled when copied. Specific files or
folders to be excluded from compression are identified individually on
the "don't compress" pane l (Figure 5.21); the "compress" panel (Figure
5.22) determines when compression will occur.
The status of files and folders (compressed o r not compressed ) and
the amount of disk space saved through compression appears in the
Inspector window (for example, Figure 5.23) . (In most cases, compression at least halves the amount of disk space occupied by an item.) The
In s p ec tor window 's b uttons a lso provide acc ess to a ll of Now
Compress's functions, including copying and deleting files and folders.

-----------------------By the Way
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Now Compress can also create compressed file archives, just like
Compact Pro and Stuffit Deluxe. Although its a rchives aren 't compatible with any other archivi ng program , Now Compress does
include a freeware extraction ·utili ty that you can distribute to a nyone with whom yo u share archives. You can also create self-extracting archives.

SpaceSaver Disk Compression
SpaceSaver, the disk compression segment of the Stufflt Deluxe package, will perform automatic backgr ound compression wh e n configured
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to do so in its control panel (Figure 5,124). As with AutoDoubler and
Now Compress, you can specifY exactly which files and /or folders will
be compressed. No tice in Figure 5.25 Fhat items can be excluded by
label or by location. In addition , items dan be excluded from compression by beginning or ending their file ~lames with "big"; items whose
names begin or end in "small" will always be compressed.
T he timing of background compression is handled by the idle time
settings in Figure 5.26. These settings determine which volumes will be
compressed a nd the amount of idle time that must e lapse before compression begins. You can also choose to exclude fro m compression
those items that have been modified recently. This is often a good strat-
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Figure 5.22 Choosing when Now Comp ress

· compress m es and folders
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egy for m ax imlZlng both perfo r ma n ce a nd disk space- items used
recently are ite ms most likely to be used again in the near future.

Recovering Disk Space by Repairing
Disk Directory Problems
As you h ave read, the Macintosh operating system ma intains special

blocks on disk that keep track of which disk blocks are in use and which
are available. Sometimes these directory blocks become inaccurate. In
that case, you may end up with orphan ed extents- d isk blocks that are
no longer part of any file but that have n 't been returned to the list of
availa ble blocks-that cannot be re used . Orpha ne d exte n ts a re d isk
space that should be available, but isn 't.

Figure 5.24 The Stufflt SpaceSaver control panel
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Figure 5.25 SpaceSaver compression settings

How do you kn ow that you have orphaned exten ts? The first symptom is usually files that won ' t go away. In other words, you drag something to the trash and then empty thcl trash. H oweve r, the files still
appear in the trash window. Sometimes ithey disappear after you empty
the trash but reap pear in th e trash whe n you open the folder in which
they were con tained. Another symptom lis unreclaimed disk space. You
empty the trash, but the d isk header in ormation doesn't indicate that
you regained the space occupied by th~ dele ted items. To confirm the
orphaned exte n ts, run a disk o pti mib tio n p rogram such as Disk
Express 11, which reports on orpha ned extents when it scan s a disk to
de termine th e amoun t of fragmentation
Th e solution is to repair the disk dirf ctory damage. The easiest way
to do so is to use Disk First Aid , a program that comes on the Macintosh
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Figure 5.27 Using Disk Frrst Aid to repair disk directory damage

operating system's System Tools disk. Disk First Aid (Figure 5.27) can
verify and repair most directory damage. Keep in mind, h owever, that it
cannot repair disks with open files. You will therefore need to boot your
Macintosh from the System Tools disk to make repairs on your startup
volume.

When Software Isn't E.nough ...
If optimizing and defragmenting your hard d rive doesn' t provide fast
enough data transfer speed , then it's time to consider adding a faste r
drive, a faster SCSI con troller, or both. If compression d oesn't provide
enough hard disk space, then consider purchasing a larger ha rd drive
or investing in high-capacity removable media. Faster hard drives can
be coupled with SCSI accelerator boards that can not only provide significantly faster disk 1/0 but can give you a second SCSI chain as well.

Faster and Larger Hard Disks
The continuing trend in the development of ha rd disks is toward faste r,
larger disks costing less money per megabyte. Once you decide to sh op
for a larger, faster h ard disk, the most effective strategy is to purchase
the largest disk you can afford. For example, a 20-Mb hard disk costs
around $150, but a 200-Mb h ard disk costs around $400 (ten times th e
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space for only 2.66 times the cost) . If you can afford to spend just over
$600, you can get 500 Mb; $1,000 buys a 1-Gb ( 1 ,000-Mb) drive .

High-Density Removable Media
Sometimes a larger hard disk doesn 't ma ke sense, especially if you find
that your needs for hard disk space g r? w continually. For example, if
you work wi th la rge graphics files or produce multimedia presen tatio ns,
th en you are pro bably dealing with indiyidual fi les several megabytes in
size. In that case, it may not be cost effective to repeatedly purchase
large r or additional hard disks; some ~pe of hig h-capacity rem ovable
m edia can be a better solutio n . Hig h-capacity removable media is also
very practical if you need to transfer fil es that take up a lot of space to
someone .

SyQuest Drives
The most widely used type of high-capacity removable media is a cartridge hard drive whose m echa nism is ~n ade by SyQuest. SyQuest sells
the drive mec ha nisms to many manufacturers (for example, th e PLI
SyQuest d rive in Figure 5.28), who put the mechanisms in a case, add
software, and resell the drives. (Othe r m nufactu re rs do ma ke cartridge
hard drives, but SyQuest drives are so ·o mmonly used that th ey have
become a de facto standard th ro ug ho ut h e compu tin g industry. )
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SyQuest drives come in three densities. The popularity of the 44-Mb
mechanism ($300- $400, with cartridges costing around $65- $70) is fading, altho ugh the large number of these drives in use means that the
fo rmat wi ll be viable for so m e time. The 88-Mb m echan ism
($450- $650, with cartridges costing around $80) can read the 44-Mb
disks; the 88c mechanism can a lso write to 44-Mb but cannot format
them. A more cost-effective a lternative is the 105-Mb or 270-Mb mechanism , costing $450-$750, with cartridges costing $65- $75. The only
drawback to the two higher-capacity drives is that because they are relatively new to the m a rke t , few p eo p le h ave them. If yo u n eed to
exchange files with someone, then at least for the near future yo u
should stick to the 44- or 88-Mb formats, which others a re more likely to
have. If the SyQuest drive is for your own use, then the higher-capacity
form ats are more economical.

Optical Drives
An optical drive stores data on optical d isc using a magnetic field, just
like floppy disks, ha rd disks, and SyQuest drives. The d1ive uses a laser
to heat small po rtions of the d isk. When the surface is heated, the write
head first passes over the surface to align all particles in the magnetic
fi eld in one direction. The write head then makes a second pass to set
the direction of the particles to represent the data being stored. A lowpowe red lase r, which doesn 't heat the disc surface as much as that used
when writing to the disc, is used in read operations. Because these drives combine both laser and magnetic storage technologies, they are formally known as magneto-optical drives.
Optical drives come in th ree storage capacities:
• 128 Mb (about $800 for the drive, $35 per cartridge)
• 650Mb (about $1,700 for the drive, $89 per cartridge)
• 1.3Gb (about $2,800 for the drive, $ 115 per cartridge)
As with SyQuest a nd hard drives, the cost o f optical storage goes
down per megabyte as the total storage capacity of the media goes up.

SCSI Acce lerators
SCSI, which stands for small computer systems inteiface, is a standard that
Apple has adopted for the transfer of data between an external device
such as a d isk drive or scanner and the computer. The transfer is managed by a SCSI controller. The speed o f that controlle r pays a major role
in how fast data can move to and from a disk drive.
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Figure 5.29 The FWB SCSI J ackHammer card

T o be comple tely accurate, there are actually two sets of SCSI standards. The SCSI-I standard is what has been implemented in the 680x0
Macintoshes. However, th e more recent SCS/-2 standard supports two
fas te r ways of data transfer: fast SCSI a~ d wide SCSI. The fastest hard
disks available today adhe re to at least part of the SCSI-2 standard. To
attach one to yo ur Macintosh, yo u must have a SCSI-2 controller that is
compatible with the drive; you can a ls use a SCSI-2 controller with
most SCSI-I drives to speed up their data transfer as well.
SCSI-2 controlle rs are available o n e pansion boards (for example,
the FWB SCSI JackHammer card in Figure 5.29) . They vary in price
from about $350 for a board that suppo rts a portion of the SCSI-2 standa rd for speeding up SCSI-1 drives to aro und $800 for a board that supports the e ntire SCSI-2 standard, including both fast and wide SCSI.
I

---------------~-------By the Woy
Although you can a ttach a SCSI-I
to a SCSI-2 card, you won 't
dri~1

lllllt·

ge t the fu ll benefit of th e card un l ss you use a SCSI-2 drive.
Currently, fas t SCSI-2 drives arc av il able; wide SCSI-2 drives
should be available soon.
A SCS I expa n sio n board ca n bring o n e extra bonus to yo u r
Macintosh: Some o f tl1em can give yo u a second SCSI chain. In other
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words, with the SCSI-2 card installed , you can h ave up to seven devices
connected to the Macintosh's inte rnal SCSI controller and up to an other seven devices connected to the SCSI-2 card. Because not all SCSI-2
cards provide this capability, ch eck with the manufacture r before you
buy.

-----------------------By the Way
1111. .

Some Macintosh es, such as the Quadra 900 a nd 950, appear to
have two SCSI controllers because they have two SCSI connectors,
one for intern al devices and one for extern al de\~ ces. However,
the Macintosh sees the combination of the two as a single SCSI
chain, with a limit of seven devices. The only way to a ttach more
than seven SCSI devices to a Macintosh is to add a second SCSI
controller on an expansion board .

6
Optimizing Floppy,

CD-ROM, and
RAM Disks
A hard disk may be your primary storage medium, but a Macintosh system uses other types of disks as well. Floppy disks have always been a staple of Macintosh configurations; CD-ROMs are newer but becoming
increasingly important. RAM disks aren't exactly physical media, but in
some cases can significantly speed up a computer's performance.

Optimizing Floppy Drive Performance
Although we typically don' t use floppy drives anymore for day-to-day
data storage, they are nonetheless an important part of any Macintosh
system. Without floppy disks, you can't install software on your
Macintosh (only a small proportion of application software is being
shipped on CD-ROM). Floppies also play an important part in transferring software from one computer to ano er, since they can be easily
carried or mailed.

-----------------------By the Way

Il l .

If you hear someone refer to "sneake net," he or she is talking
about p lacing a file on a floppy a d walking it from one
Macintosh to another, rather than usi g some sort of electronic
file transfer.

To make sure that your floppy drive an read the floppy disks you
receive and that other Macintosh users ca read the floppies you make
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for th e m, yo ur fl o ppy d r ive need s to be in go o d conditi o n. Tha t
includes ma king su re it is cl ea n a nd tha t th e h eads a re p r ope rly
aligned over the tracks on the disk. A software ki t fro m MicroMat DriveT ech-can help tune up yo ur floppy drive (s) a nd diagnose problems. (The re is no software that can affect th e actual speed a t which
your flo ppy d rive transfers da ta.)
DriveTech comes in two par ts. O ne is a tloppy d rive cleaning disk
with cleaning fluid. A clean disk drive will read and wri te disks more
accurately. It will also make it more likely that you will be able to read
disks of marginal quality.
The second is software that tests floppy drives to make sure that they
are wo rkin g pro pe rly. The tes ts are contro lled from th e DriveT ech
applicatio n (Figure 6. 1), which displays a n animated drawing of the
internals of a flop py drive as it wor ks.
One of the most valua ble things DriveT ech can do is ide n tify misaligned drives. The read/write h eads in a misaligned floppy drive do n' t
cen te r over a track. As a result, you won 't be able to read floppy disks
made on other computers (includi ng commercial software) a nd the
floppy drives in other Macintoshes won ' t be able to read the disks tha t
you write. Note that if DriveTech ide ntifies a misaligned d rive, you will
need to have it repaired ; realignme n t req uires special equipment a nd
techniques that most computer users do n ' t have.

When Software Isn't Enough ...
Proper maintena nce a nd file compression may still not give you e nough
speed or space on a floppy disk. In tha t case, you have a few options,
dep e nding o n the capacity of th e fl o ppy dis k cu r re n tly in yo ur
Macintosh.

Figure 6.1 Performing floppy drive analysis with DriveTech
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New Floppy Drives for Macintoshes with 800-K Drives
Macintoshes such as the Plus, SE, a nd II have 800-K floppy drives.
Relying on an 800-K drive is becoming more and more of a problem
because software manufacturers are beginning to ship only high-density
floppies. What can you do? Add a 1.44-Mb SuperDrive.
To add a SuperDrive to a Plus and SE, you will need to look for an
external drive: The ROMs in these machines can 't support an inte rnal
SuperDrive. External SuperDrives cost around $300 and usually are
SCSI d evices. Although SCSI floppy drives are slower than inte rnal
SuperDrives, they do give an older Macintosh that can only support an
800-K drive access to high-density disks.
If you have a Mac II, you can certainly add an external SuperDrive.
However, Apple is still making an upgrade that includes new ROMs for
th e Mac II (the ROMs from the Ilx) and an internal SuperDrive, all for
under $400. Anyone pla nning to keep and upgrade a Mac II should
install this upgrade soon , before Apple decides to discontinue it.

Removable Media When 1.44 Mb Isn't Enough
Although floppy disk designe rs have bTen flirting with higher-density
floppy drives for some time, a t this pott it doesn't appear that those
formats will have a major impact in the Macintosh world. Therefore, if
you n eed higher-capacity removable storage, then consider a cartridge
hard drive or an optical drive. (For detai s, see the end of Chapter 5.)

Optimizing Performance with a

RAf1 Disk

A RAM dish is a portion of RAM set aside to function as a disk drive.
Because access to RAM is significantly fakter than access to a disk, input
and ou tput o perations to the RAM disk Jare faster than those to a hard
or floppy disk. Access to RAM also requ~res less power than access to a
hard or flo ppy disk. RAM disks are t!herefore also very useful for
PowerBook users as a technique for extehding battery life .

The Advantages and Disadvantages of ~M Disks

~

Whe n you use software th at manages a
disk, the Macintosh operating system isola tes a portion of RAM frop1 the rest of main memory. An
icon for the RAM disk appears on tl1e 9esktop so that you can interact
with the RAM disk just as you would wit~ any other type of disk.
When you copy a file to a RAM disf, the file is actually copied to
RAM. When you use an application pro ram's Save command to save a
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file to a RAM disk, the document is written to RAM; when you use a
program's Open command to read a file from a RAM disk, the document is read from RAM. These types of operations form the basis of a
RAM disk's speed enhancements because the data transfer to RAM are
so much faster than data transfers to disk.
A RAM disk has one major drawback: Because it stores files in RAM,
its contents are lost when power is removed from the Macintosh. You
must therefore be certain that you save the contents of a RAM disk to a
hard or floppy disk b efore you shut down or restart your Macintosh.
There is also a risk th at unsaved changes made to a RAM disk will be
lost if power is lost accidentally or if software crashes and you must
reboot the Macintosh.
As you will read sh ortly, some RAM disk software can be configured
to automatically save the contents of the RAM disk to a hard disk on system shutdown. Some software is also able preserve the conten ts of a
RAM disk during a restart or a system reset using the programmer's
switch ; however, no RAM disk software can recover from an accidental
power loss or from a shutdown prior to which the RAM disk wasn't
saved on a physical disk.
The risk of losing the contents of a RAM disk is much less wh en the
RAM disk is used on a PowerBook than if it is used on a desktop
Macintosh. This is because the PowerBooks continuously run off battery
power. As long as the PowerBook is put to sleep rather than shut down,
the conten ts of a RAM disk will endure as long as there is battery or AC
power.
The second drawback to a RAM disk is that it eats up RAM that could
oth erwise be used to run more application programs. It is therefore
gene rally impractical to use a RAM disk if you have less than 8 Mb of
RAM.

Using a RAM Disk Effectively
Like many things in a computing environment, a RAM disk can't help
everything you do. It is most effective in speeding up operations that
perform a lot of disk reads and writes. This includes access to the
System Folder as well as application software such as data management.
Software such as word processors and sp readsheets, which tend to keep
as much of a document as possible in RAM, don't benefit as much from
being placed o n a RAM disk.
In most cases, you can see a noticeable performance enhancement if
you place your Syste m folder on a RAM disk. You can also see some performance enhan cement if you save the document on which you a re
working to a RAM disk. Unless an application program makes frequent
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accesses to support files, placing an application program on a RAM disk
rarely provides major performance gains. Therefore, you can usually
get the most benefit out of a RAM disk by making it just large enough
to contain your System folder and the documents on which you are currently working.

RAM Disk Software
If you have a PowerBook, then RAM disk capabilities are available
through System 7. However, if you h ave a desktop Mac, then you 'll
need to get your RAM disk software from a third-party software manufacturer or as shareware.

System 7's RAM Disk
On a PowerBook, the Memory control panel has an extra section to
configure a RAM disk (see Figure 6.2). To set up a RAM disk, you click
the "On" radio button, use the slider to set the percent of physical RAM
that should be allocated to the RAM disk, close the control panel, and
then restart the Macintosh . Mter restart, the RAM disk appears on the
Desktop with a floppy disk icon, as in Figure 6.3.
Although the RAM disk isn't permanent storage, while on the Desktop
it behaves just like a floppy or hard disk, you open , save, copy, and delete
files in exactly the same way. T he System 7 RAM disk, however, is vulneraMemo
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ble to anything that disrupts the contents of memory. In other words, you
will lose the contents of the RAM disk whe never you shut d own your
Macintosh or restart it for any reason. If you have placed critical documents on the RAM disk, you must be sure to back them up to a hard disk
frequently while you are working and before you shut down the machine.
Maxima
Maxima is commercial RAM disk software. It works on any 68030 or
68040 Macintosh as well as a 68020 with a PMMU installed. Once the
RAM disk is installed a nd configured, it places an icon on tJ1e Desktop,
as if tJ1e RAM disk were an other hard disk (Figure 6.4). Just like the
System 7 RAM disk, you work with Maxima's RAM disk as if it were a
physical disk.
The size and behavior of the Maxima RAM disk are ha ndled with the
Maxima control panel (Figure 6.5). In addition to setting the size of the
RAM disk, the control panel determines whether the conte nts of the
RAM disk should be saved to a hard disk when the Macintosh is shut
down and which fi les sh ould be loaded auto matically onto the RAM
disk when the Macintosh is started up.
The Maxima RAM disk can a lso be configured so that its conte n ts
survive a system restart or crash. As long as power isn't turned off, the
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Figure 6.4 A Maxima RAM disk icon on the Desktop

Maxima RAM disk will retain its conte n ts whether you use the Special
menu 's Restart command, click the Restart button in a bomb box, or
press the Restart button on the programme r's switch.
In addition to providing the RAM disk, Maxima can make 14Mb of
RAM available to Macintoshes th at have 32-bit dirty ROMs. In oth er
words, you can access 14 Mb ra ther tha n 8 Mb of RAM whe n ru n ning
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Figure 6.5 The Maxima control panel
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programs in 24-bit mode. This provides an acceptable solution to the
problem of older applications that aren't 32-bit clean but nonetheless
require a lot of memory to run well.

-----------------------The most recent version of Maxima also includes RAMDoubler, a
RA..i\1 compression utility which you will read about in Chapter 7.
RAMDoubler can create a RAM disk that holds twice as much as
the size of the physical RAM allocated to the RAM disk.

By the Way
1111. .

Ram Disk+
RamDisk+ is a shareware product that installs as an INIT and runs on
any Macintosh from the 512 K onward. Like Maxima, it places an icon
on the Desktop that represents the RAM disk. Which icon you see, as
well as other configuration options, are handled by the RamDisk+ control panel (Figure 6.6).
To set up a RAM disk, you click the Setup button on the control
panel and use a slider to indicate the amount of RAM that should be
allocated to the RAM disk (Figure 6. 7). Once the size is set, you can
return to the control panel and configure oth er options, including
which files should be copied to the RAM disk during system startup and
which files sh ould be copied back to a physical disk when modified.
RamDisk+ can help a Macintosh that isn' t using 32-bit addressing (a
Mac with a 68000 CPU or with 32-bit dirty ROMs) take advantage of
RAM above 8 Mb. The extra RAM is set aside as a RAM disk. Although it
can't provide extra memory for running applications, it can speed up
the performance of applications that will fit in existing physical RAM.
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Speeding Up a CD-ROM Drive
CD-ROM drives are notoriously slow. Even today's double-speed drives
transfer data considerably more slowly than hard disks. However, there
is a way to speed up access to data on a CD-ROM, providing you have
1.5 to 5 Mb of hard disk space to spare.
CD-ROM ToolKit from FWB supports CD-ROM drives from the manufacturers listed below.
Apple
CD Technology
Chinon
MetroCD
NEC

PLI

Trantor
Toshiba
The software uses a caching scheme o keep a small portion of the
data on a CD-ROM in RAM and a la rger portion on hard disk. In most
cases, the disk file holds the CD-ROM's directory and the "next" data
likely to be read. The "next" data likely to be read are assumed to be
data that are adj acent to the data most r cently retrieved from the CDROM.
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The way in which the CD-ROM ToolKit caches data is configured
through its control panel (Figure 6.8) and its caching options dialog
box (Figure 6.9) . Entries in the control panel determine the size of the
disk and RAM caches. The caching options indicate whether the "next"
data to be read will be cached and the size of the blocks of that data.
The CD-ROM ToolKit replaces the device driver that acts as an interface between the CD-ROM player and the Macintosh. Like the Apple
CD-ROM drive r, it also provides a remote control desk application that
allows CD-ROM players that have speakers or are connected to external
amplified speakers to play audio CDs.
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When Software Isn't E.nough ...
The access speed of a CD-ROM drive is measured in milliseconds (ms).
The lower the number, th e faster the drive. The o riginal single-speed
drives h ave access sp eeds of mo re the 350 ms. For exam pl e, the
AppleCD Plus is rated at 380 ms.
Unfortunately, many of today's CD-ROMs require access rates of less
than 300 ms. If you have a n older drive, yo u can to some exte n t mitigate th e speed problem by using the CP-ROM ToolKit and a llocating
plenty of RAM to the application you are run ning. However, that often
isn ' t enough.
If you find that yo u simply can't run the CD-ROMs that you need
with a single-speed CD-ROM player, the n the only a lternative is to
replace the drive. Double-speed drives ($300-$500) , the most common
type available today, have access speeds of 300 ms or less. You can also
purchase a triple-speed drive (access speed of 200 ms or less, costing
$500-$750) or quadruple-speed drive (access speed of 100 ms o r less,
costing $600 and up). However, before you invest in a triple- or quadruple-speed drive, keep in mind that currently there is very little software
that can take advantage of the faster drives.

Simplifying Access to Tape Drives
Tape drives h ave long been the mainstay of microcom puter backup
sche mes. The drives and tape media are cheaper per megabyte than
disk media. T apes are a lso easie r to store. However, tape drives a re
notoriously tl1e slowest storage media, both fo r reading a nd writing.
Tapes are slow because they can ' t be accessed randomly like a disk.
Instead , a tape drive needs to fast-forward or rewind to reach the beginning of a file on the tape. Access is also difficult because in most cases
the contents of a tape can ' t be mo unted on the Desktop like a disk; you
need to run software specifically designed to control the tape drive.
Although you can't affect the speed o your tape drive with software,
in some cases you can simplifY access to a ta pe's contents. DeskTape, a
commercial tape ma nage ment utility fr m O ptima T ech nology, wor ks
with some tape d rive mechanisms to ke p a directory of tape conte n ts
on disk. Supported tape mechanisms in Jude digital audio tape mechanisms manufac tured by H ewle tt-Pac kat , Sony, Wa ngDAT, Wa ngtek,
and Archice. DeskTape also handles ti e drives containing 150- and
600-Mb Teac cassette mechanisms, Exab te 8-mm tape drives, and a few
other SCSI-2 tape drives.
DeskTape reads th rough a tape and reates a fi le on you r ha rd disk
tl1at contains a catalog of the conte nts o the tape. The catalog mounts
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o n the Desktop like a disk volume. You can then use the tape's Finder
window to manipula te the fil es on the tape. Keep in mind, h owever,
that whe n you double-click on a file of tape to open it or drag a file to
copy it, the tape must still be fast-fo rwarded or rewound to reach the
start of the fil e on the tape. DeskTape makes it easie r for you to manipulate what's on the tape, but it can' t change the essential nature of the
tape drive.

When Software Isn't Enough ...
Like disk drives, th e technology tends toward faster, high er-capacity,
a nd cheaper drives. If your older tape drive is too slow, your only altern a tive is to rep lace it with one of today's n ewer digital a udio tap e
(DAT) drives. A DAT that stores up to 2Gb pe r tape costs between $800
a nd $1,200; a DAT tha t uses compression to store 8 Gb or more on a
tape costs be tween $ 1,200 and $1,500. Tapes run between $12 and $35,
depending on capacity.
Should you replace your older tape drive? Consider the availability of
replacement mechanisms as well as the speed a nd capacity of the drive.
For example, if your existing tape d rive were to be destroyed in a fire,
could you find a replaceme nt drive that could read your backup tapes?
(This is assuming that you store backup copies off-site o r in a fire-proof
filing cabinet!) If you happen to have a very old drive (for example, a
60-Mb T eac mecha nism ), then the a nswer is "probably no t." In that
case, a replacement drive is in order. Tape drives with newer mechanisms should be replaced if they are e ithe r too slow or if they don 't
have sufficient capacity.

7
Optimizing
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One of the best things you can do for your Macintosh is to give it lots of
RAM. In general, the Macintosh performs better when an entire document fits in main memory. This is because transfers of data to and from
RAM are much faster than transfers to and from disk. If you can't or
don't want to add more physical RAM, there are nonetheless some
things you can do with software to get the most use out of your existing
RAM: You can waste as little RAM as possible and you can add a variety
of utilities to stretch existing RAM.
There are three different strategies for stretching RAM capacity. The
first is to optimize the use of RAM so that the minimum amount of
space is wasted, the strategy taken by OptiMem. The second strategy is
to compress the contents of RAM so that more data and programs can
fit in existing space. This strategy is used by RAM Doubler. You will read
about both of these programs in this chapter. Finally, you might choose
to use virtual memory. Virtual memory, ~vailable as part of System 7 or
as a third-party add-on product, is a m9'-ed blessing. Although it can
give you theoretically unlimited RAM (up to your available hard disk
space), it can slow down performance cd~siderably. Virtual memory is
discussed at the end of this chapter, along with techniques for getting it
to perform as well as possible.
j
In addition to the three strategies described above, this chapter looks
at making sure that you can gain acces~ to the maximum amount of
RAM your Macintosh can support (being "32-bit clean"). You will also
find an introduction to the art of adding more physical RAM to your
Mac.
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Avoiding RAM Waste
System 7 is a RAM-hungry operating system: It isn't unusual for system
software to use between 4 and 5 Mb or RAM. If you happen to have a
Macintosh with 8 Mb or less of RAM, then operating system overhead
represents a significant chunk of your available space. One way to get
the most use out of your installed RAM is to cut back on the amount of
RAM the operating system uses.
Just what exactly is loaded into all that system memory? Along with
the Finder, the system software memory partition includes system extensions, fonts, and sounds. To cut the amount of memory allocated to system software, you need to control the number of extensions, fonts, and
sounds that are loaded into RAM when the system is started up.
Controlling system extension memory use is rather straightforward:
Simply be judicious in the number of extensions you install. If you
aren't using an extension, turn it off using one of the INIT managers
discussed in Chapter 1 or remove it from the System folder. You can
replace it later when you actually need it.
To control the amount of space used by fonts and sounds, you can
certainly remove unneeded fonts and sounds from your System folder.
(Sounds are actually inside the System file; fonts are inside the System
file under System 7.0, but in a Fonts folder under later versions of the
operating system.) However, if you happen to have a large font collection and need most of those fonts available most of the time, then
removing and installing the fonts, restarting each time you make a
change, is an annoying waste of time.
The alternative is to use a font management program that lets you
maintain font and sound collections outside the System folder. Such
utilities only load fonts and sounds into memory as they are needed,
rather than at system startup. One of the most widely used is Suitcase.

-----------------------By the Way
Ill. .

Suitcase will also manage DAs and FKeys. However, desk accessories have more or less ceased to exist under System 7; they work
like any other program. A few FKeys, such as the ~-Shift-3 FKey
that takes a screen shot, are still in use. Nonetheless, most have
been superceded by keyboard macro packages such as QuicKeys
(see Chapter 10 for details); most are also quite old and not compatible with System 7.
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Using Suitcase to Manage Fonts and Sounds
Suitcase is one of the utilities that many Macintosh users consider indispensable. It allows you to group fonts and sounds into "sets" that can
be opened when n eeded. A "permanent set" includes those fonts and
sounds that you want available at all times. Typically, the permanent set
includes those fonts used by the operating system (Geneva and
Monaco) and perhaps some of the most widely used fonts, such as
Times, Helvetica, and Courier. You can define other sets specific to
given applications (Figure 7.1). For example, if Adobe Garamond is the
text font you use most frequently with your desktop publishing software, but not with other types of software, then you can define a set for
the desktop publishing program that includes Adobe Garamond. You
might also define a set that contains the fonts used in a special project
so that they are available in both your wqrd processor and graphics program.
When the Macintosh is booted, Suitcase loads the permanent set into
main memory. However, other fonts and sounds aren't loaded, freeing
memory that a large font and/or sound collection would otherwise
occupy. When you launch an application for which a set has been
defined, the fonts and/ or sounds in that set are opened. The opened
items remain in main memory only as long as the application for which
the set has been defined is in use. Quitting the application frees the
memory occupied by the fonts and/or sounds
[Ill
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Suitcase also lets you slOre fonts a nd sounds o utside the System
folder. This means you can get a large collection of fonts off your
star tup partition , freeing up disk space for things like print spooling.

Using OptiMem to Optimize Memory
OptiMem helps you run more programs in the same amount of RAM by
changing the way in which RAM is a llocated to applicatio ns. It will run
on just about any Macintosh , even those such as the Plus, SE, Classic,
and PowerBook 100 that have no memory management hardware. To
understand how OptiMem works, you first n eed to know some thing
about how the Macintosh operating system manages me mory wh en
OptiMem isn't present.

Macintosh Memory Allocation
As you know, the amount of memory to be allocated to an application is
set in that application's Ge t Info dialog box. When you launch an application, the Macintosh operating system looks for a contiguo us block of
free memory that is large enough to h old the program. The key words
h ere are "contiguous block." The memory must be located in a single,
unbroken block. Even if the total available memory is enough to run
the application, the application won ' t launch if the memory is fragmented (broken into little pieces).
Each application h as a preferred memory size. If possible, the
Macintosh operating syste m will a llocate a block of memory of that size
to an application . However, a n application may not always need the
entire block. You can get a gauge of h ow much allocated memory is
lying unused from the Finder's About T his Macintosh dialog box. For
example, in Figure 7.2 three applications are running along with the
operating system. Notice that BrushStrokes has been allocated a 4-Mb
memory partition, but is curre ntly using about a third of that sp ace.
(The dark portion of the bar indicates space actually in use; the lighter
portion of the bar indicates u nused but allocated space. ) FrameMaker
is also using only a portion of its memory partition.
Under the Macintosh operating system, unused portions of an application 's memory partition simply sit unused. The Macintosh, which
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Figure 7.2 Viewing memory use in the Finder's About This Macintosh dialog
box

always launches an application into a contiguous fixed-size block, has
no way to dynamically allocate memory to an application as needed.

OptiMem Memory Allocation
OptiMem changes the way in which memory is allocated when an application is launch ed and when it is runn ing. First, it launches an application in a block of memory that is just large enough to hold the application. The n, it dynamically allocates more memory to the application as
needed. The extra memory added to a9 application 's partition does not
need to be contiguous with the application 's original memory partition .
OptiMem also frees memory that an af?plication no longer needs. As a
result, OptiMem gives you access to RAM that would otherwise be wasted; more applications can fit in main memory at the same time.
Not all applications benefit from OptiMem's memory optimization .
The product comes with a database of known applications, indicating
whether OptiMem should be used. However, many applications are
unknown to it. You can therefore try OptiMem with your applications
and indicate individually which should be optimized. The OptiMem
control panel (Figure 7.3) n ot only p ovides an interface for turning
OptiMem on and off for individual applications, but determines how
unknown applications should be handled and wh e n OptiMem sho uld
give low-memory warnings.
When first used with a n ew applica~·on, OptiMem may cause a slowdown in performance. However, OptiM m monitors the way an application be haves and learns its memory-use patterns. Performance degradation typically disappears after an appli ation is laun ched two or three
times. (That's all it takes for OptiMem ~o learn the application 's memory-use behavior) . Those applications that don't benefit from OptiMem
can be excluded by turning OptiMem off with the control pane l.
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Using RAMDoubler to Compress Memory
RAMDouble r is a commercial RAM utility that makes your Macintosh
seem like it has twice as much RAM as is physically installed. For example, the PowerBook 180c in Figure 7.4 has 14 Mb of installed RAM.
However, with RAMDoubler installed, the me mory available to run programs is twice that (28 Mb).
RAMDoubler uses the memory management hardware built into the
68030 and 68040 CPUs; it can also run on a 68020 if a memory management chip is added. (See the discussion of virtual memory in the next
section for more information on memory management hardware for a
68020 Mac.) This means th at it cannot be used on Macintoshes with a
68000 CPU or the original LC, which uses a 68020 but has no place to
i nstall m e mory management h a rdwa re. On the other hand,
RAMDoubler does not need lists of applicatio ns to be excluded from
RAM optimization; it will work with all applications.
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RAMDouble r will not run if a SCSI-2 accele rator card is installed.
The prese nce of boards such as the FWB JackHammer and the
PLI QuickSCSI will cause the Finder to crash before ever reaching
the Desktop. On the oth er h and, it's h a ppy as can be in a
PowerBook!
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RAMDouble r uses a combination of dynamic RAM allocation (similar to the tec hnique used by OptiMe m ) and RAM compression to
achieve the doubled RAM. It fi rst uses dynamic RAM allocation because
this technique causes n o performance slowdown. If dynamic RAM allocatio n doesn 't provide doubled RAM, it then compresses the contents
of RAM to make more space. RAMDouble r tries to compress parts of
RAM tha t are occupied by program cod e tha t is used only once (for
example, wh en a program is loaded ) . Because compressing and decompressing RAM takes a bit of time, the idea is to avoid compressing anything tha t will be used freque ntly. As a last resort, RAMDoubler may
write some of the compressed RAM to disk to create more uncompressed space in which to run applicatiops. (This rarely occurs, especially if your Macintosh has 8Mb or more 6f physical RAM.) The presence
of a ll three RAM expansion m ethods m eans that RAMDouble r can
guarantee twice the installed physical ~ all the time.

Virtual Memory
Virtual memory is a technique in which space on a hard disk is used to
simula te mo re RAM than is physically installe d in the computer. (In
computereeze, virtual means simula ted.) Macintosh virtual memory
requires enough hard disk space to store a file (the virtual memory swap
file) as la rge as a ll the RAM be ing si ula ted a nd the physica l RAM
installed in the compute r. For exampl , if you have 5 Mb of physical
RAM and decide that you want 15 Mb f RAM, you will need a file 15
Mb in size.
In the example just presented, tl1ere a re 5 Mb of physical RAM but
15 Mb of virtual RAM. T hat means tha 1 only one-third of the contents
of vir tua l RAM can actually fit in the physical RAM at any give n time.
Because a program must be in physical ~ to execute, virtual memory
softwa re must swap tl1e conten ts of phys~cal RAl\1 to and from the virtual me mory disk file as it needs to bring additional parts of the virtual
me mory into physical memory.
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Here is where the performance trade-off occurs. Disk 1/0 is one of
the slowest things your computer can do. Therefore, every time virtual
memory software needs to write a portion of physical RAM to the hard
disk file and copy a portion of the hard disk file into physical RAM, program execution slows down to wait for the disk l/0 to finish. On the
other hand, virtual memory means that you can run more programs at
the same time and that you can work on larger documents with programs that insist than an entire document fit in main memory.
In most cases, you will get the most satisfactory results from virtual
memory if you have enough physical RAM to hold your largest program
and the largest document on which you are working. There will then be
no need to perform disk I/0 while you are working on a single document; disk 1/0 will occur when you are changing applications (in other
words, switching to another running application) or documents.
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RAMDoubler cannot be used with virtual memory. If you think
back to the previous section, you'll remember that RAMDoubler's
trick of last resort is to write small portions of RAM to disk, the
technique used by virtual memory.

Virtual Memory Hardware Requirements
Although virtual memory software support is present in System 7 and
can be added to System 6 with the program named Virtual, not every
Macintosh can use virtual memory. Whether you can depends on the
type of CPU in your Macintosh:
• 68000: A Macintosh with a 68000 CPU (for example, Plus, Classic,
or Classic II) cannot use virtual memory, regardless of what version
of the operating system you are using or what software you add
onto the computer.
• 68020: The 68020 was used in only two Macintoshes- the
Macintosh II and the Macintosh LC. The Macintosh II can use virtual memory with addition of a chip called a paged memory management unit (PMMU), such as that in Figure 7.5. Motorola is no longer
manufacturing PMMUs. However, they can be purchased for the
Mac II from most mail order vendors that sell Macintosh memory.
On the oth er hand, PMMUs are not available for the LC, which
means that the LC cannot use virtual memory.
• 68030: The circuitry that is part of a PMMU is built into the 68030.
Therefore, if you have a Macintosh with a 68030, you will be able to
use virtual memory.
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Figure 7.5 A PMMU chip for use in a Macintosh II

• 68040: PMMU circuitry is also built into the 68040. All 68040
Macintoshes support virtual memory.
• PowerPC: PMMU circuitry is part o~ the PowerPC CPUs. A PowerPC
Macintosh can therefore use virtual memory.

Using System 7,s Virtual Memory
System 7's virtual memory is controlled by the Memory control panel. If
your Macintosh is capable of supporting virtual memory, the n the
Memory control panel will contain a section labeled "Virtual Memory."
As you can see in Figure 7.6, the Virtual Memory control panel con tains
a switch to tum virtual memory on and off, a popup menu for choosing
the volume that will hold the virtual memory swap file, and up and
down arrows for adj usting the size of the virtual memory swap file.
Memory
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Figure 7.6 Using the Memory control panel lo set up virtual memory
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To set up your Macintosh for virtual memory, do the following:
1. Open the Memory control panel.
2. Click the "On" radio button.
3. Use the popup menu to choose a disk volume for the virtual memory swap file. Note that the selected disk volume must have free
space equal to or greater than the amount of physical RAM
installed in the computer.
4. Set the size of the virtual memory swap file. The size of this file is
equal to the amount of virtual memory that will be available for
use.
5. Close the Memory control panel.
6. Restart your Macintosh.
Once virtual m e mory is e nabl ed, yo u can interact with your
Macintosh just as you would as if virtual memory were not in use.
To turn off virtual memory, re turn to the Memory control panel and
click the "Off' radio button. The change will take effect when you
restart your Macintosh. Keep in mind, however, that the virtual memory
swap file will not be deleted when you turn off virtual memory. If you
want to reclaim the disk spac<7 it is using, trash it.

On Being 32-bit Clean
If you happen to have a 68020 or 68030 Macintosh produced prior to
the Macintosh LC, then your computer has 32-bit dirty ROM. That
means that regardless of how much physical memory you have installed
or how much RAM optimization software you use, you will be limited to
8 Mb RAM unde r System 7. (You may, however, be able to use up to a
total of 16Mb RAM of either virtual memory or RAM disk.)
This proble m is particularly annoying with computers such as the
SE/ 30, II, Ilx, and IIfx, which have eight slots for memory expansion.
Given that the memory expansion boards that fit those machines hold
as much as 16Mb each, the eight slots provide a theoretical maximum
of128 Mb.
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Because of a problem ,>Jith its ROM, the Mac II can only recognize
20 Mb of RAM, even if software to comp ensate for 32-bit dirty
ROM is in use. The solution is to install the SuperDrive upgrade
discussed at the end of Chapter 6. That upgrade includes the Ilx
ROMs, which permit access to as much RAM as you can stuff into
the RAM expansion slots.
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Two system extensio ns can compensate for the presen ce of 32-bit
dirty ROMs, making yo ur o lder Macin tosh 32-bit clean. The first is
Mode32, a product of Con nectix that has been licensed by Apple for
free distribution. It can be downloaded from information services such
as America Online, CompuServe, and AppleLink; it is a lso available
directly from Apple. The second exte nsion is part of the Syste m 7
H ardware System Update, available from Apple and information serVIces.
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A 68000 Macintosh is lim ited to 4 Mb of RAM ( 16Mb with a
68030 accelerator board) because of its internal design. The issue
of 32-bit dirty or clean ROMs is irrelevant. Nothing you can do to
a 68000 Mac can exte nd its address space beyond 16 Mb.

When Software lsn,t E.nough ...
Probably th e most cost-effective present you can give your Macintosh is
to add more RAM. Plenty of RAM m e~ns that you can run more applications at the same time, have a larger RAM disk, and/or allocate more
me mory to specific applications. RAM is added to a desktop Macintosh
by installing a single in-line memory modu~, or SIMM, into a special SIMM
exp an sion slo t on the computer 's moth e rboard. PowerBook RAM
comes on special RAM expansion boards.
There isn't a simple a nswer to the question of how much RAM you
actually can add to a given Macintosh. T he total RAM your Mac can use
depends o n the specific Macintosh n~od el (the amount of RAM soldered to the motherboard a nd the number of SIMM slots} and sometimes the type of ROM. T he picture is furthe r complicated because
there is more than one type of SIMM used in vario us Macintosh models
and because various models can accep t SIMMs with only specific capacities.

The 68000 Compact Macs
The compact Macintoshes that h ave 68000 microprocessor (128K,
512K, 512Ke, Plus, Classic, a nd SE) ar limi ted to 4Mb of RAM. The
SIMM type and capacities of these mod Is can be found in T able 7.1.
If you install a 68030 CPU accele rato r board in o ne of th e 68000
compact Macs, you can install up to 16 Mb of RAM on the board.
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Table 7.1 RAM capacities of 68000 compact Macs
Model

RAM
Capacity

128K
512K
512Ke
Plus
SE
Classic

4Mb
4Mb
4Mb
4Mb
4Mb
4Mb

TypeofSIMM
30-pin
30-pin
30-pin
30-pin
30-pin
30-pin

SIMM Sizes
256 K,
256 K,
256 K,
256 K,
256 K,
256 K,

1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb
1Mb

However, RAM above 8 Mb is handled as if it were virtual memory.
(The design of these machines means that they are limited to 8 Mb of
program memory, regardless of the type of CPU that might be
installed.) Performance is nonetheless better than disk-based virtual
memory because the swapping is occurring between blocks of physical
RAM rather than between physical RAM and a hard disk.

The Mac II, llx, llfx, /lei, llcx, and Sf/30
If equipped with a system extension that compensates for 32-bit dirty
ROMs, the Mac Ilx, Ilfx, Ilci, Ilcx, and SE/ 30 can handle up to 128Mb
of RAM. The Mac II can also handle up to 128Mb RAM if it has bee n
upgraded with the IIx ROMs; without the ROM upgrade, the Mac II is
limited to 68 Mb RAM. Without the system extension that corrects for
the ROM problem, all six machines are limited to 8 Mb RAM. A summary of SIMM types and RAM capacities appears in Table 7.2.

Table 7.2 RAM capacities of the Mac II, Ilx, Ilfx, Ilci, Ilcx,
and SE/ 30
Model

RAM
Capacity

Type of SIMM

SIMM Sizes

68Mb/ 128Mb*
30-pin
256 K, 1Mb, 4Mb,
llx
128K Mb
30-pin
256 K, 1Mb, 4Mb,
Ilfx
128K Mb
30-pin
256 K, 1Mb, 4Mb,
Ilci
128K Mb
30-pin
256 K, 1 Mb, 4Mb,
Ilcx
128K Mb
30-pin
256 K, 1 Mb, 4Mb,
SE/ 30
128K Mb
30-pin
256 K, 1 Mb, 4Mb,
*The 128Mb capacity require upgrading with Ilx ROMs.
lJ

16Mb
16Mb
16Mb
16Mb
16Mb
16Mb
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Table 7.3 RAM capacities of the Classic II, Color Classic, LC,
andLC II
Model
Performa 200,
Classic II
Color Classic
LC
Performa 400,
Performa 405,
Performa 430,
LC II

RAM
Capacity

TypeofSIMM

SIMM Sizes

lOMb
lOMb
lOMb

30-pin
30-pin
30-pin

1 Mb, 2 Mb, 4 Mb
1 Mb, 2 Mb, 4Mb
1 Mb, 2 Mb, 4 Mb

lOMb

30-pin

1 Mb, 2 Mb, 4 Mb

The Classic II, Color Classic, LC, and LC II
The Classic II (including the Performa 200), the Color Classic, the LC,
and the LC II (including the Performa 400, 405, and 430) are limited to
10 Mb RAM. All of the models have 32-bit clean ROMs and therefore
don't need the system extension to fix 32-bit dirty ROMs. RAM capacities are summarized in Table 7.3.

The LC Ill, LC 475, llvi, llvx, and Performas
The newer models in the LC line bring additional RAM capacity to the
low end of the Macintosh modular line. The LC III, the Performas
based on its motherboard design {the 450 and 550) , the LC 475, and
the Performa 475, as well as the multimedia-capable Ilvi, Ilvx, and
Performa 600, can accept up to 36 Mb RAM. Because these computers
have 32-bit clean ROM, no special software is needed to access more
than 8 Mb RAM. RAM capacities are summarized in Table 7.4.

The llsi
In terms of its motherboard design anct_RAM capacity, the Ilsi is unlike
any other model in the Macintosh line . rrhis model can handle up to 65
Mb RAM. Released at the same time as the original LC, it has 32-bit
clean ROMs. It requires 30-pin SIMMs i 1-, 2-, 4-, or 16-Mb capacities.
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Table 7.4 RAM configurations for the LC ill, LC 475, Ilvi, Ilvx, and
Performas based on their motherboards
Model

RAM Typeof
Capacity SIMM

Performa 450,
Performa 550,
LC III
36 Mb
Performa 475,
LC 475
36 Mb
Ilvi
36 Mb
Performa 600,
Ilvx
36 Mb

SIMMSizes

72-pin

1 Mb, 2 Mb, 4 Mb, 8 Mb, 16 Mb, 32 Mb

72-pin
72-pin

1Mb, 2Mb, 4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb, 32Mb
1 Mb, 2 Mb, 4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb, 32 Mb

72-pin

1Mb, 2Mb, 4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb, 32Mb

The Low-E.nd Quadra/Centris Models
The low-end Quadras, including those that were originally named
Centris, vary a great deal in the amoun t of RAM they can handle. The
Quadra 605 accepts up to 36Mb, the 610 can handle up to 68Mb RAM,
but the 650 and 660AV have room for 132 Mb. All have 32-bit clean
ROM. A summary of RAM capacities for these models can be found in
Table 7.5.

Table 7.5 RAM capacities of low-end Quadra/ Centris Models
Model

RAM Type of
Capacity SIMM
36Mb

72-pin

68Mb
Quadra 610
Quadra 650
132Mb
Quadra 660AV 132Mb

72-pin
72-pin
72-pin

Quadra 605

SIMMSizes
1 Mb, 2Mb, 4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb,
32Mb
4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb, 32Mb
4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb, 32Mb
4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb, 32Mb

The High-End Quadras
Like the low-end models in the Quadra line, the high-end models vary
considerably in how much RAM they can hold (see Table 7.6). The
original low-end Quadra, the Quadra 700, has room for only 68 Mb
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Table 7.6 RAM caeacities of high-end Quadras
RAM
Capacity

Type of
SIMM

68Mb
136Mb

30-pin
72-pin

Quadra 840AV 136Mb

72-pin

Quadra 900
Quadra 950

30-pin
30-pin

Model
Quadra 700
Quadra 800

256Mb
256Mb

SIMMSizes
1 Mb,4Mb, 16Mb
1Mb, 2Mb, 4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb,
32Mb
~ Mb, 2Mb, 4Mb, 8Mb, 16Mb,
32Mb
1 Mb, 4 Mb, 16 Mb
1 Mb, 4Mb, 16Mb

RAM. The 800 and 840 AV accept up to 136Mb RAM. However, the
Quadra 900 and 950 can h andle up to 256 Mb RAM! As you might
expect, all of these models have 32-bit clean ROM.

The Macintosh Portable
The o riginal Portable, with its 68000 CPU, can accepl 9Mb RAM in the
model without screen backlighting. The model with screen backlighting
can accept only 8 Mb RAM. The 68000 CPU means that the issue of 32bit clean or dirty ROM is moot for these models.

The PowerBooks
PowerBook RAM is added on an expansion board that plugs into a single RAM expansion slot. As you would expect, the capacity of that RAM
expansion board varies from one model to another. Details appear in
Table 7.7.

Table 7.7 PowerBook RAM caeacities

Model
100
140
145
160
160c
170

Ca~ty
8Mb
8Mb
8Mb
14Mb
14Mb
8Mb

I

i.±el
180[
180c
1
Duo 210
Dub 230
Dub 270c

I

Capacity
14Mb
14Mb
24Mb
24Mb
32Mb
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How Much Does It Cost?
RAM prices are among the most volatile in the e ntire computing industry. For example, over the past te n years, they have fluctuated between
$22 and $450 for 1-Mb SIMMs. Events such as tariffs to prevent dumping of RAM chips on the U.S. market and a fire in a plant that makes
resins used in assembling RAM at times have caused SIMM prices to skyrocket. (In the late 1980s, when RAM prices were at an all-time high,
men in d a rk suits could b e found skulking around in corners at
Macworld Expos, flashing briefcases full of SIMMs offered for sale at
exorbitant prices.)
At the time this book was written, 1-Mb SIMMs were selling for about
$39, 4-Mb SIMMs for $135, and 8-Mb SIMMs for $270. Larger SIMMs
were more expensive per megabyte ($610 for 16 Mb, $1,200 fo r 32Mb ) .
Keep in mind, however, that SIMMs prices change frequen tly. Before
purchasing a ny RAM, consu lt a publication su c h as MacWEEK,
Macworld, or MacUser to get the toll-free n umbers of several companies
that sell SIMMs. Then call for the current price.

8
Optimizing Printing

Printing is the slowest thing your Macintosh can do. In most cases, the
computer can generate the data the printer needs to create a page
much faster than that data can travel down a cahle to the printer and
actually be printed. If you have to wait for the computer to finish printing a long document, you lose time when you could be doing other productive work. The solution is to somehow free up your computer so that
you can continue to work while printing is occurring. You will read
about a solution to this problem and its pluses and minuses in the first
portion of this chapter.
This second portion of this chapter deals with more mundane issues:
controlling the use of consumables by 1our printer. You will see how to
control the amount of toner used by a laser printer and how to monitor
the use of StyleWriter ink cartridges.

Eliminating the Wait: Background Printing
The technique that can free you from IJaving to wait for a document to
be printed completely is known as ba1kground printing. Programs that
execute in the background take advantage of the fact that the CPU isn't
busy all the time. Even when you are a tively typing, drawing, or calculating there are short periods whe~ you aren't doing anything.
Background programs, such as those th!n manage background printing,
run in that idle time.
When background printing is turne on, issuing the Print command
doesn't immediately send a document o the printer. Instead, it creates
155
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a te mporary disk file (a spool file or print file) that holds instructions for
the printe r on how to create the pages in the printed document. Once
the spool fil e is created, control of the program from which the Print
was issued is returned to the user. At that point, you can pe rform any
actions you choose. Printing is managed by a program that runs in the
background, taking the contents of the spool files, one at a time, and
sending them to th e printer. Spool fil es are dele ted once printing finishes.
U nfo rtunately, backgro und printing isn ' t as seamless as it sounds.
When the program managing background printing takes control of th e
CPU so that it can execute, the current program with which you were
working must vacate th e CPU. When you begin to work wi th the current
program again, the background printing program must vacate. These
swap s ta ke time , often r esu ltin g in a ge neral slowdown of t he
Macintosh.
In gene ral , background printing frees you from havi ng to wait for
the printe r, but extracts a p rice in overall system performance while
background printing is in progress. Nonetheless, most users choose to
tum on background printing because in the long run it increases the
amount of work that can be do ne with the Macintosh in a given period
of time.

Laser Printer and StyleWriter Background Printing
Backgro und printing is provided by the Macintosh operating system for
laser printers and the StyleWrite r printer through an application called
PrintMonitor. PrintMo nitor is stored in the System folder and launched
autom a tically wh e n a print f il e is spooled to the PrintMonitor
Documents folde r in the System folder.
Backgro und prin ting is e nabled and disabled using the Chooser.
Whe never you select a printe r drive r for which background printing is
available, such as the LaserWriter in Figure 8.1, the "On" and "Off" buttons to the right of "Background Printing" appear. Choose the "On"
butto n to make bac kground printing available immediately. (It isn't
necessary to restart the Macintosh.)
Printing a document is done in the same way, regardless of whe ther
background printing is e n abled . However, when background printing is
turned on, the PostScript generated by the printing process is directed
to a disk fil e rather th a n directly to the printer. If it isn 't running
already, PrintMonitor is launched whe n the disk file is complete.
Once PrintMonitor is running, you can use its window to manage the
print queue (the list of items waiting to be printed). In Figure 8.2, for
example , three fil es a re in the print queue: C2 (currently being printed) and C5 and C1 (waiting to be printed).
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Figw-e 8.1 Using the Chooser to enable or disable background printing
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Try to avoid keeping the PrintMonitor window open. When th e
window is open, the Macintosh operating syste m continually
ch ecks the PrintMonitor Documen ts folder to see if new spool
files have been created that should lbe added to the list of files in
the PrintMonitor window. This actiJi ty slows down printing as well
as any other programs that may be
ng.

Conce l Printing
Prin
Stotus: C2
Peges To Print: 8
user: Moe II; document: C2;s totus: prepari ng d
opple t elk

Figw-e 8.2 Using PrintMonitor to manage
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Changing Printing Order by Setting the Print Time
By default, files are printed in the order in which they were spooled.
However, you can change that order by setting the time at which files
should be printed. This is particularly handy when you want to print
some small files without having to wait for a long file to print first. To
set the print time:
1. Highlight the name of a file in the scrolling list of files in the center of the PrintMonitor window. (You cannot change the print
time of the file that is currently being printed.)
2. Click the Set Print Time button. The dialog box in Figure 8.3
appears.
3. Enter the time and date at which the file should be printed.
4. Close the dialog box. The file's printing will be delayed until the
specified date and time.
There are some things to keep in mind about setting print times for
spooled files. First, your Macintosh and the printer must be up and running at the time set for printing. If the hardware isn't available at the
scheduled time, PrintMonitor will report an error.
You can use the "Postpone Indefinitely" radio button to leave a spool
file in the PrintMonitor Documents folder without attempting to print
it. When you are ready to print the file, set the print time to the current
date and time. There is one major catch to this, however. If no files are
currently waiting to be printed, PrintMonitor won't be running, making
it impossible to get to the postponed print files. The trick is to go into

Printing
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C2@ QMS-PS 615 MR

Set Print Time:
@

10:23: 17 AM

(Cancel

J

(!

B

2/ B/94

0

Postpone Indefinitely

OK

Spooled on: Tue, Feb B, 1994 at 10 : 19 AM

Figure 8.3 Setting the time at which a file should be printed
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the Extensions folder and double-die~ on the PrintMonitor file. It will
launch like any other application, giving you access to the files whose
print time you want to reschedule.

Removing Files from the Print Queue
You can use the PrintMonitor window to cancel the file curre ntly being
printed and to remove files from the print queue. To cancel the file
I
currently being printed:
1. Highlight the name of the file c rrently being printed at the top
of the PrintMonitor window.
2. Click the Cancel Printing button.
Printing is canceled, although any pfges that have already been sent
to the print will be printed. The spool file is removed from the
PrintMonitor Documents folder and the n ext file in the print queue
begins printing.
To remove a file from the print queue:
1. Highlight the name of the print flle to be removed in the scrolling
list in the middle of the PrintMonitor window. Notice that the
Cancel Printing button changes to Remove from List.
2. Click Remove From List.
The print file is removed from the print queue and deleted from the
PrintMonitor Documents folde r.

PrintMonitor Preferences
You can tailor PrintMonitor's behavio~ under certain circumstances to
your needs by setting a few preferences. The Preferences dialog box
(Figure 8.4) determines wheth er the ~rintMonitor window is visible at
all times when printing, what PrintMonitor does to signal a printing
problem, and how PrintMonitor should handle manual feed printing.
In most cases, you will want to leave the default settings in Figure 8.4.
H owever, if you are working with an en~elope printing utility (for example, KiwiENVELOPES!, which is d iscussed later in this chapter), it is
much easier to tum off the n o tification of manual feed printing jobs.

PrintMonitor Memory Problems

I

PrintMonitor has one very annoying habit: It always lau nches in its min1
imum memory partition (80 K), regar less of how much memory you
set as its preferred memory size. As a result, it often doesn't h ave
enough memory to print. Whe n this occurs, PrintMonitor displays the
dialog box in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.4 PrintMonitor preferences

You have two choices. You can cancel printin g or you can ask
PrintMonitor to launch itse lf in a large partition a nd try again (the
Adjust Memory Size button). If you do elect to have PrintMonitor try
again, keep in mind that the new memory partition will be only 10 K
bigger than the previous memory partition. There's no guarantee that
it will be e nough memory to print the file in question. Secondly,
PrintMonitor will begin reprinting the file from the beginning, regardless of wh ere it was in the document whe n it ran out of memory. If you
are printing a long docume nt, you a re probably better off canceling
printing and th en respooling the d ocument, beginning with the next
page to be printed. This takes more time and effort than simply letting
PrintMonitor try again, but it does avoid wasting time and supplies on
printing some pages more than once.
A word of caution about le tting PrintMonitor launch itself in a larger
partition is in order at this point. If you choose to let PrintMonitor quit
There is not enough memory to print "C4"
from "FromeMolcer " on printer "QMS-PS
815 MR". Do you wont PrlntMonltor to
odjust its memory size and try o goln?

Concel Printing

J ([ Rdjust Memory Size JJ

Figure 8.5 A PrintMonitor out of memory message
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and relaunch, don't attempt to launch another application or open a
document until PrintMonitor is running again. Doing so could cause
one or both of the programs to crash . You can, however, continue to
work with any open documents.

Background Printing for Other Printers
Owners of printers other than a laser printer or StyleWriter (or any
printer that uses the StyleWriter printer driver) h ave only limited
options for background printing. A program called SuperLaserSpool
(originally from 5th Generation Systems, but now owned by Symantec),
which provides print spooling for virtually any Macintosh printer, has
been discontinued. However, you may be able to find some copies still
available from mail-order software suppliers.
Some printer manufacturers provide their own background printing
software. For example, the Citizen Notebook Printer II (a portable
printer designed to carry aro und with your PowerBook) is accompanied
by a background printing program. When making the decision whether
to purchase a printer that isn't a laser printer or StyleWriter, check with
the manufacturer to determine if background printing is suppor ted.

PostScript for a Non-PostScript Printer
What can yo u do if you don't h ave PostScript printer but need to
print a document that requires a PostScript printe r? You don't need to
run out and buy new hardware. I + tead, you might want to use
Freedom of Press, an application that translates PostScript page descriptions into something a wide variety o~ other printers can handle. The
program supports most Apple, GCC, f nd Hewlett-Packard printers, as
well as printers that use the PCL4 printer control language.
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Freedom of Press also provides print spooling for all the printers
it handles.

Freedom of Press installs as two appvcations. The "Freedom of Press"
application lets you indicate which Pfnter you are using (see Figure
8.6), as well as print files manually. Th9 second program- FP Spoolertakes a LaserWriter spool file and tra slates it into instructions that a
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Figure 8.6 Choosing a printer for use with Freedom of Press

non-PostScript printer can understand. FP Spooler is used for automatic printing: You can print exactly as you would if you were printing without Freedom of Press.

Controlling How Much Toner or Ink Is Applied
The cost of printing doesn't end with the money you put down for the
printer- you are continually purchasing supplies for that printer.
Money spent on toner and ink cartridges for laser and ink jet printers
can mount up very quickly. There is, however, software that lets you
control how much laser printer toner or ink jet ink is applied when you
print.
Toner Tuner is a shareware system extension that adds a slider to
laser printer and ink jet printer Print dialog boxes. As you can see in
Figure 8.7, the slider determines the pe rce ntage of normal toner or ink
coverage that will be applied. You can therefore save considerable
amounts of toner or ink by printing draft copies (especially those that
include gray-scale or color graphics) with less toner or ink coverage.
Toner Tuner is compatible with most laser and ink jet printers as
well as most application programs. However, some programs (for example, Aldus Freehand and Adobe Photoshop) bypass the normal print
routines. Although the Toner Tuner slider will appear in their dialog
boxes, using it won't have any affect on printing.
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Figure 8. 7 A Print dialog box with Toner Tuner installed

Avoiding the Print Dialog Box
Are you tired of having to deal with the Print dialog box when you just
want to print a single copy? You can a oid the Print dialog box, saving
the time it takes to display and dismiss the dialog box, with a freeware
system extension called Print One. Print One adds a n option n amed
"Print One" to the File menu of most applications. Selecting th at option
prints a single copy of an entire docume nt without displaying the Print
dialog box.

Avoiding Envelope Frustration
One of the greatest time wasters is trying to use a word processor to lay
out an envelope for printing. Although the Page Setup dialog box does
provide envelope-sized pages (for example, as in Figure 8.8), there is n o
way to indicate exactly what size envelope is being used. In addition ,
you need to manually place the addres and return address on the enve-

Orientation

-~
Figure 8.8 Using the Page Setup dialog bo to choose an envelope as paper
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Figure 8.9 Quick envelope printing with KiwiENVELOPES!

lope. After a half dozen tries and wasted envelopes, people are often
ready to give up on printing envelopes with a computer and tum back
to the typewriter!
The sol ution is to use an envelope printing utility such as
KiwiENVELOPES! KiwiENVELOPES! is a small application (94 K) that
is most conveniently placed in the Apple Menu Items folder. Paste or
type the address and return address into the KiwiENVELOPES! window
(Figure 8.9) .
For legibility on the screen, the addresses don't appear in the fonts
you choose for them, but you can use the print preview to see what the
envelope will look like when it is printed (for example, see Figure 8.10).
Notice that KiwiENVELOPES! can also print a message in the lower lefthand comer of the envelope. The placement of all elements on the
envelope is automatic, based on whether you have selected a letter- or
business-sized envelope.

-----------------------By the Way

1111.

KiwiENVELOPES! will print U.S. post office bar codes for addresses with a nine-digit zip code. Although this won' t speed up your
computing in any way, it will speed up your letter's travel through
the U.S. postal system!
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When Software lsn,t Enough ...
Printing is one of the slowest things your computer can do. Although
background printing can give you control of your computer before the
printjob is finished , your e ntire computer does slow down while background printing is occurring. If you just can 't stand the slowdown and
want to ge t those pages printed faster, the most common solution is to
purchase a n ew printer. However, in some cases, you may be able to
speed up and enhance a laser printer by upgrading its hardware.

Upgrading a Laser Printer
A laser printer is really a special purpose com puter. It has its own CPU
(generally either a 680.x{) or a RISC mi roprocessor) and its own RA.\1.
It may also h ave a hard disk attached on which fonts are stored. Because
a laser printer conta ins all the eleme~ of a computer, it sometimes
can be upgraded like a computer.
Logic board replacements are avail le for some Apple laser printe rs, providing faster CPUs and therefore faster printing. For example,
the LaserWriter Pro 600 can be upgra~ed to a LaserWriter Pro 650; a
LaserWriter IINTX can be upgraded to a LaserWriter IINTXJ. In addition, the Xante corporation provides pgrade boards for many Apple
laser printers (beginning with the origi al Lase rWriter). Such upgrades
provide faster printing, more memory for creating page images, a nd
highe r resolution.
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A laser printer must be able to create the image of an entire page in
RAM before it prints it. The size of the page that can be printed, the
complexity of the graphics that can be printed, the number of downloadable fonts that can be used , and the number of shades of gray that
can be printed are directly related to how much RAM is available. The
original LaserWriter and LaserWriter Plus, with only 1.5 Mb of RAM
available for imaging a page, occasionally cannot print documents created with today's software, especially if they include large grayscale
graphics and/or large downloadable fonts.
RAM upgrades are available for many laser printers. If you happen to
have one of the older Apple printers, you will need to invest in one of
the Xante upgrade boards to install more memory. However, Apple
does sell memory upgrades for more recent laser printers, including
the LaserWriter Se lect 300, LaserWriter Se lect 3 1 0, Personal
LaserWriter 320, LaserWriter 810, and LaserWriter IINTX. For memory
upgrades for laser printers not made by Apple, consult the printer manufacturer.

Choosing a New, Faster Printer
In the 1980s, choosing a printer for a Macintosh was relatively easy. You
purchased an ImageWriter or a LaserWriter. Although there were
d evice drives and cables for attaching Hewlett-Packard printers and
some letter-quality printers (printers that operate like typewriters), the
output wasn't very satisfactory. Choosing a new printer today is considerably more complicated. Most printer manufacturers are making printers that are designed to work well with the Macintosh as well as with
other types of computers.
To help you make a decision on a new printer, this section looks at
the three printing technologies typically used by Macintosh printers
and compares them as to price and speed. The ImageWriter and
ImageWriter II (Figure 8.11) are impact printers; you will often hear
them called dot-matrix printers. However, to be completely accurate,
every Macintosh printer is a dot-matrix printer because it creates the
image on the page by applying a pattern of dots. The ImageWriter and
ImageWriter II apply ink to paper by striking the paper through a ribbon, thus the term impact. T echnically, they should be called "dotmatrix impact" printe rs.
The quality of a dot-matrix printer's image depends on how closely
the dots are placed together. The more dots per inch, the harder it is
for the human eye to discern the individual dots and the more solid the
image appears. To get excellent quality output from an ImageWriter or
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Figure 8.11 The Apple ImageWriter II with optional cut-sheet feeder

ImageWri ter II, you need to use the "Best" setting in th e Print dialog
box. The "Best" setting, however, slows printing considerably and takes
a significant to ll of the life of a ribbon. The irony of th is is that
although the ImageWriter II is the slowest of all Macintosh printers, it is
also relatively expe nsive, retailing for just under $400.
The most econ o mical printer today is an inkjet printer. Retailing
between $300 and $400, inkje t prin ters fro m Apple and Hewle ttPackard create images by spraying a p attern of dots onto paper. The
1
original Apple StyleWrite r was very sl~w, but the pe rfo rmance of the
more recen t StyleWriter II (Figure 8.12 and the Hewle tt-Packard series
of DeskJet and DeskWriters print faste than the ImageWriter II. They
also produce considerably be tte r output. If you have an ImageWriter or
1
ImageWriter II and are looking fo r a 1 w-cost upgrade, then an inkjet
printe r is a good alternative.
T h e b est output fro m a Macin tosj1 comes fr o m a lase r p rin ter.
Macintosh-compatible lase r printe rs ar produced by a wide variety of
manufacturers, including Apple (for xample, Figure 8.13) , Hewlett-
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Figure 8.12 The Apple StyleWriter I

Packard, GPP, and QMS. Within each manufacturer's line, there is a
va1;ety of output qualities and speeds.
Laser printers can be divided into two major groups: QuickDraw and
PostScript. QuickDraw laser printers use the QuickDraw routines in the
Macintosh ROM to form an image on the printed page. They also
aren't designed for sharing over a network. Instead, they connect
directly to the printer port of a single Macintosh with a serial cable.
PostScript printers accept commands in the PostScript page description language to determine what should be printed. A PostScript printer typically is designed for sharing over a network and although it can
be connected with a serial cable to a single computer's printer port, it is
more commonly connected with ne twork cabling. PostScript printers
also generally provide better output than QuickDraw printers; they are
also more costly. For example, a low-end QuickDraw laser printer can
be found for under $1,000, but a low-end PostScript laser printer costs
around $1,500.
The quality of a laser printer's output is also determined by the density with which it can place the dots on the page. The original LaserWriter
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Figure 8.13 The Apple LaserWriter Pro 600

and most of today's low-cost laser printers produce 300 dots per inch
(dpi). However, 600-dpi printers, which provide higher-quality output,
are common.
The speed of a laser printe r is measured in the number of pages it
can print per minute (ppm). The ppm speed ra ting of a laser printer
usually refers to the number of text pages (pages without graphics).
Because much Macintosh printing involves graphics, the best use of
such ratings is to compare various printers. It isn ' t necessarily an indication of how fast the printer will perform for you. That depends on the
1
amount and type of graphics you're pri ting.

Color Printing Notes
There are a number of technologies vsed to create color output. In
general, keep in mind the maxim "color costs." Whenever you move
away from black-and-white /grayscale ~rinting, you are going to pay
more. However, color inkjet printers sach as the Hewlett-Packard 550c
can provide acceptable colo: output fol proofing of color graphics and
for overhead transparencies at a co~ t of betwee n $500 and $600 .
Unfortunately, the quality of color inkjet output isn't high enough for
many publishing applications.
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Higher-quality color printers include laser printers, thermal-wax
printers (wax from colored ribbons is melted onto paper) , and dye-sublimation (colored ink is applied to paper). PostScript color, as you
might expect, is more costly than QuickDraw color. A low-end
PostScript thermal-wax color printer costs nearly $5,000; high-end
PostScript laser and dye-sublimation color printers designed for accurate color matching can cost more than $10,000. In general, high-quality color printers are priced for business, rather than home, use.
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In previous chapters, you read about optimizing disks and printing.
Input and output, however, consists of more than just those two activities. This chapter looks at a variety of 1/0 issues, including using software to speed up your mouse and extend the area that you can see on
your monitor.

Optimizing Mouse Actions
There are two general strategies for spJ eding up mouse actions. The
first is to actually make the mouse move faster. The second is to avoid
unnecessary mouse movement. In this s ction you will read about software that can do both.

Getting a Faster Mouse
The speed with which the mouse travels across the screen can affect
both your productivity and your ability to select objects on the screen. If
the mouse travels too slowly, you waste time; if the mouse travels too
fast, you may be unable to perform the manipulations needed to select
objects.
The Macintosh operating system provides some control over mouse
speed through the Mouse control pane (Figure 9.1). The slowest set-
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Figure 9.1 The Mouse control panel

ting is intended for graphics tablets, the remaining for mice and trackballs. In general, the larger your Desktop, the faster you want your
mouse to travel.
If the Mouse control pane l's fastest setting isn 't fast enough, try
installing the shareware utility Speedy Mouse, which doubles the speed
at which the mouse travels. When Speedy Mouse is installed, you can
return to normal mouse speed by holding down the Shift key when
moving the mouse.

Avoiding Unnecessary Mouse Movements
What happens whe n your mouse runs up against an edge of the
Desktop? It stops dead. If you happen to need access to something on
the other edge of the Desktop, you need to move the mouse across the
entire screen. However, if you install WrapScreen, a shareware utility,
then the mouse pointer will move off one edge of the Desktop and
appear immediately on the opposite edge. For example, if you run the
mouse pointer off the left edge, it will wrap around to the right edge.

-----------------------By the Way
1111. .

The edge of the Desktop isn't necessarily the same as the edge of
a mo nito r. When mo re t h an one monitor is attached to a
Macintosh , the m ouse n o rm all y moves from one monitor to
another, stopping only at the edge of the Desktop as determined.

The way in which wrappin g occurs is handled by the WrapScreen
control panel (Figure 9.2). Notice that wrapping can occur both horizontally and vertically. You may also want to avoid wrapping in screen
corners, since p lacing the mouse pointer in a corner is used by other
programs, such as screen savers and disk compression utilities, to either
prevent or invoke program actions.
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Figure 9.2 The WrapScreen control panel

When Software Isn't Enough ...
Every Macintosh comes with a mouse., H oweve r, sometimes a mouse
isn't the best input device for moving t?e mouse pointe r. For example,
if you have a la rge monitor or more than one mo nitor, using a mouse
can be vety awkward because you don 't ~ave as much table space as you
do screen space. A mouse is also no t particularly well suited to making
the precise, small movemen ts neede d for drawing. The solution is to
invest in an alternative input device.

Trackballs
Con ceptua lly, a trac kball is a mouse turned upside d own. In other
words, a mouse works by rolling a small ball against a hard surface. A
trackball has the ball on the top so that yo u can move the ball with your

Figure 9.3 A trackball (the Kensington
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Figure 9.4 A Wacom graphics tablet

fingers (for example, Figure 9.3); the base in which the ball fits stays in
one place. Instead of lifting and repositioning the mouse wh en you run
out of desk real estate, with a trackball you simply make a small movement with you r fingers, without ever moving your hand, much less the
base of the trackball. A trackball is therefore a good alternative if you
have a large monitor or limited desk space.

Graphics Tablets
A graphics table, such as that in Figure 9.4, is an input device that causes the mouse pointer to react to the movements of a stylus on a pressure-sensitive tablet. The tablet lies flat on a desk; to use the tablet,.you
hold the stylus as you would a pen and draw with it in the same way. A
graphics tablet is commonly used by artists who want to be able to make
precise, fine movements with the mouse pointer. (It generally isn't used
for everyday mousing around. )

Optimizing Keyboard Use
In 1994, Articulate Systems delivered the first voice dictation system for
the Macintosh. Anyone who can afford the more than $3,000 price can
enter the contents of a text document by speaking into a microphone.
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Unfortunately, the steep price tag on e product makes it impractical
for most Macintosh users. That means that the keyboard remains the
primary input device for text. That being the case, you can significantly
speed up working with documents if f.ou can speed up your typing.
(The suggestions that follow are in addition to working with a typing
program if you don't already know how ro touch type!)

Quick Access to Special Characters
Macintosh fonts provide a variety of special characters that can make a
document look more professional. These include curly quotes (for
example," and "), ligatures (for example, fl or <e) , and e n and em dashes (- and -). You can access the special cha racte rs by pressing key
combinations including the Shift a nd !O ption keys. However, the key
combinations are often awkward to type and hard to remember.
To make it easier to type special characters, use SmartKeys, a freeware utility. SmartK.eys works with most)applications to provide the following:
• Space: The space SmartKey makes sure that you don't type more
than one space in a row. (Using two spaces to separate sentences is
a technique used with typewriters hat shouldn't be used in word
processed documents.)
• Dash: The dash SmartKey turns two hyphe ns (- -) into an en (- ) or
em dash (-) . T he specific dash that appears is handled by settings
in the SmartKeys control panel.

• Qp,otes: Professionally typeset documents use curly quotes (" " and
' '). Whe n Smart Quotes is turned f n , typing quotes produces the
correct curly quotes instead of th e lormal straight quotes.
• Ligature: The ligature SmartKey replaces the two characters that
fo rm a ligature witl1 the ligature itself. In most Macintosh fonts, the
ligatures are fi, fl, <e, JE, a:, CE, and f3.

• KiU Doubled Capitals: If you accide~tally type two capital letters at
the beginning of a word, followed by a lowercase letter, the Kill
Doubled Capitals SmartKey cha ngeJ the second capital into a lowercase letter. For example, if you Iapp en to type ANd, it will be
changed to And.
• Shifted Punctuation: On occasion, f. u may want to hold down the
Shift key while yo u type letters an punctuation marks. However,
unlike the Cap Locks key, the Shift key shifts every character, making it impossible to type characters ~uch as a period or comma. The
Shifted Punctuation SmartKey makes the Shift key 'vork like the
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Caps Lock key so that you can type punctuation marks and letters
while the Shift key is down.
Some applications such as word processors and desktop publishing
programs have already implemented Smart Spaces and Smart Quotes;
some special characters (in particular, ligatures) may not be available
with all fonts. In addition, some programs such as games may require
repeated presses of the space bar. You can therefore use the SmartKeys
control panel (Figure 9.5) to turn off SmartKeys for specific applications.

Typing Shortcuts
Throughout the day, there are many phrases that you type repeatedly,
such as your name, the name of your company, the current date, and
phrases like "Yours sincerely." You can ease typing of such phrases by
using Typelt4Me, a system extension that looks for short abbreviations
as you type and replaces them with text that you have associated with
the abbreviation.
After installation, Typelt4Me places a menu to the left of the ti menu
(Figure 9 .6). You then use the Add Entry and Edit Entry options to
place abbreviations and the text that should be substituted for the
abbreviations into a Typelt4Me dictionary, as in Figure 9.7. The abbreviation is usually a combination of a few characters that aren't likely to
appear in a documen t. For example, "ys" makes a good abbreviation for
"Yours sincerely," and "@dt" makes a good abbreviation for the current
system date.
The Typelt4Me editor provides a significant amount of space to
enter th e text that will be substituted for an abbreviation. Notice in
Figure 9.8 that the text of only one abbreviation appears at a time; the
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Figure 9.6 The Typelt4Me menu

text entry window will scroll if necessary. This means that Type lt4Me
can be used to insert paragraphs of boile rplate into a document.

Optimizing Keyboard Access to Dialog Boxes
You can get away from using the mous9 to move around dialog boxes
using a combination of System 7 features and shareware software. Using
the keyboard rather than the mouse can significantly speed up opening
and saving files because you don't hav9 to move your hand from the
keyboard to the mouse in those commonly used Ope n File and Save
File dialog boxes.
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Keyboarding Around a Dialog Box
Under System 7, the elements of a dialog box are accessible in roundrobin fas hion by using the Tab key. For example, in the Save File dialog
box in Figure 9.9, pressing the Tab key moves between the scrolling file
list and the rectangle for entering the name of the file being saved. The
file list in Figure 9.9 has a dark border around it to indicate that it is the
active element in the dialog box. Pressing Tab moves the highlight to
the file name rectangle; pressing Tab once more returns to the file list.
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Figure 9.9 Using the T ab key to highlight the file list in a Save File dialog box
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make selections in a dialog box file

• Use the J, key to move the highlight down the file list.
• Use the

i key to move the highlight up the file list.

• If you have an extended keyboard, use the Home key to scroll to
the top of the file list; use the End key to scroll to the end of the file
list.
• If you have an extended keyboard, use the Page up key as a substitute for clicking in the scroll bar above the scroll box; use the Page
down key as a substitute for clicking in the scroll bar below the
scroll box.
• Use the Enter key to open a highli!fhted folder or to select a highlighted file.

Moving the Cursor to the Default Button
Snap-To, a shareware control panel (Figure 9.10), makes it easier to
work with dialog boxes that have default buttons, even if the default
buttons are n 't outlined by the application that displays them. Snap-To
automatically moves the cursor to the default button so that you don't
have to spend Lime moving the mouse pointer to the dialog box (particularly useful for large monitors). You can then use the Enter key to
select the default button. In fact, if the ~efault button is the button you
need, you needn't touch the mouse at all.
As you can see from the help screen in Figure 9.11, Snap-To can add
outlining to default buttons that aren't outlined by their applications,
disable or e n able cursor moving in Open File and Save File dialog
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Figure 9.10 The Snap-To control panel
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Figure 9.11 The Snap-To Help screen

boxes, and move the cursor back to its original location when the dialog box is dismissed. By d efault, Snap-To moves the cursor with a j erk;
however, you can change the "snap" into a "glide" if you prefer a more
gentle movement.

Alternative Keyboard Layouts
The symbols that appear on the top of keys in a keyboard are nothing
more than labels for the convenie n ce of users. T he character tha t
appears when you press a key is determined by a system resource which
is completely unrelated to the way in which the keyboard is labeled.
This situation is both good and bad (but mostly good). The good part is
that you can change the mapping of keys to characters by installing a
new keyboard resource into your System file. The bad part is that when
you use a keyboard layout that d oesn't cor respond to the labels on your
key caps, you may find it difficult to reme mber which character is generated by which key.
Alternate keyboard layouts, however, can be very useful. There are
several versions, fo r example, of Dvorak keyboard layouts. Many people
find that the layout of the keys promotes fas ter typing than the standard
QWER1Y keyboard, which was actually designed to slow down touch
typists during the era of mech anical typewriters. As you can see in
Figure 9.12 (the unshifted Dvorak layout) and Figure 9.13 (the shifted
Dvorak layout) , the vowels have been moved to the "home" row of the
keyboard (the row where the fingers normally rest) . Other commonly
used keys are either in the h ome row or in the center of the keyboard
where they are easily reached with little hand movement.
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Figure 9.12 The unshifted Dvorak keyboard layout
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Figure 9.13 The shifted Dvorak keyboard la rout
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Figure 9.14 The unshifted French keyboard layout

A wide variety of international keyboard layouts are also available.
For example, the French keyboard layout in Figure 9.14 provides easy
access to the accented vowels that are used frequently in the French language. To display those characters using a U.S. keyboard layout, you
need to press Option-letter followed by the letter to which you want the
accent applied. Given the frequency with which the accented vowels are
used in French, the multiple keystroke per character method of generating those characters would slow down French typists unnecessarily.
Where do you get alternate keyboard layouts? The examples that you
have seen are shareware, downloaded from a n informa tion service
(Aaron's Dvorak and International Keyboard Layouts). Inte rnational
layouts are also part of Apple's international versions of the Macintosh
operating system.
To install a new keyboard layout, you drag the keyboard layout file to
the System folder. Under System 7, you will be asked if you want to
place the file inside the System file. Respond "OK": Keyboard resources
must be stored in the System file.
Once the keyboard resource is stored in the System file, you can
switch keyboard layouts using the Keyboard control panel (Figure
9.15). Highlight the layout you want to use. Closing the control panel
switches to the new keyboard layout immediately; you don't need to
restart your Macintosh.
The displays of the layouts that appear in Figure 9.12, Figure 9.13,
and Figure 9.14 are accessible by using a program called ResEdit.
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Figure 9.15 The Keyboard control panel showing multiple keyboard layouts

ResEdit is a freeware application developed by Apple for use by programmers to create and manipulate resources. It is available for downloading from most information services.
Knowledgable users can also benefit from ResEdit. Keep in mind,
however, that because ResEdit can actu ally modify resources, yo u
should always work on a copy of a file rather than the original.
To see the key mappings provided by a system layout:
1. Make a copy of the file into which you are going to look. This can
be the file containing the keybo~rd layout or a Syste m file into
which a keyboard layout has been mstalled.
2. Launch ResEdit and click on the splash screen to make it disappear.
3. Use the Open File dialog box to select the file you want.
4. A screen sh owing a n icon for each type of resource in the file
appears.
5. Double-click on the icon for the KCHR resource.
6. A listing of the individual resources appears, as in Figure 9.16.

137
16383

1410
1422

" Fronce"
" U.S. - System 6"

Figure 9.16 The keyboard resources stored in a file
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Figure 9.17 The Macintosh standard keyboard

7. Double-click on the keyboard layout you want to see. The keyboard layout will appear.
8. Press modifier keys (Shift and/o r Option) to see the characters
that will be displayed when modifier keys are pressed.

Adding Extended Keyboard Keys to a Standard Keyboard
Many of today's Macintoshes are sold with a standard keyboard such as
that in Figure 9.17. It has a numeric keypad, but lacks some of the keys
found on the extended keyboard (Figure 9.18), including function
keys, Page up, Page down, Home, End, Del, and He lp/ Ins. You n eedn't
replace your keyboard , however, to have these keys. Instead , you can
install a software extension that lets you substitute a key combination
for each of the missing keys.
Keyboard PLUS, for example, is a shareware control panel that handles assigning key combinations to the missing keys. In Figure 9.1 9, the
key combination Control-1 has been assigned as a substitute for the key
Fl. (The characte r " is often used to re prese nt the Con trot key.)
Although there is no restriction as to which key combinations can be
chosen for a ny one of the missing extended keyboard keys, the Control
key along with some other key usually makes the best choice because it
is rarely used by Macintosh software.

Figure 9.18 The Macintosh extended keyboard
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Figure 9.19 The Keyboard PLUS control panel

When Software Isn't Enough . . .
Software alo ne can 't m ake you a faster typ ist, a lth o ug h as you have
seen, it can ma ke typing more convenie nl. A new keyboard also won ' t
necessarily make you a faster typist, altho ugh a m o re respo nsive keyboard (one that needs o nly a light to uc h to activate a key) can help.
Speed , h owever, isn 't th e maj o r concern many users have abo ut keyboards. In fact, much of th e focus o n keyboards and keyboard desig n is
concerned with avoiding hand, wrist, an d arm pro ble ms that can occur
fro m conti n uo us use of a keyboard whe re the hand a nd wrist p osition
doesn ' t vary fo r lo ng periods of time . 11hese i~uri es are known collectively as repetitive motion disorders, th m ost widely known of which is
carpal tunne l syndrome.
Th e r e a r e severa l ways to a vo id e p e ti t ive m o tion diso r d e rs .
(Repetitive m o tio n disorders are ve ry p~inful and treatment isn ' t always
successful ; it is bette r to avoid them if alt all possible.) The easiest soluti o n is to make sure tha t you vary your ha nd and wrist position as you
work, taking freque nt breaks if necessa .
Another solutio n is to purchase a tyqe of keyboard that is less likely
to produce problems. Adjustable keyboc rds-keyboards that split in the
middle a nd allow you to place the keyb ' ard comfo rtably on the deskcan h e lp avo id re p etitive s tress diso de rs. T h e Apple Adjus ta bl e
Keyboard, for example (Figure 9.20), n t o nly splits in the middle , but
p rovides wrist rests that keep the ar , wrist, and h and a t the same
a ngle, anothe r technique known to h lp avo id injury. Al tho ug h th e
basic Adjustable Keyboard doesn 't have r ll th e keys of the extended keyboard , you can add a sep ara te numerif keypad m odule (Figure 9.21 )
tha t con tains not only the nume ri c ke pad but functio n keys as well.
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Figure 9.20 The Apple Adjustable Keyboard

Because the keypad module is separate from the basic keyboard, it can
be placed anywhere on the desk that is comfortable for the user.

Extending the Screen
For many applications, a larger monitor is certainly better. Sh ort of purchasing a new monitor, the re may be something you can do with software to enlarge the viewing area of a monitor. Keep in mind, however,
that monitor extension software is usually very restrictive in terms of
which hardware it supports.
Most monitors display a black border around the edges. There are
some shareware INITs that can conve rt at least a portion of that black
borde r into Desktop, increasing the total number of pixels visible on
the monitor. Some can also create a virtual, or simulated, Desk~op that
is larger than the physical djsplay surface. These products support one
or more Apple-brand video cards; they do not work with Macintoshes
that rely on video circuitry on the motherboard.

MaxAppleZoom
MaxAppleZoom (Figure 9.22) works with the Apple Toby Frame Buffer
Card, the Macintosh II High-Resolution Video Card, the Apple Display

Figure 9.21 The Apple Adjustable Keyboard with optional keypad module
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Figure 9.22 Setting monitor resolution with MaxAppleZoom

Card 4/ 8, and the Apple Display Card 8/ 24. It can increase the display
width from 640 pixels to 704 pixels. If you happen to have more than
one compatible video card, you can configure separate resolu tions for
each card.

Monitor Expander
Monitor Expander works only with the Toby Frame Buffer video card.
(This card was generally sold in the late 80s for the Mac II, llx, and
Ilfx.) It can use some of the black border space around a monitor but
can also create a virtual Desktop.
To use Monitor Expander, you drag its control panel to the System
folde r and then restart. Then, you ope n the Monitors control panel and
click the Options button. Monitor Expander provides the display configu ration options in Figure 9.23. The "Desktop size" list determines the
size of the virtual Desktop; the "Viewing area" list determines how many
pixels are visible at one time. If the siz of the virtual Desktop is larger
than the physical Desktop, you can ca se the viewing area to scroll by
dragging the mouse pointer to the edge of the screen.
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1111. .

Because larger Desktops require mor video memory, using a larger Desktop may cut down on the aximum colors or shades of
gray that you can use.
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Figure 9.23 Monitor Expander options

Speeding Up Screen Displays
The speed at which the Macintosh can draw an image on a monitor is
largely a function of the video hardware in use. Video hardware built
onto the computer's motherboard is generally faster than video hardware on an expansion board. However, you can also affect the speed of
redraws by the number of colors or shades of gray you choose to display.
As you know, the number of colors and shades of gray is determined
by settings in the Monitors control panel (Figure 9.24). Although some
•

Monitors

Charocttrtstics of stloctod monitor:

Q Grays :

7 .0
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®Colors : 16
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Ora monitors and menu bar to rearr.an9e them.

=·-

( Identify J

Figure 9.24 The Monitors control panel
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graphics and game programs require a specific number of colors or
shades of gray, in most cases the display depth is up to you. You will get
faster screen redraws if you display fewer colors and shades of gray;
black-and-white displays are the fastest. If you are working with fullcolor graphics or photographic images, the difference in display redraw
speed between 256 colors/ shades of gray a nd black and white is dramatic; the difference between thousands of colors and black and white is
even more significant.

-----------------------By the Way
Jill..

grayscal~

The slowdown in displaying
or full-color images can be
so significant that most page layout ahd document processing programs provide a setting that turns off the display of graphics altogether. Although the space allocated to the graphics appears, the
computer doesn ' t spend time attempting to draw the pictures. If
screen redraw speed is a problem for you , check your desktop
publishing software for such an option.

Faster Color Depth Switching
Once you have decided to adjust the color d epth of your monitor(s) to
speed up screen redraws, you are faced with the prospect of opening
the Monitors control panel every tim~ you wa nt to make a change.
There are, however, some shareware products that can make the switch
I
mu c h easier. The first one described in th e following sec tion
(ColorSwitch) is typical of INITs that ch,a nge a monitor's color depth at
your command. The second (DepthMaster) links color depths to specif1
ic applications and changes the number of colors/ shades of gray when
you launch or quit specific programs.

I

Color Switching with

ColorSwitc~

ColorSwitch installs as a control pan e l. Unde r System 7, it places a
menu just to the left of the Balloon Help men u in the menu ba r
(Figure 9.25). This menu makes chang s to the startup monitor. It also
lets you adjust the volume of the Ma intosh's speake r (the Volume
option at the top of the menu).
The ColorSwitch menu can also po up anywhere on the screen of
any monitor attached to the Macintosh. The modifie r keys that must be
pressed in conjunction with the m o se button to make the menu
appear are controlled by ColorSwitch 's settings. Assuming that the settings are configured as in Figure 9.26, pressing the Shift and Control
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Figure 9.25 The ColorSwitch menu

keys a lo ng wi th pressing th e mo use b utto n d isplays the men u. T he
option you choose from the me nu affects the monito r o n wh ich the
me nu is displayed , making it easy to ch ange the settings of a single
monitor on a Macintosh wi th multiple monitors.

Linking Color Depths to Applications with DepthMaster
De p thMaste r takes a slig htly different approach to switching color
dep th . Although it does provide a popup me nu tha t can be used to
ch an ge color depths and sound levels, its greatest strength is in allowing
you to build a database th a t links monitor and sound settings to specific
applications. Afte r installing the control panel, you configure the program thro ugh a specially tailore d Ope n File dialog box (see Figu re

9.27) .

~

ColorSwltch I con- Menu in M enu B11r
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Choo se th e modifier keys th11t will bring up
ColorSwltch (lllong with 11 mouse click ):
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C11ncel
OK
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ln

Figure 9.26 ColorSwitch m enu settings
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Figure 9.27 Linking an application to color repth and sound level

Fo r each application whose color depth you want to control, you
choose a radio button that corresponds to the color depth. You can also
use the "Sound level" popup menu to change speaker volume without
opening the Sound control panel. Settings can be retaiued from one
application to another or reset wh en an application is no longe r the
curre nt ap pli ca tion. Keep in mind that th e se ttings e nfo rced by
De pthMaster don't affect the settings jn the monitor's control pa ne l.
Your Macin tosh will re turn to those settings the next time you restart.

Optimizing Zooming Across Multiple Monitors
Altho ugh most Macintosh software is compatible wi th multiple monitors, whe n it comes to zooming windows on multiple monitors, some
software isn't very smart. Clicking the zoom box at the upper right corne r should zoom the window to fill the je ntire screen of the monitor on
which the window is currently displayeCI. Nonetheless, sometimes clicking the zoom button moves a window back to the startup monitor, even
if it was originally on another monitor.
To gain control of th e behavior of he zoom box, install the shareware u tility WindowWarp (Figure 9.2~~; By combining a click o n the
zoom box with mod ifie r keys, Windowrarp can e ither force a window
to zoom to fill the screen of the largest o nitor available or zoom to fill
the screen of the mo nitor on which the window is currently displayed .
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Figure 9.28 The WmdowWarp control panel

When Software Isn't Enough ...
Software techniques sometimes aren't enough to speed up video display. For example, setting the display to black-and-white isn 't a viable
alternative if you are working with color graphics or grayscale images.
In that case, you may need Lo look Lo hardware speedup and upg1-ade
solutions.
The Macintosh stores the image displayed on each monitor attach ed
to a Macintosh in RAM. H owever, with the exception of Macintoshes
with an internal black-and-white display (for example, the 68000
Macintoshes and the SE/30), the RAM is special video RAM rather than
the system RAM used to run applications. The number of colors/ shades
of gray that you can display on a monitor is partially determined by the
amount of available video RAM. The other major factor is the number
of individual dots (pixels) on the monitor's screen. The more pixels on
a screen and the more colors/ shades of gray displayed, the more RAM
is needed to store the image. For example, if you h ave 256 K of video
RAM, you can display thousands of colors on a 12-inch monitor but
only 256 colors on monitors between 13 and 16 inches. Upgrade the
video RAM to 768 K and you will be able to display thousands of colors
on 13- and 14-inch monitors. At the high end, 2 Mb of video RAM can
produce millions of colors on monitors of up to 16 inches. However,
monitors between 16 and 21 inches can display only thousands of
colors.
One way you can upgrade your video is to add more video RAM.
Some Macintoshes have expansion slots for video RAM on their motherboard; others can accept additional video RAM that is installed on a
video expansio n board. When purchasing video expansion hardware,
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To be completely accurate, the LC can function without any video
RAM, although its d efault configuration has video RAM. If you try
to use application RAi\1 for video RAM on an LC, you will be limited to a 12-inch black-and-white display.

check both the size of the monitors supported by your Macintosh after
the upgrade coupled with the number of colors/ shades of gray that can
be displayed.
Adding video RAM necessarily doesn't do anything about the speed
with which images are displayed. However, if you are working with fullcolor (thousands or millions of colors) or 256 grayscale images, you
may be able to speed up video display by installing a video accelerator
board. Video accelerators work by rep lacing th e routin es in the
Macintosh ROM (QuickDraw) that software typically uses to draw on
the screen. The graphics routines on the video accelerator board execute more quickly than those in ROfvt, provid ing the video d isplay
speedup. However, actual video benchmarks indicate that the actual
speedup provided by these boards is not as dramatic as you might
expect: If you get a 10 to 20 percent increase you are doing well.

-----------------------By the Way

Ill.

A review of a large collection of video accelerator boards can be
found in the April 1994 issue of Macworld ("Fast Track to 24-Bit
Color").

10
Streamlining THrough

Customization.
Many of the common procedures you perform every day with your
Macintosh are repetitive and tedious. For example, it can be very annoying to have to choose Empty Trash from the Special menu every time
you want to delete something. It would be much easier to simply press a
keyboard equivalent (:;€-something-or-other) or even to have the trash
emptied automatically whenever you put something in it, should that be
your choice.
There are three general strategies for customizing your Macintosh to
simplify and speed up routine tasks. The first that you will read about in
this chapter involves creating keyboard macros, sequences of actions that
are invoked when you press a previously specified key combination. The
second strategy is to employ an intelligent agent that watches how you use
your Macintosh and makes suggestions as to how those procedures can
be automated. Finally, for the ultimate in flexibility, you might choose
to write scripts (small programs that interact with the operating system
and some application programs) to automate very specific, custom
activiti es . The final portion of this chapter therefore looks at
AppleScript, the scripting language tha made its debut with System 7
Pro.

Keyboard Macros
Originally, a macro was a small block f code in a program that was
assigned a name. When ever the progr mer wanted to use that block
of code, he or she used the name as a placeholder. The name of the
195
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macro was replaced by the actual code that made up th e macro whe n
the program was translated into executable fo rm. Spreadsheet develope rs latched on to the idea of having a group of actions initiated by a
name associa ted with those actio ns, thus creating the first keyboard
macros as a mea ns of automating spreadsheet interactions. The concept
of a keyboard macro has been extended so tha t you can associate a keystroke or keystroke plus modifier key with any group of actions, regardless of whether you a re interacting with an application program o r with
the operating system.
Although the re are several keyboard macro p rograms available fo r
the Macintosh, the most widely used is QuicKeys. QuicKeys can fill in all
sorts of gaps in the Finde r and in applicatio n programs. For example,
you might use QuicKeys to defin e :lt:-T for the Special me nu's Empty
Trash command. QuicKeys can also be used to add support fo r the
function keys and cursor con trol keys o n th e exte nde d keyboard to
applications that o the rwise don' t support those keys.
QuicKeys groups macros into "sets." All applications and the Finde r
have access to macros in the Universal set. As you can see in Figure 10.1 ,
the Unive rsal se t adds support for the extended keyboard a<; we ll as provides key seque nces fo r access to the QuicKeys program. You can also
create se ts that are specific to a given application. For exam ple, :lt:-T is
very useful with the Finder as a quick way to e mpty the trash. T ha t same
key sequence, however, is used by a nu mbe r of word processing a nd
d esktop publishing probl ems to invoke a "go to page" dia log bo x.
Therefore, the :lt:-T macro should be p laced in a specia l set fo r the
Finder rather than in the Universal set.
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QuicKeys can handl e m ac ros for many different events in the
Macintosh environment. There are three ways to create macros: th e
ShortCut Edito r (the easiest but least flexible way), recording actions
(more flexible than the ShortCut Editor but a bit more difficult} , and
programming the macro sequence (the hardest but most flexible way).
As you can see in Figure 10.2, macros de fine d using the QuicKeys
Shortcut Editor can do any of the following:
• Act as aliases for any keystroke
• Select buttons
• Perfonn a mouse click o r drag anywhe re on the screen
• Insert a date o r time in one of a variety of display formats
• Tum system extensio ns o n and off
• Gain access to FKeys (macros such as
th e System fi le)

~-Shift-3

that are installed in

• Make men u selections
• Adjust windows ("Mousies")
• Invoke th e sequence ed itor (fo r e diting and writing m acro
sequences from scratch)
• Add bits of text to a document
• Replay actions in the same amoun t of time you used when you initially performed them
J

To add a shortcut to a set, you first r~n the application for wh ich you
want to defi ne the Sho rtCut. T h e n , pe n the QuicKeys dialog box,

® Buttons ...
;~C li ck

liG Date/ Tim e

~

Q1:n 1 e n ~i on s

~

3.0

~F il e launch ...

F FKEY s

~

C1 Menu Selection ...

'eJ Mousles

Sequence ...
*S pecials

~

Unr : J~n l. Harrington

Stt : BrushStroku
Shortcuts : 1

~

TTeHt...

Slzt : 90 bytes
Buf fer : .:::::===
7% filled

(i;: Real Time

n
Figure 10.2 QuicKeys Shortcut Editor
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Figure 10.3 Configuring a QuicKeys shortcut

choose the set to which you wa nt to add the shortcut, and choose the
type of sho rtcut from the Define menu that appears in Figure 10.2 . T he
Shor tcut Edito r the n asks yo u to press th e key seque nce or perform th e
actio n s that a re to b e p erfo r med by t he sh ortc u t. Allho u gh th e
Q uicKeys dialog box is open , the actions you take are interpreted in
terms of the application program with which you were worki ng most
recently.
QuicKeys the n lets you look at the proposed shortcut. In Figure 10.3,
for example, the sho rtcut is a menu selection (choosing Crop from the

3 .0

Unr : Jan L. HArrinqton
Stt : BrushStrol<ts
Shortcuts : 1
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Bufftr : c = =
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Figure 10.4 The first macro in a new QuicKeys set
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Figure 10.5 The QuicKeys Recording palette

Edit men u of a graphics program). In most cases, all you will need to do
at this point is enter the keystroke that you want to associate with the
shortcut. Once yo u close the configuration window, the new keyboard
macro appears in the chosen set. The Crop menu item se lection is the
first macro in an application-specific set (see Figure 10.4).
Recording a macro means that QuicKeys keeps track of every action
you perform once recording is turned on. These actions become a part
of a QuicKeys script, which you can then associate with a keystroke combination. Recording is controlled from the Recording palette (Figure
10.5). Notice that the palette looks much like the controls on a video or
audio tape recorder.
Once you have completed the actions that yo u want to be part of the
sequence, QuicKeys opens the Shortcut Editor and then the Sequence
Editor. As you can see in Figure 10.6, the Seque nce Editor shows you
the actions you have performed and allows you to view and/ or modify
the m before saving the sequence. The Sequence Editor also lets you
name the newly recorded sequence and assign the keystroke that will
invoke it.
The recorde d sequence in Figure ~ 0.6 might look a bit imprecise
because the last three ac ti on s a re a ll mouse cl icks. However, each

Sequence
Nome:

INew document

Keystrolce:

File Edit Define

CJ

Record More

~

N tY

i~ Click
;~ Click
i~ Click

Import
(Insert Keystrolce

I

0
( Timer Options

I0

Include in Qul cKeys m l nu

Figure 10.6 A QuicKeys recorded sequence
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Figure 10.7 Editing a mouse click action

mouse click action is associated with the specific location on the screen
where the click occurred (see Figure 10.7). In this particular sequence,
the first action opens a new document by choosing New from the File
menu. The first mouse click (the second action) sets the foreground
color to white; the second mouse click sets the line color to white. The
fin al mouse click selects a rectangle tool from a palette of graphics
tools. (This sequence is very handy for configuring a bit-mapped graphics program so that it can be used to clean up screen shots. However, it
works only as long as the floating tools palette isn't moved!)
As you have seen, recording a sequence gives yo u access to the
Sequence Editor (Figure 10.6). The Sequence Editor provides access to
the entire QuicKeys macro programming language. This language
includes the ability to make decisions (choose one action or another
based on some condition), to execute anoth er sequence and then
return to the o riginal sequence to continue processing, and to repeat
groups of actions a specified number of times. [If you are familiar with
a programming langu age, you will r ecogni ze these e lemen ts as
if/then / else (selection), subroutine calls, and looping (iteration).] The
QuicKeys macro language therefore provides flexible control over the
actions that are taken by a sequence.

Intelligent Agents
An agent is a program that runs in the background to ha ndle the specific tasks for which it h as been p rogrammed. An intelligent agent is an
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agent that learns by watching how y u interact with your Macintosh.
One of the first products to make use lo r intelligent agent technology is
Open Sesame!, a program designed to identify and automate things you
do with the Macintosh operating system.

-----------------------By the Way
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Open Sesame! 's learning capabi li ~i es a re based on an artificial
intelligence technique known as neUral networks. A neural network
attempts to simulate the learning processes of the n eurons in the
human brain.

Open Sesame! observers two kinds of behavior: event-based and
time-based. An event-based behavior is a pattern of repeated actions
that always occur together, but not necessarily at any given time. For
example, if you empty the trash immediately after putting something in
it, Open Sesame! detects that behavior as event-based. On the other
hand, behavior that generally occurs at the same time every day is considered time-based. If you happen to check your electronic mail at 2:00
p.m. every day, Open Sesame! will notice that behavior and, if you give
the program permission, will automatically run your e-mail program at
2:00p.m.
The Preferences dialog box (Figure 10.8) determines which behaviors Open Sesame! will monitor and learn. Notice that it looks for files,
folders, and applications that you open or close as well as behaviors
such as hiding and showing windows. It also looks for items that you
access frequently and that might benefit you by being placed in the
Apple Menu Items fo lder, in the Startup I tems folder, or on the
Preferences
Your name:

U4trti'
Notify:
@ by Dial og
0 by Menu
0 Don't Notify

181 Uoice

----·--·------Confidence:
0 Uery High
0 High
@Medium

Learn:
181 Open Item
181 Close I tern

181 Empty Trash
181 Shut Down
181 Malee Stationery
181 Rebuild Desktop
181 Hide
181 Show
181 Arrange
181 Appl e 'rienu
181 Startup I terns
181 Desktop I terns

1
- -- ---- -------·-------·
- - - - - - ··
[ Password ... )

(Cancel)

Figure 10.8 The Open Sesame! Preferences dialog box
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Desktop.
Open Sesame! installs as a combination of an INIT and an application program. The installer places a n alias for the application in the
Startup Items folder; Open Sesame! can monitor behavior only if the
application is running in the background. The application requires
between 500 and 600 K of RAM. If your Macintosh has limited RAM,
you may want to quit the Open Sesame! application when working \vith
a large application program.
Open Sesame ! doesn't necessarily wait until it's positive abo ut a
behavior before asking you if the behavior should be automated; it can
tolerate some fuzziness in its conclusions. H owever, you can control
how confident Open Sesame! 'viii be before it makes a suggestion to
you \'lith the Confidence radio buttons.
Once it is confident enough to make an observation, Open Sesame!
notifies you in a pleasant female voice tha t it has noticed a pattern. For
example, in Figure 10.9 Open Sesame! noticed that the Mac II's user
ran a particular program eight minutes after starting up the machine.
(This, of course, is a time-based behavior.) If the user should choose to
automate this behavior, then Open Sesame! \viii cause it to occur eight
minutes after every system startup.
If an Open Sesame! observation is close, but not exactly what you
wan t, you can edit the behavior associated ''lith the observation. Notice
in Figure 10.10, for example, that you can change when the behavior
occurs, whether Open Sesame! asks for confirmation before performing the behavior, and whether the instructio ns represented by this
behavior are turned on or off. (Instructions that have been turned off
remain available, but are not executed until they are turned on again.)
The dialog box in Figure 10.10 can also be used to create new instructions, \vithout waiting for Open Sesame! to make an observation based

-·i!J

Dbseruotions
Moe II , I notice you frequen t l y
• open " Rmerica Online 2.0"

• 8 minutes after startup

Would you like me to automate this t ask?
[ Edit... J
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Figure 10.9 An Open Sesame! observation
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Figure 10.10 Editing an Open Sesame! instruction

on your behavior.
J ust how smart is Open Sesame!? When it comes to interacting with
the Desktop, it's very smart. It notices when you do things, what things
you do (including files that yo u tend to open at the same time), and
where you tend to put things. If you respond "no" twice to an observation, Open Sesame! keeps track of that fact and doesn't ask yo u again .
On the other hand, Open Sesame! can ' t moni tor actions while you' re
working with a n application program. If you want to customize and/ or
a u tomate be haviors inside an app lication program, you will n eed to
look at scripting (which can be combined with Open Sesame! instructions for complex behaviors) or at keyboard macros.

Scripting
The release of System 7 Pro marked the official debut of AppleScript, a
programming language that can be used to customize a wide variety of
actions in the Macintosh enviro nment. ou might, for example, want to
write an AppleScript program that op~s an electronic mail program,
retrieves your mail, sorts it by type, and then opens with a word processor each piece of mail that meets some redefined crite ria. AppleScript
is designed to automate such types of c9mplex actions, especially where
the actions involve more than one application .
AppleScript programs, known as scrifJts, are typically executed li ke
any othe r application program. In oth ' r words, you run the program
(an applet) by double-clicking on its ico . Some specially writte n scrip ts
(droplets), however, can be launched b dragging a fil e or folde r icon
onto the script's icon. If you obtain c mmercial or shareware scripts,
you will n eed to consult the script's doc menta tion to determine which
type you have.
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AppleScript is based on a mec hanism known as Apple Events. In
Macintosh parlance, an event is anything that h appe ns in the Macintosh
environment, including such actions as moving the mouse or inse rting
a disk into a disk drive. Apple Eve n ts are a special category of events
that are recognized by the Finder and application programs (for example, opening and closing a document).
Apple Events are a form of interapplication communication. They provide a common la nguage for applications to use when a script switch es
b etween application s a nd p erhaps exchan ges informa tion between
the m. Publish and subscribe, for example, is based on Apple Events.
A program must be written specifically to handle Apple Events. The
first version of the Finder to recognize them is 7.1.3 (the version that
shipped with the first re lease of System 7 Pro). Currently, only a few
application programs support the full range of Apple Events required
for the a pplication to be con trolla ble with an Appl eScri p t script,
although most maj or applications are becoming scriptable as they are
upgraded.
There are three ways to obtain scripts for your Macintosh :
• Purchase com me rcial scripts or obtain sh areware scripts from an
online information service, bulle tin board service, or user group.
• Record yo ur own scripts, much as you would record a keyboard
macro.
• Write your own scripts, using the AppleScript language.
Given the infancy in which support for AppleScript currently finds
itself, none of these options are particularly ideal. There are only few
commercial scripts available, although tl1e numbe r of shareware scripts
is growing rapidly. Recording a script is as easy as recording a keyboard
macro, but very few applications are "recordable." [An application that
recognizes Apple Events (a "scriptable" application ) and is the refore
able to be contro ll ed by a script still is not necessarily recordable .]
Writing your own script means that you need to learn to program in the
AppleScript language, some thing tha t not everyon e is willing to do.

-----------------------By the Way

Many of the commercial sCJi pts that are beginning to appear are
involved with automati ng data communications tasks, particularly
involving PowerTalk, the electronic mail software that is part of
Sys tem 7 Pro . T h ese scripts function as age n ts to route an d
process incoming documents.

AppleScript loads as a system extension. It takes up RAM that might
o therwise be allocated to a p plica tion programs. Should you install
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AppleScript? The answer is defi n itely" aybe." If you have scriptable or
recordable applications and have access to useful scrip ts or are writing
your own scripts, then AppleScript can help speed up routine tasks as
well as make them easier and more efficient. AppleScript's programming language is more fl exible tha n that available with a keyboard
macro program such as QuicKeys. It also provides mo re fl exibility in
how scripts are executed. (Keyboard rnacros are invoked only by keystrokes; scripts are actual application programs.)
However, if yo u don't have scriptable or recordable applications,
don't have access to scripts, and don't know how to program and do n't
care to learn, the n you proba bly sh o~ ldn ' t bother with AppleScript.
Stick to add-ons such as QuicKeys that can record most actions without
resorting to programming or requiring Apple Event support, o r choose
an intelligent agent such as Open Sesame! that learns the way you work
with minimal user intervention.

Creating Scripts
When you choose to install AppleScrip t, several files are copied to your
startup disk, including the AppleScripl extensio n a nd the Script Editor.
The Script Editor (Figure 10.11) is an a pplication that can be used to
write, record, and run scripts. If you happen to have anoth er scripting
system or macro package installed (for example, QuicKeys o r UserLand
Frontier) , you can also use the Script Editor to write scrip ts for that
scripting system. For example, in Figure 10.11 the Script Editor recognizes the presence of QuicKeys.
Recording a script is very muc h like recording a QuicKeys macro.
With a Script Editor document open, yo u click the Record button and

Figure 10.11 The AppleScript Script Editor
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Description:

Trashlt! copyright 1993byMatt Pauker.
Drag files onto this droplet to move them to the trash and empty it.

IIJBCIJ
Record

Stop

Rwl

n open of F11e~ToTre~ h
tell epplicetion "finder ·
move to (peth to tre~ h) from
empty tre~ h
end tell

flle~ToTresh

Figure 10.12 A simple AppleScript script to send a file to the Trash and then
empty the Trash

then perform the actions you want to record. The actions show up in
the Scdpt Editor window as AppleScript statements. When you have finished recording, you click the Stop button. (Switches between the application or applications from which you are recording and the Script
Editor are not recorded.)
The Script Editor's window also functions as a text editor that can be
used to key in the contents of a script that you are writing. For example,
consider the simple script in Figure 10.1 2. It is written as a droplet.
(Any script that begins with "on open" is a droplet.) v\Then you drag an
item to the script's icon, the item is sent to the trash ; the trash is then
emptied immediately. This type of script is a good alternative for someone who doesn' t always want to empty the trash immediately but instead
wants to do so easily from time to time. Because the Finder is scriptable
but not recordable, the Trashltl script was written in the Script Editor
by typing in the program statements.

Identifying Scriptable and Recordable Applications
How do you find out if an application is scriptable or recordable? The
easiest way is to lo ok at the program 's do c ume ntation . Because
AppleScript is so new, most software deve lope rs that support Apple
Events advertise that support quite prominently. If you still aren' t sure,
there is one foolproof way to find out if an application is scriptable; a
bit of trial and error can then tell you if an application is recordable.
The Apple Events that an application recognizes are kept in the
application's "dictionary." If an application has a dictionary, then it is
scriptable . To see if an application has a dictionary, open the Script
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Figure 10.13 The Apple Events recognized by WordPerfect

Editor. T hen , choose Open Dictionary from the File menu. If the application in question appears in the listing in the Open File dialog box,
then a dictionary exists. You can the n open the dictionary to see which
program action s are mapped to Apple Even ts. For example, the Apple
Eve nts in WordPe rfect's dictionary (Figure 10.13) include most of the
word processor's common actions, such as opening, closing, and printing documents, as well as setting font Sl:)liles a nd docume nt forma tting.
An application that is recordable mu t be scriptable, although , as you
have read, the reverse is not necessari y true. Once you h ave verified
that a n application is scriptable by Joe ing its dictionary, the only way
to know if the application is reco rdable is to atte mpt to record a script.
If lines of AppleScript code appear in e Script Editor during recording, then you've uncovered a recordab l application. If no lines of code
appear, then the application isn't recor able.
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T o this point, many software d evelopers have been reluctant to
ma ke the ir applications recordable because it slows down the performance of the application. Not on ly does the application have
to process each event with one of its own actions, but it must also
send an Apple Eve nt that corresponds to that action to the Script
Editor. You will therefore find many more scriptable applications
than recordable applications.

II
PowerBook

Optimization
Power Books can be optimized and speeded up in many of the ways discussed throughout this book. However, there are two issues that are
un ique to PowerBooks. The first is the crucial issue of battery life. For
many PowerBook users, the computer's intern<~ I battery just doesn't last
long enough . In th is chapter, yo u' ll read about system configurations
and othe r techniques that help you exte d battery life.
The second Powe r Book con cern is it · keyboard. If you are used to
the fu nction a nd cursor movement keys f!Vailable on the extended keyboard, th e n a PowerBook keyboard ca n be a rea l frust ratio n .
Fortunately, there is software that will le t /you use a modifier key in combination with keys that are present o n the PowerBook keyboard to simulate a numeric keypad as well as those kJys found on ly on an extended
keyboard. Such software also gives you keyboard access to elements of a
dialog box, freeing you from unnecessary moveme nts of the trackball.

Optimizing Battery Life
VVhen you arc on the road, your PowerBook is only good as long as its
battery power lasts. Unfortu nately, as the !c apabilities of a PowerBook go
up, its battery li fe goes down. T he original Macintosh Portable could go
six to e ight h o urs on a single batte ry; today's color PowerBooks are
lucky to run two. Later in th is chapter ou will read about h ardv<are
fixes that can provide more on-the-go \ ork ti me. However, there are
some things you can do to extend batt •-y life without spending any
money a t all. If you want to spend just little, you can look into soft-

f
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ware that monitors and fine-tunes settings that promote lo ng battery
life.

Factors That Affect Battery Life
T he re a re a n umber of factors that affect how long the battery in your
Power Book will last, including the following:
• The speed of the CPU: The faster the speed of a PowerBook's CPU,
the mo re bauery power the computer consumes.
• Access w a dish drive: Reading from or writing w a disk (either hard
or floppy) consumes a great deal of power. Keeping the hard d isk
spinning also consumes power, but no t as much as actual driYe
access.
• AppleTa/11: When AppleTalk is turned on, the PowerBook checks
the po rt to which AppkTalk is connected every few minu tes, looking fo r network traffic. This activity consumes unnecessary power if
yo u aren' t printing or communicating wi th ano ther computer over
a network.
• The brigh hwss of the screen: The brighter the scree n backligh ting is
set, the more power is used. In fact, the scree n can be the high est
drain on the battery.
• The type of screen: Screens that display color draw mo re power than
screens that display in grayscale o n ly; g rayscale screens draw more
power than black-and-wh ite screens. Active matrix screens (those
that send current to every pixel on the screen at once) draw considerably more power than passive matrix screens {those that send current to one pixe l at a time). There fore , the active-matrix color
sc reen o n th e PowerBook l80c draws th e most power of a ny
PowerBook screen . Once you've pu1·chased your Power Book, there
is, of course, no thing you can do about the power requi rements of
your type of screen!

Strategies for prolonging battery life are based on r ed ucing the
a mount of power used by any of the preceding activities. Most can be
implememed thro ug h software; the screen brightnes can also be controlled with a hardware setting.

Strategies for Extending Battery Life
T he strategies yo u can usc to make sure yo u get the most o ul of your
PowerBook bancries arc directly re lated to those factors about which
you j ust read. To maximize battery life , yo u can do any of the fo llowing:
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• Turn down the brightness of the screeJ You can do this by using the
slider on the PowerBook or through add-on software.
• Use software that dims the backlighting of the screen. This not only
saves battery power, but also helps to prevent images from burning
into the screen .
• Use a RAM disk. When you start up your PowerBook, make sure
that the System folder is copied to the RAM disk. Also place any
applications an d files you are usingt on the RAM disk. This will significantly cut down on disk access.
• Use software that "rests" the CPU. F r example, a 33-MHz CPU can
be slowed down to 16 MHz to save ower by running at the slower
speed.
• Allow the PowerBook to sleep after a specified period of inactivity. This
conserves battery power and also keeps images from burning into
the screen.
• Use software that powers down the hard drive after a specified period of
inactivity. Keep in mind, however, that powering down the hard
drive is effective only if you don't n eed access to the hard drive very
often. Powering up the drive after it has spun down uses a lot of
power. Coupling a drive power down with a RAM disk, however,
can be a very effective power saver.
• Turn AppleTalk off. If you are n ' using AppleTalk, go to the
Chooser and turn it off. This saves power that would ordinarily be
used to check for network activity.
The other major trick to extending battery life is making sure that
you get a full charge each time you charge the PowerBook's internal
battery. Doing so can require more than simply leaving the computer
p lugged in overnight. The Nickel Cadmium (NiCad) batteries used in
the PowerBook 140, 145, 160, 165, 165c, 170, 180, and 180c suffer from
what is known as the memory effect. If they aren't discharged completely, they won't charge completely, but instead charge only partially. The
memory effect can be erased-allowing a NiCad battery to take a full
charge-by periodically completely discharging the battery. (Many people suggest that you do this once a month.) You \vill see several ways to
completely discharge the battery throug~out this chapter.

---------------r-------By the Way

The PowerBook 100 uses Lead Acid brtteries; the PowerBook Duo
21 , 230, 270, and 270c u se Nicke Metal Hydride batteries.
Complete discharging and recharg·1ng isn't recomme nded for
these batteries.
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There is one thing you n eed to keep in mind when trying to conserve battery power. Many of the activities that conserve battery power
a lso slow the computer's performance. For example, resting the CPU to
conserve power causes it to process program instructions more slowly.

Battery Management Software
Because battery life is so important to the usefulness of a laptop computer, utilities designed to enhance the Power Book focus much of their
capabilities on battery management. Some utilities provide battery monitoring; others can configure the PowerBook for more efficient battery
use; still others can provide some degree of complete NiCad discharging.
Before looking at battery monitoring software, you should know
something about how the PowerBook reacts to the charge state of its
battery. The amount of charge in a battery is measured in volts (abbreviated V). A fully charged PowerBook NiCad should hold close to 7.5 V;
a full discharge should drain the battery down to below 5.65 V (5.5 V is
great if you can get it!). As battery power gets low, the PowerBook issues
a series of three warnings. The first, at about 5.8 V, warns yo u that
power is low and that the screen will be dimmed to conserve power.
The second, at abou t 5.7 V, is another warning that power is low. At
5.65 V, the final warning appears, telling you th at the PowerBook will
go to sleep in 10 seconds to preserve the con tents of memory. You
won' t be able to wake up the PowerBook until you plug it in to charge
the battery.
If you discharge the battery below 5.65 V, the PowerBook eventually
doesn't have the power to maintain the contents of RAM, even if asleep.
In that case, it shuts itse lf down. The contents of RAM are lost.
Restarting requires pressing the Restart button at th e back of the
machine.

Software to Monitor Battery Use
T he

Mac intu~ b

operati n g system provides a very basic battery monitor-

ing contro l panel. As you can see in Figure 11.1 , in its expanded mode
it displays an approxim ate bar grap h of the percentage of charge
(!:3 E 11111111 F !
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Sleep

Figure 11.1 The Battery control panel
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Figure 11.3 The Threshold display

remaining in the battery. (The battery in Figure 11.1 is fu lly charged.)
T h e System Sleep button at the bottom of the con tro l pane l's window
provides a quick way to put the PowerBook to slee p.
If you want more information about battery reserves, the n you need
to look to an add-on utili ty. Two shareware applications (for example,
MyBaue ry in Fig ure 11. 2 a nd T hresh o ld in Fig ure 11.3) monitor
remaining batte ry power. Th e first few times you use MyBattery, the
lower-right corner of its display shows you elapsed Lime since MyBattery
was launched. Eventually, as MyBattery learns how your Power Book uses
battery power, the e lapsed time display is replaced by an estimate of
how much battery power remains. Threshold's bar grap h not only displays the curre nt battery voltage, but also includes indicators for whe re
the three low battery warnings will occur (the vertical lines in Figure
11.3). ote tha t both the ~yBattery and Threshold windows can be
shrunk to about half their original size so they take up less room on the
screen.
If yo u prefer a batte ry power display in th e menu ba r, consider
installing CP U (Con nectix PowerBook Utilities) or PBTools, commercia l utility pac kages that a dd considerable fun c tion a li ty to the
PowerBook. The CP U menu bar display is ha nd led by the control panel
settings in Figure 11 .4. The settings in Fipure 11 .4 change the r ight side
of the me nu bar so that it appears as in igure 11 .5. The amount of batte ry power appears as a percentage, alorg with a graphic indicator of
much power remains. The plug to the ri&ht of the battery icon indicates
tha t the PowerBook was plugged in at the time the scree n shot was
taken. otice that if you so choose, you can also configure CPU to display an estimate o f th e a m o unt o f b 1 tte ry time re m a in in g. Like
MyBattery, CPU gets better with its rema ning time estimates the longer
you use it.
The PBTools me nu bar display consi ts of a single battery icon that
supplies several pieces of information (Ft?ure 11 .6). The lightning bolt
through the battery indicates that the [owerBoo k is p lugged in and
charging. T l_1e two small dots a t th e t p left and righ t indicate that
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AppleTalk is lUrned on. In additio n , the line a bove the ico n indicates
tha t the hard drive is sp inn ing.
T h e PBTools co ntro l p a n e l provid es more exte nsive battery use
information. As you can see in Figure 11.7, th e Powe rWa tc h pane l disp lays a graph of power use over time. (This type of graph is p a rticu larly
useful for testing powe r consumption under various settings such as levels of backlig h tin g.) No tice that yo u can keep records for up to four diffe re n t internal b a tte ries.

Software to Configure the PowerBook
for Efficient Ba ttery Use
You can use software that is a part of the Macin tosh o pe rating system to
con figure yo ur PowerBoo k to m ake mo re e fficient use of its b a ttery.
Alternatively, you can add a third-party utility to gain eve n more con trol
over battery-consuming activi ties.
The MacinLosh o pe rating system h as two co ntrol pan els whose settings affect Powe rBoo k ba ucry use. The first, Powe rBook in Figure 11.8,
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Figure 11.7 The PBTools PowerWatch panel

sets the idle time inte rval until the Powf rBook puts itself to sleep and
powers down the hard disk. Notice that you can't actually specify the
time interval. The leftmost setting (MJimum Performance) sets both
the sleep and disk power down delay to llS minutes; the rightmost setting (Maximum Conservation) sets the sleep delay to one minute and
the disk power down delay to 30 seconds]
You can gain a bit more control ove~- the PowerBook's behavior if
you open the Options dialog box (FigJre 11.9). In particular, notice
that the default setting is processor ctcling, which slows down the
processor during idle times to save powe . If you find th at some applications are performing too slowly, yo u r ight want to turn processor
cycling off.
The Macintosh operating system prpvides some control over the
PowerBook's screen with the PowerBooR display control panel (Fig ure
11 .10). The slider at the top of the co~Fol panel determines the idle
time delay before the screen is dimmel to conserve power. Note that
the settings in this control panel may cpnflict with settings you apply
using a third-party PowerBook utili ty. If ou are using such a utility (for
PowerBook
7.1

Bettery Conseruetion

~ta~~~~~:nc~ ~
[

Options...

Maximum
Constrv,atton

J

Figure 11.8 The PowerBook control panel
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Figure 11.9 Battery control panel options

example, CPU or PBTools), you may want to turn screen dimming off
in the Powe rBook Display control pane l so that it's settings don 't override those of the add-on utility.
Third-party utilities provide finer control over battery conservation
settings than wha t is available through the Macintosh operating system .
For example, CPU's battery settings (Figure 11.11 ) provide separate
sliders for the timing of processor cycling, spinn ing down th e h ard
drive, dimming screen backlighting, and putting the machine to sleep.
Each slider provides time settings accu rate to the second.
PBTools a lso provides accurate settings fo r sleep a nd screen dimming timing. The PowerControl pan el (Figure 11.12) takes care of syste m slee p, ha rd disk powerdown, and backlight dimming. 'otice that
yo u can configu re separate settings fo r running off the battery or off AC
power.

Software to Provide Deep Battery Discharge
Software that provid es a deep discharge can quickly take the voltage in
a PowerBook's iCad battery down to about 5.65 V, a nd occasionally
even lower. C PU, for example, provides a Qu ick Discha rge setting
which keeps the processor a t top speed , the disk spin ni ng, th e screen
backl ig h ting at maximum, and the screen at maximum brig htness.
Using Quick Discharge, you can drain the battery to about 5.65 V, the
'ZO
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Figure 11.10 The PowerBook Display control panel
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point at which the PowerBook puts itself to sleep. PBTools can also discharge an internal NiCad battery. The Recondition Battery button in
Figure 11.12 starts the process, taking the battery down to just under 5. 7
V hefore the PowerBook shuts down.
To drain the b a ttery b e low 5.65 V (to the poim where the
PowerBook shuts down), u se the shareware utility DeepDischarge.
DeepDischarge (Figure 11.13) override$ the operating system' s three
sleep warnings and allows discharging to continue until the PowerBook
PBTools'H
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Figure 11.13 The DeepDischarge display

shuts down. Keep in mind when you use it that because th e PowerBook
actually shu ts down rather than just going to sleep, you will lose the
con tents of a ny unsaved documents that ha ppe n to be open when the
shu tdown occurs. The best strategy, of course, it to quit all applications
before beginning to discharge the battery.

Keyboard Management
Although the PowerBook has received nume rous awards for its design,
its keyboard still doesn' t have a nume ric keypad, function keys, or cursor moveme nt keys (for example, Page up and Page down. ) In addition,
you may find it difficult to man ipula te the trackball with your thumbs.
As a result, you need to move a t least one hand back from the keyboard
whenever you need to move the mouse pointer. There a re, however,
some software utilities that can help get around both of these problems
a nd speed your work with a PowerBook.

E.asing Dialog Box and Menu Access
Utilities such as CPU provide keyboard access to both dialog boxes a nd
menus. When keyboa rd accc s is enabled, each item in a dialog box has
an unde rlined letter in its name. For example, in Figure 11.14 each butto n and popup me nu has one underlined le tter. (You can use the Tab
key to toggle between the scrolling list of ite ms in the curren t folde r
and the box for entering the file name.) As you can see in Figure 11.15,
each menu in the menu bar and most items in a pulled d own men u
also have an underlined letter. (The li menu is assigned the le tter "a.")
Once the me nu is pulled-d own , yo u can choose items with the arrow
keys or with the keyboard.
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Figure 11.14 A dialog box with underlined letters for keyboard access

The key combination used to invo ke keyboard access to dialog boxes
and menus is controlled thro ugh the CPU control pane l (Figure 11.16).
To avoid conflict with keyboard equivale nts used by application software and the Finder, keyboard choices fw m dia log boxes or menus arc
trigge red by the Contro l key along with an optiona l modifie r. (The
default is Contro l a nd Shift. )

Simulating the Keys on the Extended Keyboard
There are several utilities tha t le t you use key combina tions to simulate
the presence of keys from the exte nded keyboard th at aren 't pa rt of the
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PowerBook keyboard. For example, Keyboard Plus, to which you were
introduced in Chapter 9, works well on the PowerBook.
Utilities tailored specifically to the PowerBook provide similar capabilities. As you can see in Figure 11.17, CPU can e nable both cursor
movement keys (Home, End, and so on) and function keys. When you
press the Control key with a number key, the Powe rBook recognizes a
function key. Pressing Control and Delete acts as the De l key, deleting
the character to the right of the cursor. No tice that this control panel
also can take care of the problem with Powe rBook's caps lock key: It's
CPU
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Figure 11.17 CPU settings to emulate keys from the extended keyboard
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Figure 11.18 The PBTools keyboard panel

easy to accidentally engage the caps lock key. The solution is to require
that a modifier key be pressed a long with caps lock.
PBTools also enables cursor movem ent keys. As you can see in Figure
11.18, pressing Control with the arrow keys simulates Home, End, Page
up, and Page down. The PBKeys panel also enables key sequences that
put the PowerBook to sleep, put th e hard drive to sleep, spin up the
hard drive, and locate the mouse pointer.

When Software Isn't Enough ...
Software settings and utilities can he lp you get th e longest life possible
from your PowerBook's internal batte ry. However, even the best software can 't discharge a iCad ba ttery c9mplete ly. In addition, if you
happe n to be taking a cross-country o·ip, there's nothing you can do to
make a single intern al battery last the e ntire trip. To get the most
charge from a NiCad, you need to look to an external battery conditioner and charger. To get more battery hfe, you need either more than
one internal battery or an external battery.

Battery Conditioners and Chargers
A baltery conditioner is a s tand-a lone device suc h as the BTl
Powe rCharger PLUS in Figure 11.19 t at can completely drain and
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Figure 11 .19 An extemal battery conditioner (the BTl PowerCharger PLUS)

recharge a PowerBook battery. External co nditioners can n ot only
extend battery li fe, b u t a lso c harge the bauery faster tha n it charges
when installed in the PowerBook. Expect to pay between $50 and $150
for a bauer;' conditioner/charge. An extra internal battery, whic h can
be charging in the condi tione r while yo u a re using the PowerBook,
runs about $60.

Figure 11.20 Techn oggin PowerPlatcs
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External Batteries
Should you want a battery that lasts longer than the PowerBook's internal battery, you need to look at an external battery. The longest lasting
extern al batteries are n' t NiCads, but planar batteries, such as the
PowerPlates in Figure 11.20. Notice tha t the batteries are very thin and
sized to fit under the PowerBook; their weight is between 1 and 2
pounds. Planar batteries don't suffer from the me mory effect of NiCads
and charge much faster. They can provicle up to five times the ba ttery
life of an internal NiCad battery. Depending on their capacity, planar
batteries cost between $150 and $400.

12
Extending Your Reach:
Data Communications
For the first few years of the ir existence, microcomputers we re u·u ly
stand-alo ne devices. Today, howeve r, most microcompu ters are connected in some way to other com pu ters. In a busin ess, com puters are
most likely connected to a local area network (a networ k confined to a
small area such as a single o ffi ce, a fl oor of a building, or a n e ntire
building) .

-----------------------By the Way

1111.

Local area ne twor ks, or LANs, can also exist in the home. If you r
Macintosh is connected to a prin te r using LocalTalk or PhoneNet
cabling, then you have a LAN.

In additio n, many Macin toshes communicate with other computers
over stan dard te le phone lines. If you currently aren't plugged into a
data communications network, the n addinf the softw~re and hardware
tha t lets yo u com m uni cate with other computers is o n e of th e best
upgrades you can give your Macintosh . Data communications not only
opens you up to the world of freeware/ sha eware software, but puts you
in touch with peo ple all over the world who have similar interests. If you
do com m unicate with other com pute rs, th n now is the time to take a
ha rd loo k a t yo ur equi pme nt a nd clecid whe the r a n u pgrade is in
order.
This chapter focuses on communi catin~ with o ther com puters over
standard telephone lines. In it yo u will rea9 about communications services as we ll as the ha rdware a nd software ha t give you access to th ose
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services. Yo u will a lso be introduced to the issue of vi rus protection ,
which becomes a concern whe never you copy software from another
computer.

-----------------------By the W ay
Jill. .

Data communications is a very complex topic, fa r more than can
be discussed in a brief introduction. The purpose of this chapter
is to provide enough of an introduction to the topic so that if you
choose, you can gain access to th e communications services that
maintain libraries of freewa re and shareware software.

Choosing Communications Services
There are many things you can do wh en you communicate wi th other
com puters. The most common include:
• Exchanging messages in open forums with people who share common interests. Topics range from computers, to gardening, to running a business, to raising children
• Sending and receiving private e lectronic mail
• Downloading (transferring from a remote computer to your compute r) freeware and shareware software
• Shopping
• Business activities such as checking stock prices and making airline
reservations
• Research using referen ce mate rials such as en cyclopedias
• Taking college courses
• Playi ng games in real-time with other computer users

-----------------------By the Way
1111. .

P laying games over the telephone lines with other computer users
is particularly appealing to young people. Most services tha t provide such games a u tomati cally b ill c harges to a credit card.
Occasionally a parent gets caugh t in a n e mbarrassin g situation
when trying to use the credit card, only to discover that j unior has
run the card up to its credit limit!

T he remainder of this section looks at the sources for communications services. As you will see, they vary consid erably in terms of what
they offer and how much th ey charge.
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Bulletin Board Services
A Bulletin Board Service, or BBS, is a communications senrice typically
provided by a user group, a corporation, or an individual. A BBS usually
has a relatively narrow range of features. For example, most user group
BBSs provide message exchange and freeware /s hareware software
libraries. A corporate BBS is usually det'gned to provide support for a
company's products. I nd i ,~d u a l s who ru BBSs commonly focus on one
specific area of interest, such as aviation r gardening.
Access to a BBS is generally free or low in cost. However, you must
pay any telephone charges that you incur when dialing the BBS's computer. (Regular toll and long d istance rates apply.) In additio n, many
BBSs have special conditions that qualify a person for access. For example, many corporate BBSs require that you have registered a product
with the company prior to gaining access to the BBS. Many user group
BBSs limit th e functions available to non members; only members have
access to the entire BBS.
Where do you find out abo ut BBSs? If you belong to a Macintosh
user group, the group probably has its own BBS and also a list of the
telephone numbe rs of other user group BBSs. Corporate BBS numbers
are often included in product documentation; you may also be given
the number when you call the company for technical support. The telephone numbers of BBSs run by individuals come from many sources,
including word of mouth , publications dedicated to the topic supported by the BBS, and organ ized groups interested in the topic.

Information Services
An infonnation semice is a commercial cor:nmunications service that provides all of the services listed earlier in this chapter. Because th e corporation that runs an info rmation service lis in business to make money,
there is a charge for the time you are connected to the info rmation service's computer system. You can e ither 'lave the fees billed automatically to a credit card or deducted from you~ checking accou nt.
Use of information se n~ces has grown e normously in the past year.
The two senrices most heavily used by Macintosh users- CompuServe
and America Online-have subscribers that number in the millions. At
any time, as many as 10,000 people mitht be con nected to the same
information service. Because info rma io n service use has grown so
rapidly, it has also become more comp titive. As a result, the services
provided have expanded and the cost ha gone down.
One of the benefits of using an infor ation senrice is that, for most
people, no long distance tele phone cha ges are involved. Typically you
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place a local call to a local node, which then connects you to the information service's network. T he on ly teleph one cha rges involved are
those you ordinarily pay for a local call.

-----------------------By the Way
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Most major information services ma intain local nodes in most
major cities and in many smaller municipali ties throughout North
Ame ri ca. However, peo ple who live in rural areas or very sma ll
towns may fi nd that there is no toll-free local node. In that case,
the re will be te leph o n e charges to reach which ever node you
choose to call. Given the way telephone charges are structured, it
may be cheaper to call a node outside yo ur area code rather tha n
a node that is a toll call within your area code.

CompuServe
CompuServe is an international information service that has been available for ma ny years to users of a ll types of computers. Among other
things, users can exchange private e lectronic mail , post messages to
publi c forums, d ownload software, check stock quotes, go shopping,
check airline sched ules, and communicate with product manufacture rs.
CompuServe can also send and receive mail over the Internet. (You will
read more about the Intern et shortly.)
Many users like CompuSe rve no t on ly because it provides such a
wide range of services, but because international users can gain access
to it without paying inte rnational long distance charges. CompuServe
maintains its own te lepho ne ne twork, with local nodes throughout the
world . As lo n g as yo u are us in g CompuServe's n etwork to access
CompuServe, there are no additional surcharges for network use.

-----------------------By the Way
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Some large BBSs can be reached via the CompuServe ne twork. In
that case, yo u do pay for the time you a re using the network.
H owever, it is typically much less than regular tele phone long distance charges.

CompuServe charges a flat fee of $8.95 each month for unlimited
time to read mail and gain access to some technical support forums.
The $8.95 a lso includes an allo tment for sending mail based on the
number of characters sent. (You can send about 600 K of data before
you begin to incur surcharges.) Access to other features, such as public
message forums, are charged at an hourly rate. The specific rate, which
has been decreasing recently, depends on Ll1e speed with which you are
communicating with CompuServe.
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America Online
America Online (AOL) began as a Madntosh and Apple II-only service
in October 1989, but has grown to include MS-DOS and Windows users
throughout North America. It provides all the services listed at the
beginning of this section and also includes full access to the Internet.
AOL does no t maintain its own telephone network, but makes use of
two existing data communicatio ns n e orks: SprintNet and T ymNet.
There is no telephone surcharge whe n using either of those n etworks
to reach America Online; only ch arge~ to the local node apply. The
major drawback to America Online is ~hat is doesn' t provide international access. Although you can use the Interne t to send electronic mail
around the world, international users have no way to log on to the service to use its other features.
America Online charges a base fee of $9.95 a month. This provides
up to five hours of time using any of AOL's services, regardless of the
speed at which you are communicating. After the first five hours, you
are charged $3.50 per hour, calculated to th e minute.

The Internet
The Internet is a worldwide data communications network that has no
simple definition! No one owns it, no on e manages it, although there is
a committee that sets general p olicies. T he Inte rne t works because
thousands of organizations that have computers choose to participate
and cooperate in its operation. Each o ganiza tion bears the brunt of
the costs for its own participation.
The Interne t began in the United States as a network of Defense
Department and research universities known as ARPANET. Large universities continue to form the backbone of the Internet, although th e
Defen se Department role has largely disappeared. Today, educational
institutions, government agencies, corporations (both profit and nonprofit), and individuals are connected to the Internet. It is the largest
data communications network in the world, both in terms of users and
number of connected computers.
The Inte rnet's services include e lt;ctronic mail, public m essage
forums (newsgroups), and file transfer. Advanced users can also use th e
Internet to log o n to remo te computers n which they have accounts.
How much Internet access costs de pf nds on how you reach a computer con nected to the Internet. If yotll e mployer is conn ected , then
your employer pays teleph on e charges Ifor transferring messages and
your individ ual costs are probably not~ in g. If you reach the Internet
th ro ugh an information service such; as CompuServe or America
Online, then you pay charges to the information service. Alternatively,
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you can pay for a personal account o n an Internet computer. For example , the Well in California charges $ 15 per month for Internet access;
you pay the tele phone charges to reach the Well.
The Internet is so very popular for several reasons. First, almost every
person who has access to data communications of some sort has access
to the Internet. Second, its costs are very low. Third, it provides easy
access to people throughout the world. The Intern et's major limitation
is that it doesn't provide the range of services users have come to expect
from an information service, such as shopping a nd up-to-the-minute
stock quotations and sports scores.

-----------------------By the Way
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Because the Internet isn't controlled or managed by a central
authority, the subject matter and language used in some of th e
newsgroups may b e offensive to some readers. In addition to dealing with typical information service topics such as computers and
entertainment and hobbies, newsgroups also explore areas such as
alternative life styles and racism. In most cases, administrators of
computers on the Inte rnet refrain from censoring the newsgroups, leaving it up to the individual computer user to decide
which newsgroups he or she will read.

Choosing or Upgrading Communications Equipment
Communicating with another computer requires three pieces of equipment in addition to your computer: a tele phone line , a cable, and a
modem. The telephone line is connected to the modem with a standard
telephone cord, which in turn is connected to the computer with the
appropriate cable, as in Figure 12.1. Many modems look like nothing
more than a box. H owever, they are required for reso lving a basic
incompatibility between the type of signal sent by a computer and the
type of signal carried by a standard telephone line.

Modems: Why They,re Needed and How They Work
When Alexande r Graham Bell invented the telephone, computers were
the last thing on his mind. The type of signal carried by telephone \vires
over 100 years ago is the same as that carried by today's telephone
wires, and it is fundamentally diffe rent from th e type of signal computers must send.
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Telephone jack for RJ-11 plug

(
Standard telephone cord

Modem
Figure 12. 1 Hardware required for Macintosh data conununications

Telephone signals are analog, consisting of a waveform th at varies
continuously between its high and low point, such as the one at the top
of Figure 12.2. However, the signals that a computer sends are digital,
made up of a discrete seque nce of highs and lows (for example, the
bottom of Figure 12.2). The problem with sending computer signals
over a telephone lin e is therefore something like trying to fit a square
peg into a round hole. How do you place a digital signal on an analog
transmission medium?
The answer to is use a modem to super impose the digital signal onto
an analog signal. A modem sends out an analog signal of a constant freque ncy (a carTier tone) . To send a high digital signal, it then raises the

Analog signal (continuous)

b

Digital si nal (discrete)

Figure 12.2 Analog versus digital signals
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frequency of the carrier tone; to send a low sign al, it lowers th e frequency. This process is known as modulation. At the receiving end of th e
transmission , a second mode m strips off the carrier tone, reassem bling
the digital signal (demodulation) .
To make this work, there must be a modem at each end of the transmission. Each mode m modula tes outgoing signals and de mo dulates
incoming sig nals. The word "modem" is there fo re a con traction of
"modulate" and "demodulate."

-----------------------By the Way

You may occasionally read or hear the term "tele phone modem."
That term is nonsense. The mode m isn' t modulating an d demodulating a telephone; it's modulating and demodulati ng the signal
that travels over a te lephone line. In fact, as you will see shortly,
most modems are telephones in their own right.

Inside a Modem
A typical modem contains circuitry to do the following:
• Dial a telephone number (either using tones or pulses)
• Answer incoming calls
• Perform modulation
• Perform demodulation
• Receive data from a com puter for transmission
• Transmit received data back to the computer
To be able to dial and answer calls, a modem must have most of the
parts of a te le phone. That includes the dialer and usually a speaker.
The speaker lets you hear what the mode m is do ing throughout the
process of making a connection ; most speakers cut out once the connection is established.
There are some older modems, called acoustic couplers, that do n o t
contain telephone elemen ts. An acoustic coupler (Figu re 12.3) has rubbe r cups into which yo u place the h andset o f a standa rd d esk telephon e. The signal travels from the modem's speaker to the han dset's
microphone and from the h andset's speake r to th e mode m's microphon e. Because of the extra speaker a nd microphon e, an aco ustic coupler is more like ly to have a poor signal than a modem that contains a
te lephon e within it. Acoustic couplers are not typically used with desktop machines today, but some peop le still prefe r to trave l with them
because some ho tel telephone systems aren ' t equipped to handle a jack
from a self-con tained mode m 's telephon e cable.
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Figure 123 An acoustic coupler

Modem Speeds
T he speed at which a modem can transmit and receive data is measured
in bits per second (bps). The easiest way to interpret this figure is to know
that it takes 8 bits to transmit a character. (A bit is a binary d igit, a zero
or a one used as part of the codes that describe everything inside a compute r.) T herefore, divide the bits per second by 8 to get a fee ling for
how many characters you can shove down the tele phone line in a second.

-----------------------By the Way

You may hear the term baud used to describe mo dem speeds.
However, baud is not the same as bits per second. Baud refers to
the number of times per second the modem changes the frequency of the carrier tome. The more frequencies a mode m uses, the
more bits it can transmit with a single frequency change. For
example, most 9600-bps modems use 16 freque ncies and send 4
bits with each freq uency change. T he 9600-bps speed corresponds
to a ba ud rate of 2400 because the frequency changes only 2400
times per second. Therefore, for most of today's mode ms th e
baud rate is lower than the bps rate. This is actually a good thi ng.
The less often the frequency changes, the more time the modem
at the receiving end has to interpret the incoming signal, providing more reliable transmissions.

Like everything e lse in computi ng, ~odems continually get faster
a nd cheaper. In 1975, a fas t modem tran smitted at 300 bps. Today,
however, a minimally acce ptable speed · 2400 bps; 9600 bps is becoming the most common speed. Modem speeds of 14,400 bps (abbreviated
14.4 K) are also available for use with desktop and laptop computers.
Although fas ter modems are available, Ithe quality of telephone lines
makes it difficult to get good transmissions with low error rates at highe r speeds.
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Choosing a Modem
Choosing a modem means maki ng choices from among the fo llowing
alternatives:
• Maximum speed of 2400 bps (under $150), 9600 bps (under $200), or
14.4 K bps (between $200 and $450): Most information services now
provide 9600-bps access; few provide 14.4 K bps access. Therefore,
9600 bps is the slowest speed mode m that makes sense today. (A
9600-bps modem can also transmit at slower speeds, such as 2400
bps.) Although modem price is tied to modem speed, the difference in cost between 2400 bps and 9600 bps is minimal.

• Fax capabilities or no fax capabilities: Many modems include circuitry
to send and receive faxes. Documen ts are converted to a format
that th e fax hardware can transmit by special software. Received
faxes are stored on disk as graphics. The advantage to a fax modem
is that you d o n't h ave to print documents to fax them; you also
don't have to waste paper printing every fax you receive. The major
disadvantage is that your computer has to be turned on to receive
fa-xes. In addition , fax hardware adds about 25 percent to the cost
of a modem.
• All-in·<me modem or accoustic coupler: Unless you travel frequently and
stay in hotel rooms where there are no standard RJ-11 telephone
jacks, then purchase an ali-in-o ne modem. Although accoustic coup lers are a bit cheape r than ali-in-o ne modems, the problems with
the quality of the communicatio n they provide isn't worth saving a
few extra dollars.
• For a PowerBoolt, intemal or extemal: If you have a PowerBook, you
can c hoose to purchase a mo d e m on a n expansion board that
installs inside the PowerBook. The advantage is that you don't need
to haul an extern al mode m and cable with you ; all you do is plug a
te lephone cord into the back of th e Powe rBook. On th e oth e r
hand, internal modems cost a bit more than external mode ms.
If you have a slower mode m- for example, 1200 bps or 2400 bpsshould you replace it? (Modems can 't be upgraded; the only way to get
faster transmission speeds is to buy a new one.) Most information services will continue to support slower transmissions for some time to
come. If you can live with the slower speeds and don't want to spend
money o n a fas te r modem, yo u can con tinu e just as you have been.
However, if you are becoming frustrated with the slowness of communications, then a 9600-bps modem is a good value.
There is one other issue yo u sho uld consider when purchasing a
modem. To send configuration settings to a modem, software must
express commands in a language the modem understands. Although
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there is no single standard modem con munication language, the language used to communicate with moderys made by th e Hayes Corp. has
been adopted by many modem manufacturers. Any modem that is
labeled as "Hayes-compatible" will unde rstand those commands and is
likely to be compatible with most communications software. Selecting a
Hayes-compatible modem can avoid potential problems when setting
up a communications session.

The Role of Communications Software
A modem won 't do anything until it receives commands from communications software . The software takes care configuring the modem,
including setting up the characteristics of the communication session
(communications p aramete rs) . Software a lso instructs an all-in-one
modem regarding which number to dial in some cases makes a remote
computer think it is talking to a computer terminal rather than a microcomputer, and takes care of sending data to and receiving data from
the modem. In this section you will be introduced to communication
parameters and terminal emulation, as well as see an overview of the
differe nt types of data communications software .

Communication Parameters
If a data communications sessio n is to work properly, the two computers that are communicating must agree on the characteristics of the
conversation. If you are using general communications software, it will
be up to you to find out what parameters are required by the computer
you are calling and to set your software accordingly. Specialized communications software, such as that used by major commercial information services, will set some of the param eters for you .
Communications parameters gen erallr include the following:
• Communications speed: Both compu,t ers must transmit and receive
data at the same speed.

• Numbe-r of data bits: The sche me tha:t the Macintosh uses to encode
characters requires 8 bits to d escrib a character. However, some of
the computers with which you migh be communicating use only 7
bits. You must therefore set the c mmunicati ons parameters to
account for the difference in coding
• Type ofparity: Parity is an error-e he king scheme used in data communications. Systems may use no p rity, even parity, odd parity, or
mark parity.
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• Number of stop bits: When you are transmitting files over data communicatio ns lines, th e receiving computer needs to know where
blocks of data start a nd stop. A stop bit is a special signal that a
block of data has ended. You will find computers that use no stop
bits or that use 1 or 2 stop bits.

• Type of handshaking: Handshaking is the pro ce dure used by two
communicating computers to signal the start and end of each compute r's transmissions. The te rm a lso can refer to the procedure two
computers use to agree upon communications parameters.

Terminal Emulation
Large computers, such as the mainframes used by commercial information services, are n ' t designed to communicate with microcomputers.
Instead , they are designed to communicate with stand-alone terminals.
One of the features of communications software is therefore to translate the keypresses from a microcomputer keyboard into those of a terminal type the remote computer recognizes. This is known as terminal
emulation.
Most computers with which you will communicate recognize a t least
two types of terminal e mulation: TTY and VT100. (The exception is
som e information services that use sp ecial-purpose communications
software to provide a Macintosh interface.) A TTY is a very o ld terminal
that works on o nly one line at a time. O nce you press Re turn or Enter
to transmit a line, you can ' t go back and edit it. In fact, the only editing
capability you have is the Backspace key. TTY recognizes only keyboard
character input; use of the mouse or even arrow keys isn't supported.
The VT100 was a te rminal made by Digital Equipment Corp that has
become a data commun ications standard. It has long since been discontinued, but its character istics are still supported by many large computers. The VT100 supports function keys a nd cursor move me nts with
arrow keys. However, it does not support mouse movements.

General-Purpose Communications Software
Most BBSs and some information services (for example, CompuServe)
suppor t access with ge ne ral-purpose communications software . Such
software gives you the most flexibility to configure yo ur communications session. However, it also means that you must set up the session
yourself, deciding on the type of termina l emulation and the communications parameters.
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General-pu rpose communications s ftware can be purchased as a
stand-alone product (for example, Mic oPhone II or White Knight) . It
is also available as part of most integrated software packages such as
ClarisWorks or Microsoft Works. The stand-alone products tend to have
features beyond the basics needed to <eonduct a communications session. For example, both MicroPhone II and White Knight provide
scripting capabilities that le t you automate the process of logging onto
a remote computer.
I
Regardless of where you get your communications software, you will
find tha t it has so m e way of setting I ommunica tions parameters.
ClarisWorks, for example, uses the screTn in Figure 12.4 to set parameters such as the transmission speed (notice that the speed is incorrectly
labeled "baud rate") , as well as parity, dumber of data bits, number of
stop bits, and the type of handshaking. [The settings in Figure 12.4 (no
parity, 8 data bits, and 1 stop bit) are o/pical of most communications
sessions. If you don ' t know the commulnications parameters of a computer you need to call, these are a good place to start.
The ClarisWorks communication ~ modu le , like most generalpurpose communications software, pro+ des TTY emulation along with
some variation of the VT100 terminal ~ in this case, VT102). Notice in
Figure 12.5 that all you really need to d~ is choose the type of terminal
emulation. The rest is handled by the software.
On e of th e probl e m s with terminal emulation is that some
Macintosh keyboards may not have some of the keys on the keyboard of
the terminal being emulated. In particular, the standard keyboard does
not h ave fun ction keys. Gen eral-purp ose communications software
1
therefore typically provides a palette of keys that you can click to send
1
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Figure 12.5 Using the ClarisWorks communications module to choose a type of
tenninal emulation

the keypress that the terminal wo uld send had you actually pressed the
key. For example, the pale tte in Figure 12.6 represents the numeric keypad foun d on the VT100 te rminal, providing access to four function
keys as well as the keypad 's numbe r keys.

Specialized Communications Software
To make communicatio ns more "Macintosh frie ndly," some information
services have designed their own software tha t supports the Macintosh
interface. For example, although you can use general-purpose communications softwa re to interact with CompuServe, it is much easier to use
either CompuServe Navigato r or CompuServe Information Manager,
both of which provide a more Macintosh-like environment.
America O nline (AOL) is only accessible through specialized software. The way in which the sofl:\¥are operates and the functions it pro-

Figure 12.6 A keypad palette that provides access to keys on the VflOO key
board that may not be present on a Macintosh keyboard
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Figure 12.7 America Online communication settings

vides are typical of specia lized communications software. As you can see
in Figure 12.7, the o nly communications parameter is the transmission
sp eed. The only other tec hnical piece of information you need to supply is the type of mode m (in this case, a Hayes-compatible modem ).
T he remai nder of the parameters are built into the software . Because
the software is designed to communicaie with only a single communications system, the user is no t req uired to e nte r things such as pari ty,
I
data bits, or stop bits.
AOL's software, which is available free, instructs the modem to p lace
a call to the local access n um ber yo u have e nte red on the settings
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Figure 12.8 The America Online opening sdreen
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screen. It then comple tes th e process by logging you onto the system.
Once logged on , you are notified if you have electronic mail, and have
access to announcemen ts and current news h eadlines (Figure 12.8).
Each of the icons a t the right of the screen is a button that opens a
Macintosh-style text window. The "Departments" button at the lower
left provides access to the broad groupings of software libraries and
public message forums (Figure 12.9). The People Connection is an area
where people can j oin in a real-time conversation on any topic of interest with other users. Travel & Shopping provides airline schedules and
catalogs of ite ms yo u can purchase while online. Members' Online
Support is a free area where users can get he lp with using the information service.
T he remaining departme nts provide a combination of articles, public message forums, and software libraries. Each message occupies a single docume nt; messages about one topic are gathered into a folder. For
example, in Figure 12. 10 you can see a portion of the folders that discuss the database managemen t system Helix Express. Because th e messages in these fo lders a re public, anyone who has an America Online
account can read them. (For pr ivacy, u sers send electronic mail.) A
message (for example, Figure 12.11 ) appears in a scrolling Macintosh
window that you can save as a text file for later reference.

Optimizing System Security with Virus Protection
No discussion of data communications is comple te without some mention of the virus threat. A virus is a malicious program that gets into a
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computer system and interrupts norma l processing and/ or destroys
data. A virus might display a d ialog box on your screen at an unexpected time or it might actually destro y the fi les on your hard disk.
Regardless of what it does, a virus is a program with no reason for existing except to cause problems for people.
Viruses attach themselves to other * les. They are propagated when
you transfer an infected fi le froru one computer to another.
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Unfortunately, there is rare ly any way to tell that a file is infected when
you download it. In most cases, the first indication that a virus is present
is disappearing files or a damaged hard disk.
Although viruses have been known to creep in to commercial software on one or two occasions, th ey are more prevalent in software that
travels over data communicatio n s lines. T h e best virus prevention is
therefore to be very careful about where you get your software. Because
the virus threat has become so serious over the past few years, most
large BBSs and commercial information services now pay special atte ntion to de tecting and eradicating viruses in the ir software librari es.
Software from CompuServe and America Online, for example, is about
as virus-free as freeware and shareware can be. In fact, many consultants
report that they ge t many more viruses from their clie nts' software than
they do from informatio n services.

Virus Detection and Eradication Software
Virus detection software is design ed to scan disks for known viruses and,
if one of those viruses is found, remove it from all infected files. For
example, the freeware program Disinfectant searches the entire contents of a disk and reports infected files (Figu re 12.12) . Clicking the
"Disinfect" button instructs Disinfectant to cure damaged files.
T o be especially safe, many users place an alias of their virus detection software in the Apple Menu Items folde r, ensuring that the software runs every time the Macintosh is started up. However, even if you
Disinfectant
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run virus detection software consiste n ly, there is one major loophole:
Virus detection softwa re on ly recognizes viruses it has b e en programmed to detec t. If someone creates a new virus that is currently
unknown to your software, the software won't detect or remove it.
This loophole has, in some cases, p oduced an endless cycle of virus
creation and detection. As soon as a n w virus is recognized, producers
of virus de tection software ru sh out to modify their programs to detect
and remove the virus. The virus programmers, who see virus detection
software as a challe nge, in turn mod ify their viruses so they can no
longer be detected. Although the dev~loper of Disinfectant and a few
comme rcial antiviral programs (fo r ~xample, SAM from Symantec)
re main available, some antivira l progrf m developers have pulled their
software from the marke t, believing that the presence of virus detection
software actua lly makes the virus pro blem worse.
1

Practicing Safe Software Downloading
Given that virus detection software isn't foolproof, what can you do to
protect yourself from viruses? First, be careful about where you get your
software. Whenever p ossible, only d o vnload software from BBSs and
information services that indicate that fil es have been scanned with
virus detection software . Nonethe less, lthere is no way to be absolutely
certain that you don 't have a virus. There is, however, a procedure you
can use to protect yourself from the damage a virus can cause.
When you receive software from a suspect source (perhaps a client,
colleague, or BBS that doesn't indicate tha t files have been scanned for
~ruses), do the following whe n you open a file or launch an applicatio n :

l. Before saving the suspect file on your system, make a backup of
yo ur e ntire hard d isk. If worse comes to worse, you can restore the
e ntire system from this clean backup.
2. Create an e mergency restart flop~y. As you read in Chapter 5, this
disk should have a System folder along with any device drivers you
need to reach the disk or tape 9rive on which your backup was
m ade. In this particula r case, a lso include the software you use
when making backups.
3. Save the n ew file or app lication o n a floppy disk whose contents
yo u can afford to lose.
I
4. Open the file or launch the application.
5. Check your h ard disk care fully. Look for files that have disappeared or unrelated files that we e modified at the same time you
opened the file or launched the application. These are both indi-
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catio ns of a virus at work. In the case of the worst viruses, your
hard disk may actually become inaccessible.
If you don 't see any changes to your hard disk, then your can be relatively cer tain that the new file is free of viruses. (The re are some viruses
that are programmed to trigger on a specific date or time; it's very difficult to test fo r those tha t can ' t be identified by virus detectio n software.) On the o ther hand , if your hard disk appears modified in some
uninte nded way, then th e file probably is infected. T hrow it out and
re port the virus to the source of the file .

Glossary

A

Accelerator board: An expansion boa~d that contains a replacement
CPU for a Macintosh. The term "accel~rator" is used because replacement CPUs are typically faster than the computer's original CPU.
Address: A label placed on a location ir main memory that is used by
programs to access that specific location
Address bus: An e lectronic pathway used to carry add resses from one
component in the computer to another;!a portion of the system bus.
Agent: A program that runs in the back~round, observing and responding to events in the Macintosh environlent withou t user intervention.
Alias: A file th at holds th e path to a Macintosh file or folder.

Analog board: One of the main cir uit b oards in older compact
Macintoshes (for example, the 128K, 51 K, 512Ke, and Plus) .

els over standard telephone lines.
Apple Events: Events in th e Macintosh environment that are designed
for sharing actions and messages betweer applications.
AppleScript: A programming language tat responds to Apple Events.
Applet: An AppleScript program that af ts as a stand-alone application.
It can be launched by double-clicking ol its icon.

8

Background program: A program that Iruns during periods when the
CPU isn't busy running the application vith which the user is currently
in teracting.
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Background printing: Printing that ta kes place in the background,
using CPU idle time.
Battery conditioner: A stand-alone device that discharges completely
a nd the n recharges comple tely an internal PowerBook battery.
Baud: Th e rate at whic h the freque ncy of a mode m 's carrier sign al
changes.
BBS: The abbrevia tion for Bulletin Board Seroice.
Benchmark: A measure of the speed o f some aspect of a compu ter's
performance.
Bit: A binary d igit; a zero or a one.
Bits-per-second: The unit used to measure th e speed at which a modem
can transmit data over a data communications n etwork.
Block: The unit of space on a disk that is allocated to a file whenever
the file needs more space.
bps: The abbreviation for bits per second.
Bulletin Board Service: A communications service usually run by a user
group, corporation, or individual to provide specialized services.
Bus: An electronic pathway in a computer that conn ects the computer's
componen ts.

c

Carpal tunnel syndrome: A repe titive motio n disorder affecting the
hand, wrist, and arm caused by poor h and, wrist, and arm placement
during long-term keyboard use.
Carrier tone: An analog signal sent over a telephone line by a modem
onto which a digita l signal is superimposed so that the digital signal can
travel through the analog med ium.
Central processing unit: A compute r's main processor which executes
programs and, in most Macintoshes, handles input and output operations.
CISC: T he abbreviation for Complex instruction set computer.
Communications parameters: The characteristics of a data communications session-including transmission speed and parity- on which both
computers e ngaging in the communications session must agree.
Complex instruction set computer: A microprocessor that has circuitry
to process all of its instructions as part of the CPU's hardware.
Control panel: A Macintosh system extension that is configured by an
application that is accessible while the Macintosh is running.
CPU: The abbreviation for CentraljJrocessing unit.
CPU accelerator: See Acrelerator board.
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Creator: A four-character string attached to a Macintosh file that identifies the program that created the file.
Current application: The application running in the foreground; the
application with which a user is currently interacting. There can be only
one foregound application at a time.
Cylinder: A unit of a multi-platter disk made up of the same track
through all platters in the disk drive.

D

DAT: The abbreviation for Digital audio tape.
Daughterboard: A secondary circui t board that is attached to a computer 's motherboard. Daughte rboards are fou nd in PowerBooks.
Demodulation: Removing the carrie r tone from an analog signal to
reassemble the digital signal that has been superimposed upon it.
Digital audio tape: Magnetic tape that stores data in digital form, used
in the computer field primarily for backing up large hard disks.
Digital signal: A signal made up of discrete highs and lows; the type of
communications signal generated by a computer.
Digital signal processor: A special processor used to handle the display
and processing of multimedia signals.
Disk cache: An area of main memory set aside to hold the "n ext" data
to be read from disk, speeding up access to data and programs.
Disk compression: A technique for obtaining more space on a hard disk
by compressing files so they take up less space.
Disk fragmentation: A condition that arises when the blocks occupied
by files are no longer contiguous, increasing the time it takes to access
the contents of a file.
Disk optimization: The processes of reorganizing the files on a disk so
tha t files that are n ' t modified freque ntly ar e placed together in on e section of the disk, separate from files tha t are modified frequen tly.
Download: Transfer software from a remote computer to a local computer over data communications lines.
Dot-matrix printer: Technically, any printer that forms its image by
placing a pattern of dots o n paper. In common use, a dot-matrix printe r is a n impact printe r that applies hs dots by striking the printer
through a ribbon.
Drag and drop: A technique for workin with files in which a source file
icon is dragged onto a destination file Icon, causing the destina tion file
to take some action with the source file. For example, under System 7,
you can ope n a docume nt by draggin its icon to the application with
which you want to open it.
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Droplet: An AppleScript program that is executed by dragging a file
onto its icon .
DSP: The abbreviation for Digital signal pmcessar.

E

Enabler: A system extension that tai lors the Macintosh operating system
to a specific Macintosh model.
Event: Anything that happens in the Macintosh environment, such as
clicking the mo use butto n or inserting a floppy disk.
Extension: Software that adds functionality to the Macintosh operating
system.
Extent: The amount of disk space allocated to a file when the file needs
additional space.
Fast SCSI: A portion of the SCSI-2 standard the provides faster data
transfers to SCSI-2 disk drives than is available with SCSI-I drives.

F

File compression: A technique for saving d isk space by compressing and
combining a selection of files into an archive.
Finder: The Macintosh ope rating syste m program that ta kes care of
managing the Desktop .
Floating point unit: A special-purpose processor that handles floating
point arithmetic operations to speed up applications such as spreadsheets.
Forced quit: An action (pressing ~-Option-Esc) that forces an application to quit immediately and re turn to the Finder, bypassing the dialog
box that warns you of unsaved changes to open documents.
Foreground application: The program with which the user is currently
interacting; the application that has first priority in terms of access to
the CPU.

H

Handshaking: The procedure used by two communicating computers to
signal th e start a nd end of each computer's transmissions. The term
also can refer to the procedure two computers use to agree upon communications parameters.

I

Impact printer: A printe r tha t fo rms its image by striking a p ap e r
through a ribbon.
Information service: A commercial communicatio ns service that provid es e lectronic mail, message for ums, software libraries, shopping,
business services, and otl1e r features to users who pay a fee for the time
they are connected to the service.
INIT: A system extension that adds functionality to the Macintosh operating system.
Inkjet printer: A printer tl1at forms its image by spraying ink in a pattern of dots.
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Instruction set: The actions that a CPP can execute. A computer program is a sequence of steps expressed in the CPU's instruction set.
Intelligent agent: An agent that learns trom the way a user interacts with
his or her computer.
Interapplication communication: The exchange of information
between applications running at the same time.
Iteration: The repetition of some action. In computing benchmarks,
this term refers to the number of timek the program that computes the
benchmark is executed.

K

Keyboard macro: A sequence of actio1s triggered by pressing a combination of keys.

L

LAN: The abbreviation for Local area network.

Local area ~etwork: A computer netwbrk limited to a small area, such
as a single office, a floor of a building, bran entire building.
Local node: A connection into an information service's telephone network that typically is a local call.
Logic board: The computer's main circuit board, containing the CPU
and main memory. It generally lays across the bottom of the system box.

M

Megahertz: Million cycles per second( the units used to measure the
rate at which a CPU's internal clock pulses; a measure of the speed of a
CPU.
Magneto-optical drive: A disk drive that uses lasers to heat portions of
an optical disc so that a read/write h ead can manipulate the direction
of the magnetic field on the disk.
Memory effect: A property of NiCad batteries that prevents them from
being completely recharged when they aren't completely discharged.

MHz: The abbreviation for Megahertz.
Microprocessor: A complete CPU on a single chip; the type of CPU
used in a microcomputer.
Million instructions per second: A measure of the speed of a CPU.
MIPS: The abbreviation for Million instrctions per second.
Modem: A piece of equipment that makes it possible to transmit a digital computer signal over an analog telephone line.
Modulation: Raising and lowering th frequency of a carrier tone to
transmit a digital signal over an analog lte lephone line.
Motherboard: The computer's main c· cuit board, containing the CPU
and main memory. It generally lays acr ss the bottom of the system box.

N

Nanosecond: The unit used to meas re the speed of main memory;
lQ-9 seconds.
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Neural network: A type of artificial intelligence that learns by simulating the way tha t the neu rons in a human b rain learn .

0

Optical drive: A disk drive th a t uses lasers to heat portions of an optical
disc so that a read/ write head can manipulate the direction of the magne tic field on th e disk.

p

Paged memory management unit: A processor tha t handles me mory
man ageme nt. It may be a se parate chip (the 68020) or may be integrated into the CPU (the 68030 and 68040).
Parity: An e rror-checki ng sche me used in data communications.
Pixel: One d o t on a computer screen.
Planar battery: A battery technology used in external Power Book batteries. Plan ar batteries have longer life spans than NiCad batteries and do
not suffe r fr om the memory effect.
Platter: One disk in a disk drive on which data are written .
PMMU: The abbreviation for Paged memory management unit.
Print m.e: A file of commands that describe a pr inted page waiting on
disk to be printed .
Process: A running application .
Processor cycling: Slowing the speed of a CPU to save battery power in
a PowerBook.

R

RAM: The abbreviation for Random access memmy.
RAM disk: A portion of RAM set aside to function as a high-speed disk
drive.
Random access memory: Main me mory that can be read from and written to. The conten ts of RAM are lost when electrical power is removed.
Read only memory: Majn me mory that can be read from but n ot writte n to. The co nte nts o f RO M are n 't lost wh e n e lectrical p ower is
removed.
Read/ write head: The part o f a disk drive th at reads and writes data.
Reduced instruction set computer: CPU that has only a small portion of
its instruction set built into tht: CPU. Tht: rt:maining instruction:; art:
simulated through software.
Repetitive motion disorder: An injury that occurs to a computer user
after he or she repeats the same movemen ts over a long period of time.
RISC: T he abbrevia tio n fo r Reduced inst1uction set computer.
ROM: The abbreviation for Read only memory•.

s

Script: A program written in the AppleScript programming langu age.
SCSI: T he abbreviatio n for Small computer systems interface.
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SCSI controller: A processo r that is in charge of transferring data
between the Macintosh and SCSI devic s.
SCSI-1: The original SCSI standard, im lementated in Macintoshes.
SCSI-2: The second version of the SCSI standard that provides faster
performance than the SCSI-1 standard. Adding SCSI-2 to a Macintosh
requires an expansion board.
Sector: A wedge-shaped section of a disk drive.
SIMM: The abbreviation for Single in-lihe memory module.
Single in-line memory module: A smap circuit board containing RAM
chips that is used to expand a computet 's main me mory.
Small computer systems interface: A standard for the transfer of data
between a computer and external devices such as disk drives, tape drives, and scanners.
Spool Itle: A file of commands that describe a printed page waiting on
disk to be printed.
Stationery document: A document used as a templa te. Opening a stationery document causes the application to create an untitled copy of
the document, leaving the original untouched.
Stop bit: During the transfer of a file over data communications lines, a
bit that signals that a complete block of data has been transmitted.
Synchronize (Itles): Copy files between two or more computers so that
each h as the most recent version of common files.
SyQuest drive: A mechanism for a rem ovable cartridge hard drive manufactured by the SyQuest Corp.
System unit: The box in which the maj or compo nen ts of a microcomputer (motherboard, internal disk drives, and so o n) are housed.

T

T erminal emulation: Us ing software to translate keypresses from a
microcomputer into those of a terminal that is recognized by a rem o te
computer with which the microcomputer is communicating.
32-bit addressing: A me thod of addres ing Macin tosh memory tl1at limi ts the maximum address space to 4 G b and the m aximum physical
RAM to 1 Gb.
32-bit clean: Macintosh ROMs that are capable of supporting 32-bit
addressing.
32-bit dirty: Macintosh ROMs that are not capable of supporting 32-bit
addressing. Without the addition of ~ system extensio n that compensates for tl1e 32-bit dirty ROMs, Macint shes with tl1ose ROMs are limited to 24-bit addressing.
Track: A circular subsection of a disk Each disk is divided into many
concentric tracks.
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Type (of a me): A four-character string attached to a Macintosh file
that ide ntifies the type of file.
24-bit addressing: A method of addressing Macintosh memory that lim-

its the maximum address space to 16 Mb and the maximum physical
RAM to 8 Mb.

v

Virtual: In the computer field, something that is simulated.

Vrrtual memory: A technique for extending the amount of RAM available to a computer by simulating added RAM with a disk file.

Virtual memory swap me: The disk file used to hold the portion of simulated RAM that currently won't fit in the computer's physical RAM.

Virus: A malicious computer program that invades a computer system
and interrupts normal data processing and/ or destroys data.

w

Wide SCSI: A portion of the SCSI-2 standard that provides the fastest

SCSI data transfer. Although Wide SCSI expansion boards are available,
Wide SCSI disk drives are not available at this time.
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AutoDoubler
(Commerf ial)
Fifth Gen~ration Systems, Inc.
10049 N. ~eiger Road
Baton RoJge, LA 70809-4562
Voice: (890) 225-2775
Fax: (415) 295-3268

Aaron's Dvorak
(Shareware)
Matthew Lasater
Voice: (713) 782-1808
Adobe Type Reunion
(Commercial)
Adobe Systems Inc.
1585 Charleston Road
P.O. Box 7900
Mountain View, CA 94039-7900
Voice: (800) 833-6687

Bail

1

Christopher Evans
Natural Iritelligence, Inc.
2067 Mas~achusetts Ave.
Cambridg~, MA 02140
Voice: (61? ) 876-4876
Internet: er ans @natural.com

Alias Dragon
(Freeware)
James W. Walker
CompuSerue: 76367,2271
America Online:JWWalker
Internet:JWWalke r@AOL.com

CD-ROM [IoolKit
(Commerbal)
FWB SofJare, Inc.
2040 PolkiStreet
Suite 215
San Francisco, CA 94109

America Online
Voice: (800) 827-3338
AppChooser
(Shareware)
John L. Hayes
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CEToolbox
(see DiskTop)
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ColorSwitch
(Shareware)
Ambrosia Software, Inc.
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Voice: (716) 427-2577
Fax: (716) 475-9289
CompuServe: 73424,1226
AppleLink: Ambrosia.SQ
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Compact Pro
(Shareware)
Cyclos Software
P.O. Box 31417
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Voice: (415) 821-1448
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CompuServe Information Service
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P.O. Box 20212
Columbus, OH 43220
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see CompuServe
CompuServe Navigator
(Commercial)
see CompuServe
Conflict Catcher
(Commercial)
Casady & Greene, Inc.
22734 Portola Drive
Salinas, CA 93908-11 19
Voice: (408) 484-9228
CopyDoubler
(Commercial)
Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.
10049 N. Reiger Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70809-4562
Voice: (800) 225-2775
Fax: (415) 295-3268

CPU
(Commercial)
Connectix
2655 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403
Voice: (800) 950-5880
Fax: (415) 571-5195
DeepDischarge
(Shareware)
Jeremy Kezer
143 Songbird Lane
Farmington, CT 06032-3433
America Online:JBKezer
Internet: jbkezer@aol.com
DepthMaster
(Shareware)
Victor Tan
42 Waratah Ave.
Randwick, NSW, 2031
AUSTRALIA
DeskTape
(Commercial)
Optima Technology
17526 Von Karman
Irvine, CA 92714
Voice: (714) 476-0515
Fax: (714) 476-0613
AppleLink: OPTIMA
Disinfectant
(Freeware)
John Norstad
Academic Computing and Network
Service
Northwestern University
2129 North Campus Drive
Evanston, IL 60208
Internet: j-norstad@nwu.edu
DiskCopy
(Freeware)
Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Voice: (800) SOS-APPL
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DiskDup+
(Shareware)
Roger D. Bates
P.O. Box 14
Beaverton, OR 97075
Voice: (503) 591-9223
Disk Express II
(see Power Utilities)

Disk First Aid
(Commercial)
Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Voice: (800) SOS-APPL
DiskTop
(Commercial)
PrairieSoft, Inc.
1650 Fuller Rd.
P.O. Box 65820
West Des Moines, lA 50265
Voice: (515) 225-3720
Fax: (515) 225-2492
DoubleScroll
(Shareware)
Edward Voas
ISYS Development Corp.
81 Dean Ave.
Smithfield, RI 02917-3628
CompuServe: 71141,3477
America Online: ISYSDev
Drive Tech
(Commercial)
Micromat Computer Systems
7075 Redwood Blvd.
Novato, CA 94945
Voice: (415) 898-6227
Fax: (415) 897-3901
DTLaunch
(see DiskTop)
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I

File Buddy

(Sharewa~e)

Laurence!Harris
1100 W. NC Highway 54 BYP #29:J
Chapel Hill, NC 2751~2826
Voice: (919) 933-9595
CompuServe: 76150,1027
America Online: LHarris
Internet: 76150.1 027@compuserve.com
Finder Info Changer
(Shareware)
Bill Cunningham
P.O. Box 14531
Reno, NV 89507
America Online: BillC36613
FirstClic~!

(Shareware)
Millenium Software Company
5956 Encbre Drive
I
Dallas, T 4 75240
CornpuSerbe: 71370,3004
AppleLink: TAILORCOMMCO
America Online: MSC1KEVIN
Internet: MSCIKEVIN@AOL.com
Floppier
(seeNortion Utilities)
Font Harmony
(Commercial)
Fifth Generation Systems
10049 N. Reiger Road
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
Voice: (800) 873-4384
Fax: (504) 295-3268
Freedom of Press
(Commercial)
ColorAge Inc.
900 Technology Park Drive
I
Billerica, fv1A 01821
Voice: (5 8) 667-8585
Fax: (508 667-8821
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GOfer

MacEKG

(see DiskTop)

(Commercial)
Micromat Compu ter Systems
7075 Redwood Blvd.
Novato, CA 94945
Voice: (415) 898-6227
Fax: (415) 897-3901

HAM

(Commercial)
Inline Design
308 Main Street
Lakeview, CT 06039-1204
Voice: (800) 453-7671
International Keyboard Layouts

(Freeware)
Tom Zeller
America Online: Zelmo
Internet: Zelmo@aol.com
Keep It Up

(Shareware)
Karl Pottie
Orkaanstraat 21
8800 Rumbeke-Roselaire
BELGIUM
Internet: karl@uz.kule uven.ac.be
Keyboard PLUS

(Shareware)
Berrie Kremers
Prof. Cobbenhagenlaan 464
5037 DJ Tilburg
THE NETHERlANDS
Internet: berrie@kub.nl
KiwiENVELOPES!

(Commercial)
Kiwi Software
6546 Pardall Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93117-4842
Voice: (805) 685-4031
Ffax: (805) 968-1932
CompuSeroe: 73207,1275
AppleLink: D0862
America Online: KiwiSoft

Malph

(Freeware)
Nitin Ganatra
AppleLink: GANATRA
Internet: ganatra@apple.com
MaxAppleZoom

(Shareware)
Naoto Horii
B.P. 1415
B-1000 Brussels
BELGIUM
Maxima

(Commercial)
Connectix
2655 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403-2520
Voice: (800) 950-5880
Fax: (415) 571-5195
Mode32

(Freeware)
Connectix
2655 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403-2520
Voice: (800) 950-5880
Fax: (415) 571-5195
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(Shareware)
Men & Mice
P.O. Box 7238
107 Reykjavik
ICELAND
Voice: +354-169-4596
Fax: +354-169-4991
Internet: me-registrations@rhi.hi.is
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(Shareware)
Jere my Kezer
143 Songbird Lane
Farmington, CT 06032-3433
America Online:JBKezer

/ntemet:jbkezer@aol.com
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Symantec Corp.
10201 Torre Ave.
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Fax: (408) 255-3344
Now Compress
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Now Software
319 N.W. Washington Street
Portland, OR 97204
Voice: (800) 237-3611
NowMenus
(see Now Utilities)
Now Utilities
(Commercial)
Now Software
319 N.W. Washington Street
Portland, OR 97204
Voice: (800) 237-3611
Once Daily
(Freeware)
David Giandomenico
4 Waverly Drive
Camberley, Surrey GU15-2DL
ENGlAND
CompuSeroe: 100016,1053
Internet: 100016,1053@compuserve.com

OpenSe arne!
(Commefcial)
Charles rover Analytics Inc.
55 Wheeler Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
Voice: (617) 491-3474
Fax: (617~ 868-0780
AppleLinli: OPENSESAME
Open-wide
(Freeware)
J ames W. Walker
3200 Heyward St.
Columbia, SC 29205
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America Online:JWWalker
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(Freewar~)

Gunther Blaschek
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Scott A. J ohnson
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P.O. Box 110177
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CE Software
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Voice: (800) 950-5880
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ResEdit

(Freeware)
Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
Voice: (800) SOS-APPL
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Maurice Volaski
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Maxa Corp.
116 Maryland Ave.
Suite 100
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Voice: (800) 788-6292
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Fifth Generation Systems, Inc.
10049 N. Reiger Road
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Voice: (800) 225-2775
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Victor Tan
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AUSTRALIA
Speedy Mouse
(Freeware)
Mark Pilgrim
1130 Padnor Hill Road
Wayne, PA 19087-2203
Internet: f8dy@netaxs.com
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Now Software
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Jeremy Kezer
143 Songbird Lane
Farmington, CT 06032-3433
America Online:JBKezer
Internet: j Hkezer@aol.com
Toner Tuner

(Comme~cial)

Working Software, Inc.
740 Frond Street
Suite 318A
Santa Cr~z, CA 95060
Voice: (408) 423-5696
Fax: ( 408) 423-5699
CompuS~e: 76004,2072
AppleLink: D0140
America Or line: WORKINGSW

~ll::::;:j:)
I

Riccardo Ettore
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UltraFind

WindowWarp

(Shareware)
UltraDesign Technology Ltd.
69 St. George's Square
London SW1V 3QN
ENGlAND
Voice: (+44) 071 931 0010
Fax: (+44) 071 630 9105
AppleLink: ULTRA.TEC.UK
Internet: ultra. tee.uk@applelink.apple.com

(Shareware)
Jan Bruyndonckx
Salvialei, 23
B-2540 Hove
BELGIUM
AppleLink: WAVE.BEL
Internet: wave.bel@applelink.apple.com

Virtual

(Commercial)
Connextix Corp.
2655 Campus Drive
San Mateo, CA 94403-2520
Voice: (800) 950-5880
Fax: (415) 571-5195
WmdowShade

(Shareware)
Rob Johnston
1720 N.W. River Trail
Stuart, FL 34994-9449
Voice: (407) 692-9199

WithAView7

(Freeware)
David P. Sumner
WrapScreen

(Shareware)
Eric Au bourg
1742 Spruce Street #24
Berkeley, CA 94709
Internet: aubourg@physics.berkeley.edu
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A
Accelerator boards, 13-28
Acoustic couplers, 232-233
Address bus, 7-8
Adobe Type Align, 79
Agents, see Intelligent agents
Alias Dragon, 100
Aliases, 47-48
America Online, 229, 238-240
Analog board, 3
Analog signals, 231
Aplets, 203
Apple Adjustable Keyboard, 185-186
ei menu, 48, 76-77
AppChooser, 64-65
Apple Events, 204-208
Apple Menu Items folder, 48
AppleScript
dictionaries, 206-208
loading, 204-205
obtaining scripts, 204
recordable applications, 206-208
recording scripts, 205-206
scriptable applications, 206-208
Applications
allocating RAM for, 41-43

background processing, 44
controlling when running, 64-67
disk caching for, 45-46
keeping running, 57- 58
launching,47,52-57,59,61-64
performance, 9-10
I
recent, ~8-50
recordable, 206-208
scriptable, 206-208
switching between, 48-50, 51, 51-52
AutoDoubler, 115-117
Automating actions
intellige~t agents, 202-203
keyboarq macros, 196-200
scripting, 203-208

B
Background processing
applications, 44
copying,,92-93
printing 155-161
Bail, 47
Battery corol panel, 212-213
BBSs, 227
Benchmar s
software or generating, 32-39
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standards, 29- 32
Block, 103
Bulletin boards, see BBSs
Buses, 7- 8

c
Carpal tunnel syndro me, 185-1 86
Carrier tone, 231-232
CD-ROM, 135-1 37
CD-ROM ToolKit, 135-1 36
Central processing unit, see CPU
Centris, see Macintosh Quadra family
Chooser, 156
CISC, 4
ClarisWorks, 237-238
ColorSwitch, 189-1 90
CompactPro, 113-11 4
Complex instruction set computers, see
CISC
CompuServe, 228
Conflict Catcher, 13
Control panels, 10
CopyDoubler, 93
CPU (Connectix PowerBook Utilities),
213,216-217,219-220
CPUs,
operation of, 3-6
upgrades to, 13-28
Creator (of a fil e), 61-64
Customizing
inte lligent agents, 202-203
keyboard macros, 196-200
scripting, 203-208
Cylinder, I 01-102

D
DAT, see Tape drives
Data bus, 7- 8
Data communications
aco ustic couplers, 232-233
analog signals, 231
BBSs, 227
carrier tone, 231-232
communications services, 226

digital signals, 231
information services, 227-229
Internet, 229-230
modems, 230-235
session parameters, 235-236
software, 236-240
terminal emulation, 236
virus protection, 240-244
Daughterboard, 3
DeepDischarge, 217-218
DepthMaster, 190-191
Desk accessories, 140
DeskTap e, 137-1 38
Desktop files, 98-100
Dhrystones, 31
Dialog boxes
buttons in, 179-180
keyboard access to, 177-179, 218-221
Digital audio tape, see Tape drives
Digital signals, 231
Disinfectant, 242-243
Disk cache, 45- 46
Disk Express II, 107-110
Disk compression, 110, 115- 120
Disk drives, CD-ROM, 135-137
Disk drives, floppy
boatable, 104-105
copying, 94-96
performance, 8, 127-128
upgrading, 129
Disk d rives, hard
caching, 45-46
compression, 115-1 20
fragmentation, 103-110
operation of, 101-103
optimization, 103-110
performance, 8
purchasing, 122-123
recovering space, 120-122
SCSI accelerators for, 124-126
Disk drives, RAM
advantages of, 129-130
disadvantages of, 129-130
System 7, 131-132
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using, 130-131
Disk drives, removable
optical, 124, 129
SyQuest, 123-124, 129
Disk First Aid, 121-122
Disk fragmentation, 8, 103-110
Disk optimization, 103-110
DiskCopy, 94-95
DiskDup+, 96
DiskTop, 90-92
Dot-matrix printers, 166-167
DoubleScroll, 74-75
Drag and drop, 52-53
DriveTech, 128
Droplets, 203
DT Launch, 53-54
Dvorak keyboards, 180-181

E
Enablers, 10
Extensions, 10
Extents, 103

F
File Buddy, 83-85, 94, 97
Files
compressing, 110, 111-114
copying, 92-94
finding, 81-92
managing, 141-142
moving, 92-94
opening, 97-98
saving, 97-100
File sharing, 69-70
Find command, 81-83
Finder
file copying, 92-94
file finding, 81-83
file moving, 92-94
system startup, 60-70
windows, 70-76
Finder Info Changer, 62-64
FirstClick!, 50
FKEYs, 140

Floating point units, see FPUs
Floppier, 9~
Floppy disk~
bootable1 104-105
copying, 94-96
performan ce, 8, 127-128
upgradirlg, 129
Folders
copying, 92-94
expandi?g, 73-74
moving, p2-94
renaminp, 75-76
Font H arm?ny, 79
Fonts
1
menus, ~8-79
special characters, 79-81
FPUs, 30 I
Freedom o~ Press, 161-162
Fragmentation, see Disk fragmentation

I

G

I

Gigabytes, 7
GOfer, 90 1
Graphics ta lets, 174

H
HAM, 76-7
Hard disks
caching, 45-46
compression, 115-120
fragmentation, 103-110
operation of, 101-103
optimization, 103-110
performance, 8
purchasihg, 122-123
recovering space, 120-122
SCSI accelerators for, 124-126
H ewlett-Pa9kard Deskjet, 167
Hewlett-Packard DeskWriter, 167
Hewlett-Pa kard DeskWrite r 550c, 169

ImageWritl , 166-167
ImageWrit II, 166-167
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Information services, 227-229
INITs
conflicts, 10-13
types of, 10
Inkjet printers, 167
Intelligent age nts, 200-203
Inte rnet, 229-230

K
Keep It Up, 59
Key Caps, 79- 80
Keyboard control panel, 182-183
Keyboard macros
programmable, 196-200
typing aids, 176-177
Keyboard PLUS, 184-185, 220
Keyboards
access to dialog boxes, 177-1 80
extended, 184,219-221
layouts, 180-1 84
PowerBook, 218-221
typing macros, 176-177
typing special characters, 175-176
KiwiENVELOPES! , 163-165

L
LaserWriter Pro 600, 165
LaserWriter Pro 650, 165
LaserWriter II NTX, 165
LaserWrite r IINTXJ , 165
Launching applications, 47, 52- 57, 59,
61-64
Local area networks, 225
Logic boar d, 3

M
MacEKG, 32- 34
Macintosh Classic, 15-17. 149-1 50
Macintosh Classic II , 17, 151
Macintosh Color Classic, 18-19
Macintosh componen ts
analog board, 3
bus, 7-8
CPU, 3-6

daughterboard , 3
logic board, 3
moth erboard, 3
system unit, 2- 3
Macintosh 512K., 14, 149- 150
Macintosh 512Ke, 14-15, 149- 150
Macintosh LC, 19-20, 151
Maci ntosh LC 475, 21
Macintosh LC II, 20, 151
Macintosh LC III family, 20-21, 151
Macintosh 128K., 14, 149- 150
Macintosh Plus, 15-1 7, 149-150
Macintosh Portable, 27, 153
Macintosh PowerBooks
battery chargers, 221-222
battery conditoners, 221-222
configuring battery use, 214-216
deep d ischarging ba tteries, 216-218
dialog box access, 218-221
extended keyboard for, 219-221
extending battery life, 209-21 2
exte rna l batteries, 223
hardware upgrades for, 28
modems for, 234
menu access, 218- 221
monitoring battery use, 212-216
RAM disks, 121-1 32
RAM upgrades for, 153
Macintosh Quadra family, 25- 27, 126,
152-153
Macin tosh SE, 15-17, 149-150
Macintosh SE/ 30, 17-18, 150
Macintosh II family, 22-25, 150, 151
Macros
programmable, 196-200
typing aids, 176-177
Main me mory
allocation of, 142
allocating fo r applications, 41-43
avoiding waste of, 140-142
compression, 144-145
optimizing use of, 142- 145
printe r upgrades, 166
PrintMonitor problems with, 159-161
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speed of, 6-7
system use of, 140
upgrading, 149-154
viewing allocation of, 64-67
Malph, 51-52
MaxAppleZoom, 186-187
Maxima, 132-134
Menus
Font, 78-79
hierarchical, 76-77
keyboard access to, 218-221
recent application, 48-50
Microphone II, 237
Microprocessors, 3-6
Million instructions per second, see MIPS
MIPS, 5
Mode32, 7-8, 148-149
Modems
choosing, 234-235
fax capabilities, 234
Hayes-compatibility, 234-235
operation of, 230-232
speeds, 233
Monitor Expander, 187-188
Monitors
effect of color settings, 188-189
extending screen size, 186-188
speeding up screen redraw, 46
switching color settings, 189-191
upgrading, 192-193
zooming windows on, 191-192
Monitors control panel, 188-189
Motherboard, 3
Mouse
alternatives to, 173-174
speeding up, 171-172
Mouse control panel, 171-172
MyBattery, 213

N
Nanoseconds, 6
Norton Speed Disk, 105-107
NowCompress, 117-118
NowMenus, 48-50, 76-77

0
Once Daily, 48
Open File dialog box, 97-98
Open Sesame!, 200-203
Open-wide, 98
Optical disks, 124, 129
OptiMem, 142-143
Optimization, see Disk optimization

p
PBTools, 213,216,217,220-221
Performa 500 family, 20-21, 151
Performa 400 family, 20-21, 151
Performa 200, 17, 151
Performance
application launching, 52-57
application switching, 51-52
applications, 9-10, 41-67
CPU, 4-6
disks, 8. 94-96, 127-129
Finder, 69-100
measuring, 29-32
RAM, 6-7
software for measuring, 32-39
system software, 9
Platters, 101
PopChar, 80-81
PostScript, 161-162, 168
PowerBook control panel, 214-215
PowerBook Display control panel, 215-216
PowerBooks
battery chargers, 221-222
battery conditoners, 221-222
configuring battery use, 214-216
deep discharging batteries, 216-218
dialog box access, 218-221
extended keyboard for, 219-221
extending battery life, 209-212
external batteries, 223
hardware upgrades for, 28
menu access, 218- 221
modems for, 234
monitoring battery use, 212-216
RAM disks, 121-132
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RAM upgrades for, 153
PowerBar, 55-56
Powe rLaunch II, 56-57
PowerPC, 4
PowerTalk, 70
Print dialog box, 163
Print One, 163
Print queue, 156-161
Printers
color, 169-170
controlling toner o r ink, 162
dot-matrix, 166-167
inkjet, 167
laser, 156-161, 165-166, 167-169
non-PostScript, 161-162
PostScript, 168
QuickDraw, 168
StyleWriter, 156-1§ 1
upgrades for, 165-170
Printing
background, 156-161
controlling toner or ink, 1Gl
dialog box, 163
envelopes, 163-1 65
performance, 8-9
PrintMonitor
changing printing order, 158-1 59
enhancing system performance, 157
memory problems with, 159-161
removing files from , 159
setting preferences for, 159
setting print time, 158-159
Processes, 64-67
Processorize, 65-67
ProFiles, 86- 89, 94, 97

R
RAM
allocation of, 142
allocating for applications, 41-43
avoiding waste of, 140-142
compression, 144-145
optimizing use of, 142-145
printer upgrades, 166
PrintMonitor problems with, 159-161
speed of, 6-7
syste m use of, 140
upgrading, 149-154
viewing allocation of, 64-67
RAM, see also Virtual me mory
RAM disks
advan tages of, 129-130
d isadvan tages of, 129-130
System 7, 131-132
using, 130-131
RamDisk+, 134-1 35
RAMDoubler, 144-145
Random access me mory, see RAM
Rece nt applications, 48-50
Read-only memory, see ROM
Read-write head, 101-102
Rebuilding the Desktop, 98-100
Reduced insu·uction set computers, see
RlSC

Removable disks
optical, 124, 129
SyQuest, 123-124, 129
Renaming, 75- 76
Repe titive motion disorders, 185-186
ResEdit, 182-1 84
RlSC, 4

ROM, 6, 148-149

Q
QuickDraw printers, 168
QuicKeys
capabilities, 197
record ing, 199-200
Sequence Editor, 199-200
ShortCut Editor, 197-199

s
Save File dia log box, 97-98
Scripts, 203-208
Scrolling, 74-75
SCSI, 124-126
Sectors, 102-103
Sieve of Erathosthenes, 31
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SIMMS, 8
Single in-line memory modules, see SIMMs
Small computer systems interface, see SCSI
SmartKeys, 175-176
Snap-To, 179-180
Snooper, 34-36
Software FPU, 30
Sounds, 141-142
SpaceSaver, 118- 120
Speedome ter, 36-39
SpeedyFinder 7, 64-65, 75-76, 93, 97
Stationary documents, 59- 61
Startup Items folder, 48
Startup Manager, 12-13
Stufflt Deluxe, 111-113
StyleWriter, 167
StyleWrite r II, 167
Suitcase, 141-1 42
SyQuest drives, 123-124, 129
System bus, 7-8
System software
emp tying the trash , 96-97
Finder, 69-100
performance, 9
RAM disks, 131-132
use of RAM, 140
System startup, 69- 70
System uni t, 2-3

T
Tape drives, 137-1 38
Te rminal emulation , 236
32-bit addressing, 7- 8
32-bit clean, 148-1 49
32-bit dirty, 7-8
Threshold, 213
Toner Tuner, 162
Towers of Hanoi, 31

Trackballs, 73-1 74
Tracks, 101 102
Trash, 96-97
24-bit addressing, 7
Type (of a file), 61-64
Typing, 176-177
Typeit4Me, ~ 76-177

u
UltraFind, 85- 86, 94, 97

v

I

Views co ntrol panel, 70-72
Virtual me ory, 145-1 48
Viruses
avoiding, 243-244
de tection, 242-243
eradicating, 242- 243
operation of, 240-242

w
Whetstones, 30- 30
Whi te Kn igh t, 237
Windows
scrolling, 74-75
speeding up display, 70-72
speeding p p folder expansion, 73- 74
speeding lt p navigating, 72- 73
speeding Gp re naming, 75-76
view switching, 72
zooming, 19 1- 192
WindowShade, 58
WindowWarp, 191- 192
WithAView7 72
WrapScreen 1 172-173

X
Xan te Corp. 165

Stufflt Deluxe™ 3.0
Special Upgrade Offer!
SAVE$80
As a user of Mac Screamer: The Ultimate Macintosh Supercharging Kit, you' ve seen the
benefits of Stuffing files. We would like to extend a special offer on trading up from Stufflt Lite
to Stufflt Deluxe"' 3.0. This award-winning product retails for $120.00. With this special offer,
you 'II pay only $40.00.*

Why trade upl
1. Ease of use
Just "Stuff' from a menu in the Finder to make an archive. Drop boxes let you Stuff in one
step on the Desktop.
2. Includes Stuftlt SpaceSaver FREE (a $59.00 value)
SpaceSaver compresses files on-command or while your Mac is idle. Once files are compressed with SpaceS aver, you can work with them just like uncompressed files -except they
take up much less space on your hard drive.
3. Also access files compressed on PCs and Unix systems with foreign file translators
4. View or print Text and PICT files
- while they're still compressed in Stufflt archives.
5. Launch compressed files directly from the Deluxe application
6. Get built-in scripting language for automating common tasks
7. Includes extensions for QuicKeys, Hypercard, and MPW support
(for even more automation)
8. Comprehensive User's Guide. PLUS MUCH MORE!

Call Aladdin Systems
direct and trade up
to Stufflt Deluxe"' 3.0
today!

Aladdin

Systems

·p[us shipping and handling (CA residents add 8.25% sales tax).
Offer expires June 1995

1-408-761-6200
or fax 1-408-761-6206
or contact us online:
America Online: Aladdin
Applelink: Aladdin
CompuServe: 75300,1666

I SS '-.

0-619-1501~-X

9 780679 750727

